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ABSTRACT

This report presents the findings of a seventeen-month project
funded by the National Institute of Education as one of a group of
investigations of teaching as a linguistic process at the elemen-
tary level. The aim of the project has been to analyze the com-
plexity of language use in the classroom through examination of
one classroom "event" or key episode-type--the "service-like event".
This term covers those situations during periods of individualized
instruct.lon in which a child who is not officially working with
the teacher. solicits the teacher's attention in order to get help
with a task or confirmation or other needed attention.

Most elementary classrooms are comprised of one teacher and
many children, and trrtditionally much of the social interaction of
the classroom has been "whole group" with the teacher as the focus
of the lesson or activity. Hower, most elementary classrooms are
now designed such that part of the day is spend in an alternative

'participation structure. In recent years, in response to the tran-
sient and heterogeneous nature of many school populations, and in
response to the schools' desires to match every child's aptitude
with appropriate levels of instruction, many elementary classrooms
are conducted so as to pro-tide individualized instruction to the
students for at least part of the day. Thus, a class of 18 to 30
students may be divided into three or four reading groups, each of
which will meet with the teacher separately at different times.
Another part of the school day may involve the teacher's giving a
brief lesson to the whole group and then asking the children to
work on an assignment individually or in small groups, with the
teacher typically working with one individual or group on that
assignment.

When the structure of classroom participation changes away
from wild° group this places new communicative demands on both tea-
cher and students. In particular,teachers must orient to having
one primary focus of activity and many secondary ones (all the
children not involved with her/him). The students must orient to
either managing without the teacher's help or effectively solicit-
ing the teacher's attention in a way that is minimally disruptive
to the teacher's primary activity. This study was an attempt to
fill part of the gap in our knowledge about how effective teachers
structure their actions and their responses to children's actions
in these situations.

7,esulis indicate that effectiv hers develop norms for
_tig communicative responses to 's initiatives and that

they apply these norms with some t of consistency across
ticipation structures. In ordc' ate these patterns it
been necessary to develop new coticupLs and formulations for
describing the dynamics of classroom interaction.
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(abstract continued)

The theoretical perspective that has been brought to this
research can be characterized as social interactional and socio-
linguistic. One of the specific objectives of the prject has been
to explore the importance of language use in the classroom by bring-
ing to a focus on language a consideration of non-linguistic features
of communication, and the broader perspective of language use as
social interaction. A second objective has been to explore the
nature of continuities between norms for conduct within the class-
room and norms for conduct outside the classroom, and the nature of
continuities between situations within the classroom. A third ob-
jective has been to look at language in its function as conveyor of
academic information in addition to its function of establishing and
maintaining social contact.

The methods employed in this study have been sociolinguistic
and microethnographic. The techniques involved are basically those
of qualitative analysis built on lioguistic and ethnographic methods.
These methods reflect the nature of the data available for investi-
gation. The study was based upon an available bank of video-taped
and audio-taped data from naturally occurring classroom situations.
These data were collected over the course of one school yiar (1975-
1976) in two classrooms at each grade level (nursery through third)
within one primary school. The school involved was a private
independent school chosen for its reputation as an effective school
as well as its cooperation and interest in research collabora ion.
This N.I.E. funded study was .a follower study of an earlier study
funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. The Carnegie study
was responsible for collecting the taped data, and has further
provided descriptions and analyses of other portions of the total
bank that have been useful for contextualizing the service-like
event data of this N.I.E. study.
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"The assessment of pupil progress by Calhoun teachers iS a
familiar routine...the gradebook and the report card provide the
most functional profile of pupil progress for the teacher attempt-
ing to give evidence of competence to her constituencies, but in
a personal sense they are not the most meaningful. When Diana
talks about measuring pupils' progress, she, like her colleagues,
dwells not on quantitative measures, but on those unpredictable
moments when the behavior of a pupil manifests a step forward.
"A light goes on in their faces." "They exclaim over solving a
problem that has frustrated them." "They suddenly begin asking
a lot of questions." These unforeseen moments may occur because
of or in spite of the way Calhoun teachers proceed in the class-
room, but their unpredictabilitydoes not their
cance. One might view these descriptions: of pupil progress as
personal and sentimental characterizations of role fulfillment.
It is more important to understand them asfnbody_irILL.cer
ideal, the individualization of schooling. IL is an ideal which
Calhoun teachers as individuals have to reconcile with more
impelling features of classroom life."

Richard L. Warren, 1975, p. 145
(Italics added)

"...In ahthropology and in personal life, much of what we
know is known through narratives, anecdotes, firsthand reports,
telling observations. But in our scholarly chairs we find it
difficult to acknowledge their validity. If we are to extend
understanding of language to the full, so that we can fully com-
prehend its role in schooling, in education, in social life, in
our lives, we have to find a way to come to terms with the
validity of uses of language that are aesthetic. Indeed, such
uses do play a vital part in decisions and perceptions, so that
we handicap our understanding of educational institutions and the
forces that affect them if we do not make them explicit objects
of attention...."

Dell Hymes, 1977, p. 93

.Service systems are one of the furA ra organize

ok public order, and their close study .as uardly begun..

ii

Erving Coffman, 1971, p

6

onal devices

37 note



Investigator's Preface

This is a report of work accomplished under a grant from the

National Institute of EdudatIon providing funds from September 1,

1978 through January 31, 1980. The grant was awarded under a

special grants c,mpetition soliciting work that woulC, deal with

teaching as a linguistic process, especially targeted at under-

standing what goes on at the early elementary level.

The notion that teaching is a linguistic process one

has recently acquired some currency, but the investigation of what

this means - both theoretically and practically - is still very

much at issue. The challenge for each project that undertakes

such investigation is to make a systematic entree into the morns

of data, or rather " "possible data ", in such a way that one can

locate both manipulable and intrinsic features of the linguistic

process of teaching. The approach of this project has been to

select: a key classroom event for descriptive analysis - the

"service-like event". Briefly, this is an event that occurs

during individualized instruction time, that is characterized by

a child approaching the teacher and soliciting the teacher's

,ntion for some kind of help.

,,ire most research undertakings, this one came about through

the confluence of a number of different happenings. In the

summer of 1973 the Linguistic Society of America held its annual

summer institute at the University of Michigan on the general

topic of language variation and social context, and inspired 11/471

the promise of interdisciplinary excAnge. As at all LSA

institutes faculty and students from many schools met and mingled,

and lasting friendshLps and working relationships were formed. A

significant mix were linguistics students from Georgetown University

(which included Peg Griffin, Stephen Cahir, and Donna Christian)



and the University of Pennsylvania (which included me). The

Georgetown group, largely under the guidance of Roger Shuy, Ralph

Fasold, C.J. Bailey, and Walt Wolfram, came with special back=
.

grounds in variation theory and educational linguistics. At that

time I had began work on my dissertation on service encounters in

stores and public service areas. (This was a topic I had first

looked at in St. Louis while taking a class from David Sudnow and

George Psathas in the course of graduate study in anthropology at

Washington University.) My dissertation advisors included John

Fought, Erving Coffman, Dell Hymes, and William Labov, and I came

to the institute with a special background in social interaction,

ethnography of communication, discourse analysis and co-aversation-

al analysis (much influenced by the two veers of Gail Jefferson's

post doctoral association with the Center for Urban Ethnography

at Penn). That summer we all learned a lot.

In the summer of 1974 I moved to the Washington metropolitan

area and re-established contact with the Georgetown group. I

was still working on my dissertation which was not completed

until May of 1976. In 1975, through the Center for Applied

Linguitics, Roger Shuy ;air -1 tl rinancial backing of the

Carnegie Corporation of New York to launch a large project to

study children's functional language development and education

in the early years. Peg Griffin played a major role in the

development of ideas for the research and served as Project

Director through the intensive period of video-tape collection

in 1975-76 and throughout the ensuing period of analysis which

culminated in a final report in 1978. Stephen Cahir and Donna

Christian had significant roles in the project, at the nursery

and second grade levels, respectively. Another Georgetown

graduate student, Frank Humphrey, participated at the kindergarten
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level. and was also somewhat involved at the third grade, level.

I first met Frank Humphrey in the spring of 1976 when I sat in on

Ralph Fasold's course in discourse analysis and made a presentation

of some of my dissertation work.

In late 1976 and early 1977 discussion began between Peg

Cril.in, Stephen Cahir, and me in which I was actively encouraged

to consider developing a research project of my own that would

involve using the large video and audiotape corpus that had then

only recently been collected. At that time a number of researchers

were working on various aspects of the data, but it was clear that

the quantity and richness of the materials were such as to almost

demand further investigation. Since I had not previously worked

in an educational setting, thinking out a research project

required some time.

By the summer of 1977 I had a fairly good idea of what 1

wanted to look at. I had chosen the service-like event not only

h_2c ,;s "keyness" in terms of types of classroom events,

.ilso because the social interactional phenomenon of copresent

individuals engaging and disengaging in focussed verbal (and non-

verbal) exchange was a major concern in my oissertation work and

therefore something that I Tru.ht have a headstart at analyzing

in another setting. When the N.I.E. sent out a grants competition

notice in fall of 1977 I proposed my ideas and funds were awarded

for this project, which began in September 1978.

During this period of development the possibilities of who

from the original data collection project might be involved as

staff in the service-like event project went through some shifts.

Peg Griffin left the Center for Applied Linguistics and took a

position in California, Donna Christian was fully committed to

research projects with T,lt Wolfram, Stephen Cahir lied become



heavily involved in completing his dissertation and was starting

to think of projects of his own. Also during this time period I

came to know Frank Humphrey and Judith Otteson much better. They

were actively involved in discourse analysis of portions of the

data bank for the Carnegie report of 1978. Also, Frank Humphrey

had begun to zero in on his dissertation topic of turn-taking

sanctions and he asked me to serve as one of hic dissertation

readers.

At the time the proposal was submitted it was expected that

Frank Humphrey would be the major research associate and that

Stephen Cahir and Judith Otteson would work at a more reduced

level of effort. By the time the project began, however, there

had been a significant reduction in the level of funding and

Judith Otteson had left for Norway. As the project began Stephen

Cahir was just completing his dissertation. He was able to work

on the project from October through mid-January, during which time

we compiled the nursery data. In December he was awarded his

degree and in February he began directing another project at C.A.L.

full-time.

Frank Humphrey has worked with me throughout the project,

and much of what has been accomplished is owed to the strength of

our working relationship. Concurrently, he has worked on his own

research as a dissertation project. Happily, this work has been

also concluded and Humphrey's degree awarded in December 1979.

Some of the results of that work are conveyed in section IV of

this report in which we contrast teacher sanctions in the service-

like event data with teacher's turn-taking sanctions in whole group

lessons. One of Humphrey's major contributions to the project has

been the detailed transcription of large sections of the data.

Over the past few years, since the original data bank collection,
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Humphrey has been involved in transcribing videotape data, and

his expertise reflects this experience.

In writing this report it has been difficult to come to grips

with the fact that the major product of the research is probably

my'own understanding and that of others involved. Then there has

been the further realization that what is known or understood

through several months of work is not readily (if at all) trans-

ferrable through a certain number pages of written prose. Never-

theless I have made an effort. What I have primarily tried to

convey is the understanding that has been gleaned from doing this

research. The methodological "proof" or documentation of how we

know what I think we know is more elusive, though great energy has

been expended in this direction. Whatever has been achieved in

this vein owes a great debt to the consistent prodding of Frank

Humphrey and Ste;-'hen Cahir to explain my early formulations, and

their determined tnJ painstaking efforts in sifting through potential

analysis segments both with me and on their own. Much also is owed

to project consultants Rebecca Barr, Courtney Cazden, Erving

Coffman, and Jeffrey Shultz, and to various conference partici aets,

discussants, and editors who have helped to shape my thinking.

Several portions of the findings given in this report have been

already presented at gatherings of professionals' and are in varying

stages of publication (see appendix on dissemination).

I would also like to acknowledge the more diffuse influence

of research colleagues at the Center for Applied Linguistics.

These. have included not only Humphrey and Cahir, but also Donna

Christian, Tom Dietrich, Cissy Freeman, Evelyn Jacob, Don Larkin,

Pha Bo Lang, Ceil Kovac, Sylvia Scribner, Roger Shuy, Dick Tucker,

Walt Wolfram, and Nancy Yanofsky. I would also ldke to thank

the staff and administration of C.A.L. generally for their support

of the project. Special thanks go to Ruby Berkemeyer and

Tomasina Blackwood for their secretarial support. Ruby Berkemeyer

has typed this:report in its entirety.
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Finally, the pervasive influence of my own children, Brienne

Merritt and Seth Merritt (now in 8th and 3rd grades), conveIsations

with their teachers, and considerations of their home and school

experiences is difficult to assess. And the often shared psychic

energy of my husband, Gary Merritt, has been invaluable.

Marilyn Wilkey Merritt
Principal Investigator

March 1980
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Mothodological Comment: On The Notion of

Locus of Observation
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A. 1411ySeryice7TAkeEvents.

In recent years, interest in the study of classroom

communication has burgeoned. Whereas much of the study of

language in the classroom prior to this period focused on the

evaluation of language use as output of the educational process,

recent interest has turned to language in the classroom as con-

stitu4pg much of the process. Several studies have greatly

enriched our knowledge about the diversity of functions of

language in the classroom (Cazden et al. 1972, Griffin and Shuy

1978, Simon and Boyer 1969, Stubbs and Delamont 1976).

Despite the growing interest in the nature of classroom

communication, it is apparent that some aspects of classroom

communication have been the object of a great,deal of attention

while others are just beginning to be explored. As pointed out

by Koehler (1977) and by Barr and .Dreeben(1977) many process

studies have in fact been what Duncan and Biddle (1974) have

called process-product studies. These are studies' that attempt

to determine which teaching processes are effective in relation

to specified, desired outcomes or products, such as student

achievement. Despite the value of this line of research, there

seem to be problems with it as well. Ag our knowledge about

the limitations of process product design have increased (see

Koehler op cit, Barr and Dreeben), and as more recent studies

have expanded our knowledge of the scope of functional variation

to be investigated, it is clear that there is a continuing need for

research of an exploratory and integrative nature.

One kind of research that addresses this need is that which

views the interrelations of functions of language in the class-

room in terms of rules for classroom discourse. Very recently,

some studies of classroom communication have developed their

results in these terms Ogehan 1979, Griffin and Humphrey 1978,
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Sinclair and Couithard 1975, Mishler 1975a, b). The interest
generated by these studies has led to the realization that we
are only beginning to understand the parameters that structure
classroom communication, and that further

descriptive research
is probably the best approach to furthering this understanding.

Recent studies of classroom
communication have been

nificant on both a theoretical and practical level. On a
theoretical level, these studies have provided an important database for investigating the nature of language use. Important
questions relevant to linguistic and sociolinguistic theory havebeen raised. For example, "How does the context of situation (e.g.
a schoolroom) affect the pragmatic "value" (e.g. "request",
"order") of an utterance ? ", "What kinds of

'conversational work'do questions do ? ", "What is the nature of the relationship be-
tween referential meaning and non-referential meaning?" (Christian1976, Griffin 1977, Mishier 1976a; especially as these relate to
theoretical perspectives raised in Cole and Morgan 1975, Goody 1978,Gumperz and Hymes 1972, Byrnes 1974). And, from the theoretical
perspective of social science

generally the following question hasbeen raised: "How shall regularities-of language use be inte-
grated into a more general theory of sociAl

interaction?" (Bauman and
Sherzer 1974, Shultz 1976; especially as these relate to theoreticalperspectives developed in Coffman 1964, Gumperz and Hymes 1972,
Sudnow 1972).

On a practical level, studies of communication in the class-
room have provided an important descriptive base for investigating
the relationship between educational achievement and the process
of communication. It has been demonstrated that educational
achievement is related not only to the child's knowledge of the
formal grammatical systems of his language, but also to the child'sknowledge of the functional systems of language use (Halliday
1975, Lahov 1970, Shuy 1976, Griffin and Shuy 1978). This
"functional" knowledge is basically knowledge of t e conventions
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for performing and interpreting language behavior. It is tied

to the use of language in particular social situations (or types

of social situations), and conventions that are more or less

specific to speech communities, cultural groups, and to parti-

cular social institutions and activities within them.

We know that children from all backgrounds have learned

rules for talking with parents and peers before they come to

school and that new rules must be acquired for classroom

communication. Recent evidence has suggested that children

have more difficulty in acquiring classrObm discourse rules

when they are very different from "home discourse" rules

(Philips 1972; Erickson and Mohatt 19801. Inadequate learning

of the processes and rules of classroom discourse often results

in severe. consequences for the educational achievement of the

child. It may lead directly to misunderstandings of referential

meaning, or through misunderstanding of social meaning it may

lead to lowered teacher expectations and resultant decrease in

academic information presented. In both instances, the child's

level of cognitive achievement is held back. Further, these

problems are often compounded at another level. Studies of

classroom communication have shown that teachers' evaluations

of children's cognitive achievement are also affected by child-

ren's knowledge of the rules for classroom discourse (Brooks

1979, Carrasco 1979, Reader and Cherry 1978, Mehan 1973 and

Shuy 1970).

One of the most important concerns of the American

educational system is that of egt'd. opportunity for

learning and standards for evaluation. These recent studies

of classroom communication strongly suggest that continued

basic descriptive research is needed to better understand some

of the dynamic issues involved. These include the issues of

5



"preparatory learning" and "In erference " of knowing "when is

a context" (Erickson 1977).and how to "transfer" a format or a

complex cognitive processing skill from one situation to another

(Ca den 1979). These issues are central to the educational salience

of understanding more precisely the form of classroom communication.

Equally important issues concern the multiplicity of

functions of classroom communication. Central as it is, we know

that the function of providing a coding system for the transfer

of academic information; is not the only one served by language

in the classroom. The need for studies of the social use of

language in the classroom has been widely acknowledged. In

discussing functions of language in the classroom, Byrnes

(1972:xxix-xxx) has argued that in terms of identifying communi-

cative acts:

The difficult and important point is that one often

cannot tell the act from the form of the message. One

and the same sentence, the same set of words in the

same syntactic relationship, may be now a request, now

a command, now a compliment, now an insult, depending

upon tacit understandings within a community. These

understandings, 'or presuppositions, or norms of inter-

pretation, involve recognition of certain sentences

as conventional ways of expressing or accomplishing

certain thingsfrom long - established proverbs to

lines from popular songs and currently estahllibed idioms;

involve recognition of some utterances as pertaining to

certain genres...; and involve specific ways of inter-

preting speech in relation to its verbal and social

context. The place of something said in a sequence of

things said, the scene, and the rights and obligations

that are recognized as obtaining between participants in

6



speech all may enter into defining the status of

what is said.

. .

To a considerable extent, then, the use of language

that is of concern in the classroom has to do with

stylistic or social, rather than referential, meaning..."

In a recent NIE sponsored National Conference on Studies in

Teaching the panel reported that (p. 1):

We are,interestedin linguistic forms only insofar

as through them we can gain insight into 'the social

events of the classroom and thereby into the under-

stanclings which students achieve...the actual (as

opposed to the intended) curriculum consists in the

meanings enacted or realized by a particular teacher

and class. In order to learn, students must use what

they already know so as to give meaning to what the

teacher presents to them. Speech makes available

to reflection the processes by which they relate new

knowledge to old. But this possibility depends on

the social relationships, the communication system,

which the teacher sets up.

The potential contribution of sociolinguistic and ethnographic

research has been discussed by John (1973 :229), who concludes:

Theoretical debates...are empty exercises without

the support rendered by data gathered in systematic

observations conducted by psychologfsts and by the

ethnographic approaches of the sociolinguists. These

are enormously useful in depicting those aspects of

learning which may be overlooked or minimized 1)37

developmental theorists with specific biases..."
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Recently, there have been several studies designed with

a more descriptive and particularistic approach, integrating

into the study of language use such factors as social relatio

ships (Walker and Adelman 1976, McDermott 1976, Miller 1979).

The recognized significance of these and other studies'has

engendered the support of other descriptive research projects

on the nature of classroom communication and interaction.

This report presents the findings of one such research

project. The purpose of this study has been to investigate

the nature of rules governing classroom discourse and social

interaction, by analyzing in detail the occurrence of speech

and communicative interchanges during "individual work" time

over the cours:z of one school year and across five grade levels

(nursery through the third grade). Specifically, we wanted

to find out how, during "individual work" time, childre6 go

about seeking information from their teachers and peers, in

such a way that they get the information they seek and in such

a way that social relationships are maintained or enhanced. The

"locus of'observation" (see subsection I-B) that we selected for our

investigation is what I have termed a "service-like event."

This label may be a bit inelegant, but it has been chosen because

it emphasizes the positive aspect of the event (satisfying immediate

communicative needs of students) rather than the negative aspect

(interrupting the teacher's current activity).

The following are examples of this classroom "event"

taken from video recordings of a second grade classroom. Both

of these interchanges occurred during a period of individual

work time during which many children were individually involved

in writing a description of how a camera works:



(1) Child approaches teacher with a manila folder, stops

a few feet away.

The teacher looks up from her work and asks, "What

word do you need help with, C?

Child: Lens

Teacher: Lens, L-E-N-S (turns back to her work).

(2) Child comes running up to a teacher who is sitting

on a desk while students are working individually:

Child: 1 can't do it, his. H. I can't do it

(while approaching)

Teacher: Wilat can't .you do, D?

Child: I can't do it. I can't write it all down.

Teacher: O.K. Co get your folder and I'll help you

with it. goes and gets her folder;

teacher works with child several minutes;

ends by taking dictation from the child and

writing in the folder for the child.)

In principle, this event may involve either teacher-child

or child-child participation. An .example of a child-child

s4;-vice -like event is the following:

(3) Individual work time on a third grade classroom.

has just finished one assignment and walks over

to where the assignment sheet is posted.

C: (to self) Better do my dictionary work.

(scratches head and scans room, walks over

to E., who is working alone nearby)

G: Elizabeth, can I borrow your dictionary?

E: Yeah.

C: (looks down at E's work, does not leave table area

E: "You can use it" I said. (without looking up)

C: Where is it?
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E: (looking up at him, slightly quizzical expression)

It's in my tray

Oh. O.K. (leaves table)

(finding E's tray and pulling dictionary out)

Dictionary work for me.

However, because the child-child social relationship is so

highly variable (depending on their relative academic status,

age, gender, friendship relationship, other arenas of coinvolve-

ment (after school, etc.)) from one dyad to another and because

it is so structurally different from the teacher-child relation-

ship in terms of classroom dynamics (the teacher being a focal

point for all the children), the child-child type of service-

like event has not been the focus of our investigation.

With either teacher-child or chid -child service-like

events we reasoned that it was the teacher who is basically

responsible for establishing the social environment that

makes such learning communication possible. Accordingly, we

anticipated that, in .,ur description of the nature of the

rules for communication, it would be useful to incorporate

notion of managing ritual equilibrium (Coffman 1956, 1971,

1976 and Merritt 1976a) among the classroom participants.

The specific focus of the service -like event ;or our

descriptive investigation of classroom interaction seemed

especially appropriate for a number of reasons.

First of all, 'very little descriptive work has attended

to individual work time activities and virtually none have

investigated the kind of service-like "event" that we set Out

to study. In general, a teaching situation can be thought

of as involving both cone -ance resources and query resources.

C:

Whereas most studies of classroom discourse have focused on

conveyance resources, our study has focused on query resources.
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Conveyance resources are those resources which the teacher

has for conveying information -- including level of language

development and devices for focusing attention. In school, a

teacher usually spends a good deal of effort in teaching

children his/her instructional formats, Children must learn

to focus their attention in accordance with formats or they

will miss the instructional information that is being conveyed

there. (An all too familiar occurrence, for example, is a

teacher's saying "You don't know the answer because you

weren't paying attention".)

Query resources are those resources which the student has

for confirming already conveyed information and/or asking about

new instructional information. In school, a child must learn

how to ask for confirmaaon and for new information. Open

classroom situations and periods of individualized instruction

are especially dependent for their proper functioning on

students' acquisition of these query resources (see John op. cit.)

Though query resources puts the focus On what the students do;

it should be kept in mind that query formats are set up and

reinforced by the teacher.

Most studies of classroom discourse rules have focused on

whole group or small group lessons, and teachers' development

of these formats. as conveyance resources (Sinclair and

Coulthard 1975, Griffin and Humphrey 1978, Mehan 1979). Inas-

much as "lessons" are the timas during which most teachers focus

their instructional presentation this is as it should be.

However, recent evidence (Cahir 1978) has suggested that ''tran-

sition time" between lessors or other organized activities is

frequently used very effectively as a teaching time, and studies

in multicultural Settings have reported that the most effective

participant structures are sometimes not those involving the

teacher as the major focus of a group session (here, see the



several Indian studies reported in Cazden at al. 1972, Erickson

and Mohatt 1978).

Secondly, the focus on service-like events may have

implications for the theoretical contrast between formal and inform

real education (Scribner and Cole 1973). Most often formal and

informal educational practices are defined in terms of setting

variables, so that education in formal settings like schools

is called formal education whereas education in non formal

settings like "home" is called informal education. Yet another .

variable would seem to be that derived from mode of instruction,

such that within the home setting direct instruction from care-

takers (see Miller 1979) is move formal than that provided by

opportunities to observe and sometimes "help" accomplish a

task. Just how to characterize instruction that occurs in

classrooMs using a lot of individualized instruction time is

not clear. In some cases we might want to say that academic

instruction that occurs during whole group lessons is more

formal than that which typically, occurs during service-like

events. On the other hand "one on one" tutorials, whether set

up by the teacher or initiated by a service-like event, are

probably the clearest instances of the direct instruction model

at work.

Thirdly, service-like events are of interest to the study of

classroom management. Though research.in classroom management

has not specifically focussed on the kind of incident I have

called service-like event, some studies have begun to approach

the issue of classroom management in terms of teacher behaviors

that are responsive to child behaviors (see especially the

recent work of Walter Doyle and associates). Further, a recent

study by Tikunoff and Ward (1979) reported that when teachers

were involved in research design and collaboration the topic
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the teachers chose for investigation was (teachers') coping

with distractions in the classroom. Though the focus of our

investigation has been away from the negative perspective of

"interrupting" service-like events do fit into some general

category of "interrupting teacher's ongoing activity'

Fourthly, the study of classroom communication during

individual work time highlights social meaning. Because

children's interaction during this "time" involves initiation

of verbal exchange, a child must learn discourse rules which

regulate "conversational accessibility" -- that is, the degree

to which one individual is accessible conversationally to another

(note that management of conversational accessibility is

analytically prior to turn-taking which is relevant once the

conversation is underway). This, of course, depends on the

situation and the relationship or relative status of the

particular individuals (e.g. child-child, teacher-child).

Management of conversational accessibility involves

control of the mechanisms by which individuals signal their

availability and successfully enter into a state of verbal

interchange. It is a notion derived from a model of social

interaction in which conversational prerogatives are viewed

as a form of territoriality (Coffman 1971), and which has

proven useful in the analysis of adult service encounters

(e.g. buying something at a store, Merritt 1_9760. Managing

conversational accessibility is and of the major ways in which

individuals monitor the ritual equilibrium between themselves

and other copresent individuals.

It should be noted that management of conversational

accessibility applies generally to situations of conversational

language use, and thus is not new to the child when he enters

school. Rather, the school presents him with new situations
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(and status relationships) in which he must manage. Before

school, the ritual brackets "Hi" and "Bye-bye" are among the

first things most children are taught (see Gleason and Weintraub

1976); and almost every parent has anecdotes about teaching a

young child "not to interrupt" (i.e. recognize,that the parent

is not conversationally accessible) when the parent is talking

to another adult or is "on the telephone".

Whenever a child initiates an exchange, then, the timing

and the form (whether verbal or non-verbal) he/she uses to do

so, automatically carry an element of social meaning. The

social meaning derives from the "value" of the initiating

move as appropriately attentive to the rules for managing

conversational accessibility. Accordingly, a child must

acquire strategies for "remedializing" the initiation of con-

versation in certain situations. For example, when a child

approaches a teacher for help, he/she may see that the teacher

is engaged in some other activity and that he/she will be in

some sense encroaching on the activity. The child will usually,

then, adopt one of several strategies for remedializing the in-

trusion: For example, he/she may approach and "wait" nearby

to be addressed first by the teacher; or he /she may use a verbal

routine like "Excuse me". The teacher's social interpretation

of the child's choice of strategies may vary according to the

teacher's background, the age or cultural backgroun of the child,

or in terms of what, strategies have been talked about or taught

in class, perhaps as politeness formulas (Ferguson 1976), and

which have been adopted informally (with attention to variation

across grade levels and over the year).

This focus on managing conversational accessibility also

dovetails with other approaches to the study of social meaning.

For one thing, we can note that managing conversational
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accessibility involves attention to the general question of

when, with respect to the activities of one's interlocutors,

it it apprIpriate to talk. This is, of course, the same

general question that is addressed by the study of turn-

taking (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, Duncan 1976,

Humphrey 1979). For another thing, we can note that strategies

for remedializing initiating often involve "request" behavior.

This may remind us that the analysis of the social meaning of

linguistic forms in terms of their pragmatic "value" -- as

"requests" or other speech acts -- has been a,major approach

to the study of the social meaning of language use (Bruner

1975, Clark and Lucy 1975, Dore 1975, Elvin-Tripp 1976, Garvey

1975, Labov and Fanshel 1977, Sadock 1970-

During the last decade, advances in linguistics, socio-

linguistics, philosophy, anthropology, sociology, psychology and

artificial intelligence have provided important models for the

description of what linguistic forms mean when they are used.

One of the significant contributions of this work has been the

recognition that "meaning" of language in use Is not a simple

matter of assigning semantic interpretations to individual

sentence units; this provides us only with referential or

literal meaning. Rather the "meaning" or "function" or

"significance" of language in use always involves non-referential

or conveyed or social meaning. Much of the linguistic research

has focused on the relationship between referential or literal

meaning and non-referential or conveyed meaning (Gordon and

Lakoff 1971). However, this approach by itself has made minimal

use of the notion of context. Among researchers using a more

ethnographic data base (e.g. naturalistic observations of

actually occurring events) it has been widely recognized that

the relationship between linguistic form and social meaning is

not constant but rather is mediated by or drawn from context.
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We know, for instance, that a given form (such as "have you

finished your math ?"") may not always have the same social

intent (e.g. in one case it may be a request for information,

while in another it may be a request to stop some disturbing

activity (and get back to math)). We know also that a given '

social intent (such as getting a cher's attention) may, at

situationally different "times" be accomplished with different

forms (e.g. sometimes raising the hand is appropriate, and

sometimes moving physically closer to the teacher and calling

his/her name is appropriate).

That we observe variation im the relationship between

linguistic form and social meaning does not, of course, mean

that variation is completely random and haphazard. Although

we cannot predict which form will be used in a given instance,

recent studies reveal that there are identifiable factors that

are systematically related to how we interpret the use of a

form in a given instance.

One way of conceptualizing these factors is in terms of

the notion of context. In general, four "levels" of context

can be identified:

a. Local context (what acts occur immediately before

or after the one being considered?).

b. Event context (what kind of an event or interchange

is the act a part of? e.g. a group lesson or service-like

event).

c. Setting context (what is the setting in which the

event takes place?, e.g. a nursery level classroom in an elements

school).

d. "Mutual biographical" context (what is the past

history of interaction between the participants and what kinds

of things do they know about each other?).
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In our study, local context and event context, both of

which are structural, were carefully considered. Setting con-

text has been noted in terms of the five grade levels (and

the five points in time for each grade). Mutual-biographical

context was not i.estigated, but the role relationship of

teacher-student has been considered.

Another way of conceptualizing these factors is to note

what differences there are between the linguist's "traditional'

sentence-unit characterization of language (Chomsky 1965) and

characterization of language use. There are at least four

interrelated major differences:

a. Language use involves a model of social interaction

(see Coffman 1964, Fillmore 1976). This means that there are

not just words, but people saying words.

b. This has consequences for the designation of analytic

units. The notion of sentence is not adequate for a model of

Social interaction. Minimally, the form unit must be some kind

of action -- utterance or preferably "move", which has a formal

"shape" in terms of words and/or gestures (see-Goffman 1976).

Though sometimes this unit for designation of occurrences or

"tokens" is referred to as a speech act or communicative act,

usually the notion of "ace is reserved as a function unit,

to designate the interpretation of "type". Both form and

function can be defined at various "levels", of course. We

can look for specific forms like "O.K." and "Thank you", and

we can look at certain "form-types" like question and "playback

(Merritt 1977). We can look for function in terms of act-type

or illocutionary force (e.g. "request for information", "reques

for action"), or in terms of "event slot" (e.g. the "initiating

move, "response to initiating" move, etc.).
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c, The existenc of t levels of function point to the

fact that LuslanA of units must play a role in the inter-

pretation of any unit as a particular act-type (for a detailed

discussion of this, see Merritt 1976 McTear 1979)

d. Finally, the impact of this act-type interpretation on

the "overall social meaning" of a move must be reckoned in

terms of its effect on the ritual equilibrium between participants.

It is in this sense that act-type sequences like "request

compliance" and "apology plus account" are "functionally equivalent".

That is, if in response to "Can I borrow your dictionary?" one

either complies "Sure (handing it over)" or Apologizes and accounts

for non-compliance, "Sorry, John's using it", then one has acted

so as to maintain the balance of ritual equilibrium between the

requestor and the requestee. The two responses can be said to

be "functionally equivalent in terms of ritual equilibrium" or

perhaps "ritually equivalent".

A fifth reason to study service-like events is that service-

like events involve both social meaning and referential meaning.__-

Although we know that children often ask questions in order to

get social attention, in many cases it seems clear that the child

is motivated to initiate an interchange in order to get substantive

academic information (see, for example, (1) and (3) above).

Service-like events, then, provide an ideal focus fur observing

the interdependence of the social and referential functions of

language use in the classroom.

These five reasons are not intended to be exhaustive. Other

important advantages of studying service-like events include the

prevalence of questions (the patterns of which are of general

sociolinguistic interest; see Churchill 1978, Coffman 1976,

Goody 1978, Holzman 1972, Merritt 1976b, 1977, Mishler 1975a, 1976a,b),
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and the fact that the discourse processes in service-like

events seem to have a continuity with those of events that take

place outside the school (for example, requesting "help" from

someone at home and requesting service from someone at a store

or place of business),

In fact, a further consideration in the original design

of the project was based on this continuity. This study has

been carried out using primarily the mode of descriptive analysis

developed in Merritt (1976a) for the analysis of adult service

encounter events (e.g. buying something at a store)

The reasons for this were twofold:

a, The mode of analysiE was designed to integrate the

concerns of several different approaches to the study of language

use, and had been implemented in the description of a particular

communicative event (service encounter).

b. The particular communicative event which was described

using this mode of analysis seems to be structurally very similar

to the service-like event of the classroom.

Basically, the model of investigation involves the follow-

ing: locating a structurally identifiable event (service

encounter, service-like event during individual work time);

describing the event in terms of "stages" and "normal sequence"

of act-types; identifying form units that recur and form-type

units that recur, and then examining each for the event-slots

in which it occurs and the act-types that it represents;

examining event-slots and subevent-slots like "response to

question") for what forms and form-types occur in them; quali-

tative analysis that looks for patterns of co-occurrence between

formal items and functional items (including act-types);

qualitative analysis that examines these patterns in term

the "conversational work" they do and their "functiod' in term

of maintaining ritual equilibrium.
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Finally, it should be reiterated that the purpose of

selecting the service-like event as a locus of observation

was not.to reify it as an isolated entity but rather to use

it as an entree into studying teaching as a linguistic process.

We wanted to find out how children initiate and follow through

on activities that they are interested in. We wanted to in-

vestigate the ways in 1 Thich periods of individualized instruction

time facilitate the maximizing of individual cognitive growth.

We wanted, further, to he able to characterize our findings using

parameters that could describe other classroom events and other

settings. Again, we anticipated that the notion of managing

ritual equilibrium, analytically applied, would be useful - in

distinguishing social and referential meaning on the one hand,

and in integrating verbal and non-verbal means on the other.
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B. Methodological Comment. On the Notion locus of Observation

In a redent issue of Anthropology and Education Quarterly

Dell Byrnes put forth an argument for the use of what we might

refer to as "linguistic methodology" in the qualitative analysis

of the processes of education:

"...Any consideration of qualitative methodology

in the study of human life must take into account

the success of linguistics in establishing a sector

of study that has a methodology that is at once

qualitative and rigorous." (1977, p. 92)

This line of thinking is one that I have attempted to follow

in developing my own research objectives. As a linguist,

however, I have at times been acutely aware of the face that,

although linguistics has developed a rigorous methodology for

qualitative investigation, the discIpline has not always

embraced the pursuit of investigating natural human interaction.

In the course of the service-like event project I have addressed

other linguists with this issue, and argued more specifically

for the viability of looking at communicative events using

"linguistic methodology":1

Perhaps one of the most engaging theoretical concerns in

linguistics over the past few years has been the concern for

tying advances made in the formal description of syntactic and

phonological aspects of language with what is known about the

semantic character of language, and, more generally, that of

language use. Though many linguists might argue that issues

of the "semantics" of language use (sometimes referred to as

"pragmatics") fall outside the scientific domain of "linguistics

proper", most would agree that one of the most salient evalua-

tion metrics for comparing any two grammatical descriptions is

provided by a demonstration that one of the two descriptions

is more easily tied to known features of language use. It

seems, therefore, entirely appropriate that a few linguists might
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turn their attention more fully to the issues involved in con-

ceptualizing units, levels, or other primitive element-types

that can be used to describe the social use of language; and,

in particular, apply themselves to the task of taking the

principles of traditional linguistic methodology and argumentation,

rather than the traditional boundaries of linguistic data, as

primary givens.

That is the tack I wish to take. I shall not be concerned

here with social use in the sense of phonological or syntactic

variants that have social value by virtue of their correlation

with speaker style or social group identification; that is an

important area but one which has already received considerable

attention and resolution in terms of fruitful directions of

inquiry. Rather, my cencern is with an area that is receiving

increasingly mode attention but for which there has so far been

little resolution - especially within linguistics - as to fruit-

ful directions of inquiry: This is the social use of language

in terms of the "embeddings" or "interpreting" of language use

within a fraAework of social interaction; that is, taking as a

"data-sensitive starting point" what all of us native speakers

of language know--that the "interpretation" or "pragmatic value"

or "socially significant semantic value assigned" of any bit

of spoken language depends on, and is derived from, the sociol

interaction of which the language use is a part (as well as,

course, participants' knowledge of the language as an internally

consistent code).

With gross oversimplification for the sake of brevity,

four current lines of inquiry into this area can be pointed to
2

and characterized in terms of inadequacy:- (1) Speech act
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analysis-borrowed essentially from philosophy and carried out by

philosophers and linguists; elucidating in many ways but

impossible to relate adequately to larger units; context becomes

"possible context" and "possible wolld" and ultimately fails to

capture the true creativity of language as it is used in everyday

life. (2) Discourse analysis-largely a linguistic and even

literary enterprise; solves some of the speech act problem of

dealing with larger units by starting with one, but still is

focused primarily on written texts rather than actual speech

and dialogue, in particular. (3) Conversational analysis-carried

out primarily by a group of ethnomethodologically inclined socio-

logists who have chosen to study the social order through

analyzing conversation: their attention to the details and

regularities_ of spoken language is recognized by most linguists,

but a-nagging question concerns their claims about the generall-

zability of the rules and units across situations and cultures

(in many w ehis is the same sort of question that is often

asked of the work on conversational maxims put forth by the

philosopher H.P. Grice). (4) Event analysis - that which

frequently follows out of the concern of linguistic anthro-

pologists to be sensitive to cross-cultural and cross-situational

differences through use of the "ethnography of communication":

is sensitive to many of the inadequacies in (1) through (3) in

terms of its data base, but also frequently turns out to yield

either no very formal description of the event or else no very

generalizable (to other events or situations) description.

The point of this argument, however, will not be to dwell

on any of these inadequacies. For one thing, having dabbled

a bit in all four of these areas I have fully shared and share

in all the attendant inadequacies as I see them. Further, and

more to the point, each of these approaches has to be seen as

establishing some useful entree into discovering generalizations
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about language use in situations of face-to-face interaction.

What 1 do want to suggest, however, is that there is

another very obvious entree-one that I have_ argued is quite

fruitful and one that has been shamefully neglected, especially

within linguistics. That entree is simply to look at naturally

occurring instances of language use in situations of face-to-face

interaction, using as a focus for data collection a single social

setting or type of social setting within which a functionally

defined communicative event serves as a locus of observation,

I would like to suggest that this kind of "raw empirical"

enterprise is fruitful not just as a sociological endeavor but

also as a linguistic endeavor. The idea that one might get

useful insights about the pragmatic interpretation of specific

linguistic forms by looking at the natural occurrence of those

forms in human social interaction seems in one sense a trivial

truism. But the fact that linguistics as a field has chosen

to expend most of its efforts in the investigation of pragmatic

interpretation by developing theoretical constructs like speech

act theory, performative analysis, and conversationej implicature

based primarily on native speaker intuitions about isolated

sentences in hypothetical contexts - gives pause.

It is enough to cause one to wonder if, in fact, it is

not just a case of benign neglect but rather a negative bias.

If so, it may be philosophical in origin or historically

derived, possibly rooted in some basic preconceptions about

what constitutes a data base that is "properly linguistic"3

or, it may simply be based on a lack of undevstanding of how

such an entree might be implemented. Having now been involved in

studies of language use in two kinds of particular social

situations (service encounters between servers and customers in

stores and other public service areas, 1976a, and service-like
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events in primary school classrooms I aw convinced that this

kind of approach is fruitful, and that, minimally, it should be

viewed as complementary to other approaches. I am also convinced

based on numerous informal conversations with colleagues -

that there is a general "fear" and/or lack of understanding about

dealing with the data of social interaction.

On the "fear" side many linguists are wary - and right-

fully so - of being overwhelmed by , or mired into, a myriad of

contextual features. This is especially true if one considers

language use in social interaction at large. Nor is the obvious

remedy to this overwhelmingness - the study of language use in a

particular situation - a viable solution to those who are wary.

For those who are wary all that can be gained by such an approach

is the analysis of a single situation; the event under analysis

is viewed as a highly specific analytical unit that is basically

of little interest for a general theory of language use. This

view, I feel, is quite unfortunate and one that I shall argue

against. The source of the problem, I believe, is in the

failure to treat the event under analysis as an instance of an

empirical implementation unit - something like what I shall

discuss here as "locus of observation."

First of all, the notion of locus of observation implies

Anillelpled rationale for lookin

in order to find out something about thelEghiLlz21whith

that phenomenon isARart.

My own rationale for having selected the service encounter

is roughly as follows: When I first began to be interested in

language units larger than the sentence I was immediately drawn

to dialog discourse rather than text or monolog discourse. I

think this was because the most interesting question to me

t a_EIrticular phenomenon
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about language concerns its functioning as a vehicle for communi-

cation - that is, "When one person says something (or writes

something, for that matter) how does the recipient ( :: hearer of

that saying understand what is being said?" The issue of the

speaker's intent is, of course, a sticky one But it nes

always been-my feeling that we do not have much access to speaker's

intent except when we, ourselves, are the speakers; while, on

the other hand, we do have access to hearer's understanding since

as analytical "overhearers" we have essentially the same "infor-

mation" or "data" available to us as does the hearer or addressee.

The primary thing we overhearers may not have equal access to

is what might be called "mutual biographical" context Mist is

the past history of interaction between the participants and

what kinds of things do they know or assume about each other?).

Instances in which it can be established that recipients and

analytic overhearers have essentially equal access t6 this

mutual biographical context can thus be seen to be of special

methodological interest. Accordingly, instances in which "a

stranger talks with a stranger" might provide crucial evidence

of how language serves as a communication system (or so it

seemed to me). Li1(7! most investigator's I was looking for an

entree into the phenomena - a way of slicing out certain

complicating factors that needn't be dealt with, a way of

eliminating some variance - especially the.kind that might

turn out to be random (as mutual biographical context essentially

is).

Looking at talk between strangers thus seemed a good

strategy. At the same time, I had come to the study of language

through the door of social science and anthropology in parti-

cular. I was committed early on to a fully descriptivist
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empirical approach to language, grounded in language use, and

Dell Byrnes' notion of the ethnography of communication (1964)

was especially intriguing to me. If, however, I wanted to study

7_anguage use in English-speaking "mainstream" American society

as I did - it was not at all clear how to proceed. The early

formulation of the ethnography of communication was grounded

in the holistic study of an entire speech community and, William

Labov-s (1966) study of New York City as a speech community

notwithstanding, that unit did not seem to me directly accessible

in the case of any modern highly-urbanized highly mobile society.

It seemed, rather, that a reasonable starting point might be

to look at speech events or communicative events as repositories

of norms of language use for the "speech community". In terms

of finding out something about the speech community as a whole

it seemed that looking at speech events that occurred in public

"cccessible-to-anyone" settings would be especially appropriate.
-,_

This led to a consideration of a very frequently occurring,

public, accessible-to-anyone event - that captured by looking at

situations of focused interaction between a "posted" server and a

second 1rty ("customer") who invokes the server's participation

as an operator of a "serving post". That was essentially my

rationale for initially selecting as a locus of observation the

event 'I have called "service encounter".
4

It also quickly became

an object of study in its own right.

In the case of the service-like event study,-my rationale

was much less global and ambitious. I simply wanted to find a

"place to look" in the classroom that would tell me something

about how the exchange of academic information occurs outside

the highly structured format of group lessons. In order to

look outside the group lesson format there must be a consideration
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of how "conversational accessibility" is managed - that is, what

are the mechanisms that teachers use, and that students have to

learn, about "who is in" and "who is out", who can talk and who

is expected to be listening. In sum, the "service-like event"

that I have selected as a locus of observation is not just an

interesting kind of thing to look at. It is primarily a "way

in" to find out something about what goes on in elementary

school classrooms.

Secondly, the notion of locus of observation 1' lies that

1122112s assumplimi=bD:Ignde about

structure.

In general a locus of observation will be only loosely

defined in terms of a form-function correlation; otherwise

there is no source of variation to observe and analyze. It

is true, of course, that linguistics is committed largely to the

discovery of invariant rather than.variant relations. But we

all know that invariant relations do not apply at the level of

predicting the exact linguistic forms that people say to one

another in everyday life. Rather, invariar, relations have. to

be discovered as the mechanisms for making sense out of what

people actually say when and where to whom. In conjunction

this lack of constraint on tightness of structure a

particular speech event need not be seen as a full-fledged

analytical unit nor as the primary object of study.

The notion of locus of observation speaks to the investi-

gator's interest in using an empirical focus to locate units

or dimensions of analysis within the empirical focus and to

"anchor" these elements in terms of the identifiable character-

istics of the empirical focus. The use of a speech event as

such a locus is important because it involves not only a

the "ti htness" of the
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particular setting and a specifiable aggregate of co-present in-

dividuals, but it also has a functional orientation that is

grounded in the participants' interactive accomplishment of the

function. In the case of the service encounter, for example,

there is an orientation to the transaction of a service. In the

case of the service-like event there is an orientation to the

exchange of academically relevant information.

Typically, of course, this functional orientation lends

itself to a normative structure of the whole event in terms of

an expected sequence of linguistic or communicative forms or

form types. As I have argued elsewhere (1976a,b) this normative

sequencing is important to the pragmatic interpretation of a

particular utterance as conveying a particular illocutionary

force. The specifiability of the structure of the whole event

(or at least its proper initiation) is thus an important

interactional resource for the participants in the event.

For the analyst, specifiability of overall structure

makes for an elegant analytical unit. This is, of course, the

basis for event analysis within the ethnography of communication.

However, to the extent that any given type of speech event does

not have a very specifiable structure it is problematic as an

analytic unit. In line with this it can be noted that research-

ers operating both within and outside the framework of the

ethnography of communication have expressed concern over the

aplicability of speech event analyses to the not-so-highly

prescribed everyday happenings in modern urbanized societies

like our own (Sherzer 1978, Brown and Levinson 1978). Some

of this concern can be resolved, however, if we view these

everyday speech events not as analytic unit., that require the

same kind of tight form-function definition that can be pro-

vided for highly ritualized events in "less complex" societies



(e.g., Irvine 1974), but rather as general loci for observation

in which elements can be located within and/or across types of

event. In this view speech events with less predictable

structures are seen not as "defective" analytical units, but

rather as sources of data for investigating generalizable aspects

of language use. They provide an empirical base from which to

observe the c,:variation of form units and function units not

at the level of event.

In order to implement this, the first thing the analyst

must do is to look to see more or less globally what is going on

in the event he/she has chosen to look at. Then, keeping this

in mind, he/she must identify "pieces" of language or "types of

pieces" that are "significant" and that can be characterized in

such a way that additional occurrences or recurrences can be

identified and aualyzed.

For example, one can locate a particular linguistic form

that occurs both within the event and in other contexts as well.

One can analyze the function or use of the form as it occurs with-

in the event and thereby make predictions about its use in other

natural settings (which can be investigated at a later date).

Examples of this are my analysis of the use of word "O.K." in

service encounters (Merritt 1978) and th' analysis of the use of

the particle "sh" in classroom lesson events by Frank Humphrey

(1978, 1979).

Another kind of linguistic element that can be explored

"form-type." The major example of this is the form-type unit

question (See Merritt 1976b, Mishler 1975). The general notion

of "form -type" is a loose one. Here I simply intend some unit,

occurrences of which can be identified with some criteria

based on linguistic form. Thus, to the extent we can

identify the occurrences of questions on the basis of formal
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properties (e.g. conventional interrogative word order) the unit

"question" is a form-type unit. Other possible form-type units

I have used in my own work involve formal identification of

occurrences based on some notion of "repetition" of actual

lexical items in adjacent or near adjacent utterances: "replay"

(see 1976b and section Ill -C of this report) involves repetition

by the speaker of a previous utterance that he/she has him/her-

self made: "playback" (see 1976a, 1977b) involves repetition by

the speaker of a previous utterance made by his/her inter-

ilocutor.

A third kind of element that can be looked at is that of

"event-slot" - for example, "initiating move", "response to

initiating move", "customer start". "Event-slots" are defined

with respect to the particular event under analysis, of course.

And, of course, one can look to see if any of these io*mally

defined units turn out to be describable as Particular act-types

like request for action or request for information, and, if so,

how they are distributed.

It should be pointed out', however, that the most interesting

things one can learn from this kind of data - and that one cannot

really get at with non-naturalistic data - have to do with sets

of related facts which index the multiple functioning of con-

ventionalized strategies for managing interaCtion. These sets

of related facts are available for analysis only by looking at

sequences that can be compared and described as somehow functionally

similar on "external grounds" (e.g., these were all sequences

taken from service encounters).

As has been oointed out by Erving Coffman (1969, 1971) a

crucial primitive element for such analysis of language use as

social interaction is the concept of "move":
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I c4mnot provide a really tight definition of "move". Initially

it should be noted that, although what is linguistically described

by the term speech act is often coterminous, it would be a

mistake to equate them. The notion of move is firmly tied to

changes in the ritual equilibrium (see Coffman 1971, Merritt 1976a)

between participants. Though the notion may be operationalized

in the significance of'goal-directed interaction as an act that

has "significance" in terms of moving the interaction in the

direction of the goal I believe this is too limited. In general,

it seems right to say that whatever actions of participants

are interpreted as "officially ritually significant" may be

interpreted as moves, the concept of "official" having to do

mainly with channels used and precision of reportability (in

general, words are always official whereas gestures may or may

not be), and the concept of "ritually significant" having to do

with whether or not ritual equilibrium is affected.

Finally it should be noted that a move is not analytically

identical to a speaking turn. For instance, a speaker may

answer a question, and then proceed to ask a question back,

both at the same turn at talk. Here I would want to say that

he had taken a (single) turn at talk, but had made two moves.

In summary, then, my argument has two basic prongs:

1. I suggest-that a fruitful line of inquiry into

the study of language use ought to involve looking

at naturally occurring situations of social inter-

action; and that if it is not clear how linguistics

can systematically explore such a data source,

then linguistics should expend some efforein

trying *- tackle the problem.

I ha,, tried to demonstrate one approach to

systematically exploring the richness of everyday
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language use. My approach of using social-

interactionally "definable" situations as

entrees subscribes to an implicit model of

language use that is (in the terminology of

cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence)

"top-down" rather "bottom-up". An issue, of

course,, is how to empirically investigate

language use in its natural settings without

getting overly boggled and bogged down by how

far up is the "top". One must make operational

decisions about how to make a systematic entree

into the vastly interconnected stream of human

social behavior.

In studying the loosely structured occurrences

of everyday life in complex societies liL, our

own I suggest that it may be quit ,ful to have

an understanding that when, articular

event type is selected for that entree, it need

not be conce tualized, initially, as anything

more than a locus of observation. The analytical

units and/or parameters will derive from within

that locus, and, ideally, occur across other

event types as well. In other words, the

systematic study of language use in naturally

occurring situations of social yeraction can

be implemented. The procedures hat I have partially

presented here are ones that I have used not only

in this study of service-like events, but also

in previous work, and they are to some extent present



also in the work of William Labov (1972, 1977),

Prank Humphrey (1979), and other sociolinguists.

Further, these "implementation procedures" are,

I would argue, in the best tradition of the qualitative

analytic methodology that is the stock in trade of

general linguistics..

.2. 1 would like to argue that this line of inquiry into

the nature of language use should be implemented and

pursued to a greater extent within linguistics. It

should be pursued, first of all, simply because it

is there and it can be done. Secondly, it should be

pursued because it allows us to find linguistic

regularities that we would otherwise have little

access to, happenings which I feel linguistics as

a discipline must be responsible to.

There is no doubt that there are claims about

normative regularities we linguists may come up with

simply by thinking-about language use, but even these

ought to be verified (and would be made .stronger by

virtue of being so verified) by the indices of

pragmatic interpretation that are provided by real

people responding to each other in naturally occurr-

ing social interaction. Nor should we squirm too

much when actual language use comes out looking

pretty strange, as it does in the following example

from our classroom data.

"Whatn't I did do". Second Grade. December. Mid-morning.

(Children are working individually on the same math assignment.

Teacher G is sitting at one table and checking work or tutoring

as children solicit her help. David has just gotten het help and

is returning to his seat at a nearby table with two other child-

ren, Lynn and Kate.)



David: (sits down and begins working)

David: (turns to Lynn and thrusts his left arm and fist

up in a victory gesture)-I'm smart. (half-sung)

Lynn: You're smart. (Lynn points to David) (half-sung)

David: I'm smart. (kicks his chair back and stands and

throws both arms up on the second 'smart', retain-

ing his earlier melody.)

Lynn: You're smart. (with earlier melody.)

David: (puts his left foot up on his chair and starts to

stand up even higher. Then he apparently thinks

better of it and drops his right leg back down on

floor.)

Lynn: (surveys his paper) (2.1")

Lynn:

"matchidg intonation"

How come you're smart

1 I I 1

you re not so sma:

Lynn: (points to his paper) Look, you didn't do this.

Lynn: (plunks her pen down in front of her as if the

matter is settled and turns back to her own work)

(2.6")

David (staring at his paper) What? (1.3 ")

What did I do?

Whatn't I did do?

Lynn: (taps his paper) This and thiss

David: I'm doing 'at.

Lynn: Oh.

David: Sh:eesh::. (long hiss)

For one thing, we can usually account for the strangeness of such

examples, and in so doing learn more about underlying regularities.

In this example, for instance, it's fascinating to observe

that David's formulations of his query to Lynn about what might
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be wrong ("What, - What did I do? - Whatn't I did do ?) seem to

be reformulated on the basis of Lynn's (lack of) response and

a reorientation to the semantically correct "directional"

(positive or negative) force of the query ("Look. You didn't

do this.' - "What? What did I do? (semantically incorrect

direction) Whatn't I did do? (reformulated for semantically

correct direction)"). The "semantically reformulated" query

(Whatn't I did do?) is, of course, ILEDIlly incorrect:,

but there is no further reformulation to correct for this

(with lexical reordering something like "What didn't I do?")

The fact that, pragmatically, the grammatically incorrect form

"worked" in the interaction, whereas the semantically incorrect

`form did not, seems to provide an important kind of evidence

for speculating about when and why reformulations get made.
6

In this example it's also interesting to speculate

about what this example might have to say about syntactic rules

for "negative attraction" in English (see Labov 1972, Prince

1974). Or to speculate about placement of focussed "new informa-

tion--here_the negativeness of, or reversal of semantic direct-

ional force of (or of negative polarity of) the underlying pre-

supposition: The. question What-did-I-do?. presupposes I-did-

something ("that I should not have"); What-not-I-did-do? pre-

supposes I-"failed to" /did not-do-something ("that I should

have)).?

For another thing, such examples keep us alive to the

fact that actual language use, often - far more often than

so many of linguistics' made-up examples of possible language

use - provides poignant glimpses of the truly Creative

capacity of language for human communication.
8

In this section on the possible application of linguistic

methodology to naturalistic data I have argued that this might be
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facilitated by the notion of locus of observation. In concluding,

I want to indicate ways in which the general thrust of this

methodological perspective has broader implications.

The study of communication In classroom settings has begun

to occupy a unifying role in the arena of interdisciplinary

researth. It is unifying berause the classroom provides data

for so many different research interests, including at least the

following: education, language development; child development,

general properties of social interaction. But whether applied

or theoretical research interests are involved it is important

to take seriously the spial characteristics of classrooms

as compared with other settings from which data might be gathered.

For example, researchers are aware that every classroom.

constitutes its own verbal community.(PhllipS, Dunhan, Brubaker

& Butt, 1970; Stubbs and Delamont, 1976) with more or less con-

tinuity between it and other classrooms, and with more or less

.continuity between it and other verbal environments that the-

classroom participants areat other times involved in (such as

home). Further, it has recently been recognized that some

kinds of discontinuities between classroom environments and

other_environments can lead to "speech participation problems"

within the classroom (Cazden, John, & Hynes, 1972; Florio &

Shultz, 1979). It has become clear that discourse in the

classroom iS a special kind of happening and is expected to be,

as evidenced by the fact that teachers design and use special

discourse formats in teaching lessons (Sinclair & Coulthard,

1975; Griffin & Humphrey, 1978; Nehan, 1979) that they expect

students to know or learn (see Cazden, 1979, Heath, 1978).

It has also become clear that children in primary classrooms

come to school already knowing certain norms and routines

about using language and already having certain expectations
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and strategies for adapting to new situations (e.g. the current

classrooms) and/or new interlocutors (see Ervin-Tripp t

Mitchell-Kernan, 1977; Snow and Ferguson, 19/7; Hiebert & Cherry,

1978; Shuy & Griffin, 1978; Miller, 1979; Ochs & Schieffelin,

1979). The issues of "preparatory learning" and "interference"

of "transferring" a format or a complex cognitive processing

skill from one situation to another, and how this might be

accomplished, are exciting ones; and they are central to this new

area of inquiry (See Scribner, 1977; Cole, Griffin & Newman, 1979;

Florio & Shultz, 1979; Cook-Gumperz, Gumperz, & Simous, 1979.

Yet, almost as a counterpoint, these very is:Ines, and w11-7t

we know about them across settings, suggests the need or further

refinement in our understanding (and our tools for analysis) of

what goes on within a setting (See Erickson & Schultz, 1977;

Kendon, 1978; Goffman, 1979).

While study of the special characteristics of a particular

setting should lead us to a particularistic description of that

setting, it should also lead us to a more detailed conceptuali-

zation of social !nteraction and .communication that can be applied

generally. In a similar way, study of the speCial character-

istics of a particular activity or participant structure in a

classroom should lead us to a particularistic description of

that locus, but it 4hould also lead us to a more detailed

conceptualization of classroom interaction generally.

This report aims to show how some special characteristics

of individualized instruction periods in early primary class-

rooms cause some general features of primary'clasroom inter-.

action to be 'exaggerated (as compared to "whole group" or

teacher-led periods of instruction), and to be thus quite visible.

Hopefully some of our findings will be useful to the study-of

classrooms generally, and perhaps even to the general study of

social interaction and the natural use of language.
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NOTES

1
This line of argument was addressed to the Chicago Linguistic

Society in April 1979. A version of this presentation has since

been published in a volume of their proceedings (see Merritt

19,9a). For the impetus to actually specify in this way what

take to be the methodological significance of the notion

"locus of observation" 1 am especially indebted to Stephen Cahir.
2
As will be reiterated at several points later it should be

understood that 1 am not claiming that any of these lines of in-

quiry should be dropped, but rather that there needs to be more

cross fertilization of existing schools of thought (for a recent

attempt at a synthetic overview see Conithard 1977) as well as

a more serious consideration by lingu!Lstic theorists of other than

"traditional" sources of data. By characterizing these four lines

of inquiry in terms of their inadequacies (rather than in terms

of their value) e can see more precisely just what kinds of

"gaps" exist in the input to linguistic theorizing about language

use. (Since the focus here is not to dwell on the limitations
.

of theseapproaches but merely to use them to point to the need

for other lines of inquiry, 1 shall make no attempt to cite the

literature in these areas except to cite a single volume in

each area that may be considered either seminal or exemplary.

(1) Cole and Morgan (eds., 1975), (2) Halliday and Hasan (1976),

(3) Sudnow (ed., 1972), (4) Bauman and Sherzer (ads., 1974).)

3
The concern with delimiting Ole concerns of linguistics as a

discipline is, of course, an old one. For example, there is

Bloomfield's (1944) famous discussion of primary, secondary,

and tertiary responses to language; Voeglin and Harris' (1947)
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discussion of the scope of linguistics; and Chomsky's (1965)

famous delimitation in terms of data that reflects on competence

versus data that reflects on performance.:

4
-For a fuller discussion see Merritt 1976a and section Ill -B

this report. It should be pointed out that the term "service

encounter" makes use of a wholesale borrowing of Erving Coffman's

notion of "face engagement" or "encounter" (1963:88-89).

-Since we are not able to acoustically demonstrate this "in-

tonational matching" at this time, we can not now make any

strong claims a'-.out this intonational gloss for the purposes

of analysis. The reason I am pointing it out is because it is

so striking (when one hears the recorded segment) and seems

worth trying to analyze at some future time. A lint: of thinking

I would like to pursue ,for instance, is the following: The

syntactic sequence of lexical items is interrogative (why-are-you-

smart?); ani interrogative form is more "polite" (see Brown and

Levinson 1978) than a statement or assertion ("You're not so

smart"). By using the lexical sequence of the interrogative

form Lynn's utterance - move "officially" subscribes to a polite

mode of conveying what'seems to be clearly a "put-down". Yet

by delivering the lexical sequence with the known (this is my

presumption, of course) intonational pattern of formulaic'X not so

You're not so smart

She's meat
etc. etc.

3

the "meaning and ritual significance of the move is unofficially,

but quitp adequately, conveyed. One might say, in fact, that it

was superbly conveyed in a spontaneously creative use of language.

And David seems to display an attunement to the possible ritual
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intent ("put down ") of Lynn's query (Why are you smart) when

ends the sequence. David uses a form that seems designed

"ritually match" the tone of Lynn's suggestion (You're not

smart.). David cle,ses the interchange with "Sheer: : :: (long

6
Though we would not want to argue that this example is

it is not a singular occurrence of this communicational

in.our data We have noted several-instances in which

non-grammatical forms are used (which are not "typical"

he

so

his

typical,

phenomenon.

learly

of the

speaker's "syntactic style" or "level of competence") and are

not rplayed in grammatically correct reformulation (that is,

there is no self correction). It seems to me highly relevant

that in all these cases pragmatically, the grammatically in-,

correct form "worked" in the interaction.

We will discuss. later (see section III-C) in this report

what seems to be the opposite phenomenon: A child makes an

utterance - move that does not nragmatically work (that is, there

is no uptake) and so replays it Sometimes the replays are

simply repeats, but there is often a shift to reformulated re-

plays when there is no uptake. And it seems, further, that

uptake is more likely when there is a reformulated replay than

when there is a simple repeated replay.

7There is, of course, a considerable literature in the role of

given and new information in discourse, some of which deals with

the notion of presupposition. See, for example, the recent

pragmatically oriented work by Ellen Prince (1978, 1979), the

more psychologically oriented work of Haviland and Clark (1974),

and the classic syntactic work of.Balliday (1967).

80nce again, however, let me say that this is not an argument

which proposes that everything that is relevant to linguistic

theory can be gleaned from observing natural language use. I
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wish to reiterate that I an not suggesting that linguists drop

other current lines of inquiry, but rather that they be aware

of the limitations of each and of the value of looking at natural

language use in overcoming some of those limitations.

II Discussion of Data and Procedures

A. Introduction

B. Procedures



A. Introduction

The data upon which this investigation is based consists of

an extensive collection of videotapes and audiotapes which were

recorded in a single primary school over the course of the school

year 1975-1976. This was done through a grant from the Carnegie

Corporation of New York to Peg Griffin and Roger Shuy at the

Center for Applied Linguistics. This grant provided the funding

for carrying out a major study of the acquisition of children's

functional language competence in a primary school setting. The

results of that study have included not only analysis (see Griffin

and Shuy (eds.) 1978), but also teacher training "protocol" tapes,

and the massive collection of data now housed at the Center for

Applied Linguistics, upon which this study is based. Currently

a secondary project for dissemination of these protocol tapes is

being carried out at the Center for Applied Linguistics by Roger

Shuy, Stephen Cahir, and Cell Kovac through an additional grant

from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

The data was collected in a Washington, D.C. area private

elementary school, grades Nursery through Third. Composition of

students was basically ethnically honogeneous, all English-

speaking, and of middle-to-upper-middle class backgrounds.

The resultant naturalistic data bank consists of 437 half-hour

videotapes, with a corresponding number of backup audiotapes.

Teachers and children in grades Nursery, Kindergarten, First,

Second and Third were recorded interacting in a wide range of

everyday grade school activities: classroom whole group and small

group activities (both with and without teachers present), in-

dividual work activities, reading groups, free time activities,

playground, lunch and resource (dance, physical education, music)

activities. At all five grade levels, situations were recorded
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which exhibit various levels of formality, teacher involvement,

orientation to academic tasks, procedural and silence requirements,

etc. Each classroom had between 16 and 20 children, with one

female teacher in grades kindergarten through third, and two

teachers it: each of the nursery classrooms. Other teaching staff

included resource teachers and occasional aides (student teachers).

The data was collected at five points in time during the

school year:

a. The first week of school (mid-September, 1975). 55 video-

tapes were recorded.

b. The second month of school (late October, 1975). 101

videotapes were recorded.

c. The fourth month of school (early December, 1975). 120

videotapes were recorded.

d. In mid-winter (late January, early February 1976). 147

videotapes were recorded.

e. The eighth month of school (mid-April, 1976). 106 video-

tapes were recorded.

Two classrooms per grade level (Nursery through Third) were

recorded in during each of the five data collection periods. The

following table shows the number of videotapes ( 'i. audio back-up

tapes) retained at each grade level after tapes with technical

difficulties were discarded. This is the total naturalistic data

bank:
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Grade Teacher Raping Period Total Tapes
Level Number a- b. c. d. e. Per Classroom

N 1, 2 7 6 12 8 10 43

3, 4 6 4 14 12 10 46

5 4 t 3 13 10 33

6 4 8 12 15 12 51

7 4 6 11 12 12 45

8 3 7 11 8 10 39

2nd 9 3 7 13 9 13

10 4 7 12 10 8

45

41

3rd 11 2 9 14 10 11 46

12 1 9 10 13 10 43

TOTAL 38 71 112 110 106 437

Since Merritt was not involved at all in the original data

collection project, since Humphrey and Cahir were each involved

with only certain grade levels, and since this study began two

and a half years after the last recording of data, this research

project-unlike most descriptive analytic studies of naturalistic

data-in some ways falls into the category of "secondary analysis".

Obviously, from the standpoint of investigating any particular

research problem this has serious limitations. As an ethnographer,

the investigator has been acutely aware at times of her distance

from the data collection. She would like to have been there when

these "slices of reality" were carved out for research posterity;

she would like to have had the enthnographer's prerogative of

shifting the focus of data collection as pre-analysis dictated.

On the other hand, she has had the intellectual constraint that

the data available to her as researcher have not been really much



greater than those available to the research audience that the

findings will address. And that may be good. Further, in terms

of the tremendous cost of video data collection, it seems

imperative that researchers learn to make use of already collected

data banks as much as possible.

In this particular,-endeavor, the investigator has been ex-

tremely fortunate in having available probably the most favorable

situation for secondary analysis. The three major contributing

factors are the following:

First of all the extensiveness of the collection of data has

provided a very real naturalistic contextualization. And because

of the location of the site school within the Washington

metropolitan area it has been possible to visit the school, talk

to some of the taped teachers, school administrators, and even

some of the taped students - "three-years-bigger" And it has

been reinforcing to the investigator to walk into the school for

the first time a-d -ecognize teacher voices as well as faces

from the videotape viewing.

Secondly, the direction of the original data collection

for which Peg Griffin was primarily responsible - was done with

extreme care and, attention to the future viability of the video

and audiotapes as research data. The original data bank also

includes a very valuable tape indexing system, and hand-recerded

ethnographic records made during the collection period. This

has provided a means by which the general nature of the inter-

action on any tape can fairly easily be referenced. For example,

the index report for each video tape has a corresponding index

report form which has the following information noted: (1) size

of group videotaped (whole class, dyads, triads, etc.), (2)

participants: only children, children and teachers, (3) a rough
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characterization of the topic and nature of the verbal and non-

verbal behavior, (4) names of participants entering and leaving

the video field, (5) cross--!:eferenees to other videotapes recorded

at the same time or to the audio back-up, (6) grade, teacher, date

of taping, time of day, indexer, equipment used, etc. (7) technical

quality of the video and audio recording.

Thirdly, it has been possible for this study to have access

to and include the input of a large number of the professional

staff who worked on the earlier project and participated in the

data collection: Frank Humphrey is the major research assistant

for this project; he was involved in data collection at both the

kindergarten and third grade levels. Stephen Cahir worked with

us as research associate in the early months of the project.

During that time we concentrated on the nursery level data for

which he had been primarily responsible in the Carnegie project.

Donna Christian, who was similarly responsible for data collection

at the second grade level, has worked closely with Merritt very

effectively as a staff (CAL) consultant. Roger Shuy has also

been available as an "inhouse" consultant. In addition, two

consultants from the earlier study have been consultants for this

study - Courtney Cazden and Jeffrey Shultz. Though not officially

involved in the project two other person - resources have in-

formally been available as ties to the earlier project. One is

Cecilia Freeman, who worked on the first grade data collection,

and who has continued at C.A.L. on other reading research projects.

The other is Peg Griffin, who worked on all phases of the data

collection, but primarily with the first grade, also. Though no

longer in geographical proximity to the Center fsr Applied

Linguistics she has been very generous with her "telephone tim

especially in the early stages of the project.
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Other continuities have been provided in this study as well.

Erving Coffman, who was a primary source of guidance for Merritt's

earlier work on service encounters, has been a consultant for

this project. And providing continuity with the aims of education-

al research, the project has had the consultant services of

Rebecca Barr, with whom no one at the Center for Applied Linguistics

had previously worked. Without the availability and input of these

two people and of all those just mentioned who participated in the

earlier project, this study would have been very different in

character.

There is one final point to be made about the collection of

data for this project. It would be a mistake to think that the

service-like event project has had no direct involvemw..t with data

collection. Because of the extensiveness of the data bank from

which we have worked and because of the variety of situations and

participants that were recorded, a great deal oftime has been

spent simply locating pieces of data relevant to the analysis of

service-like events. In a lot of ways this is data collection, too.

With respect to the number of tapes finally selected, we have

to admit to being both a bit too ambitious in terms of what we

thought we might be able to handle,-and a bit under the spell of

(what Merritt has dubbed) the "Hans Klodhopper syndrome". For

those who may not recall the Scandinavian fairy tale, Hans

Klodhopper was a carefree young man who delighted in picking up

and taking with him things that he found along the way, He rept

things that seemed ultimately worthwhile although apparently use-

less to his immediate goal (of winning the smile and the hand of

a- certain princess). In the end his habit turned out to be the

basis of his success. This was because he was later able, through

his resourcefulness in using the found items, to greatly amuse the
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princess who bad been bored by the traditional riches brought to

her by other suitors.

As to whether our efforts will be similarly successful remains

to be seen, of course.

B. Procedures

Although 437 half-hour tapes constitute an enormous corpus,

many of these could be eliminated without actual viewing. As

ntioned, the original data bank includes a tape indexing system.

This was developed and applied to the entire naturalistic corpus

in order to provide a means by which the general nature of the

interaction on a tape could be quickly referenced. Each tape

has a corresponding index report form which has the following

info nation noted

a. Size of group videotaped (whole class, dyads, triads,

etc.).

b. Participants: only children, children and teachers.

c. A rough characterization of the topic and nature of

the verbal and non-verbal behavior.

d. Participants entering and leaving the video field.

e. Cross - references to other videotapes recorded at the

same time or to the audio back-up.

f. Grade, teacher, date of taping, indexer, equipment used,

etc.

g. Technical quality of the video and audio recording

g. -blossoming," static noise etc.).

The initial step toward developing the aAalytic corpus was

to separate from the entire naturalistic data bank those tapes

which were likely to include instances of service-like events.

Thies- included videotapes that recorded any of the follrming four
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situations, as described on the tape index report forms:

a. Classroom individual work activities, where the teacher

is closely . isisting the ckadren on the videotape.

b. Classroom individual work activities, where the children

on the videotape must approach the teacher for assistance.

c. Classroom reading groups with the teacher, where children

working elsewhere in the classroom may approach the teacher for

assistance.

d. Classroom free time activities, where children may

approach the teacher for assistance.

Activities such as whole group lessons or meetings, whole group

reading sessions, resource activities (music, dance, etc.) play

ground activities, and lunch activities could be eliminated from

consideration through inspection of the index report forms.

Because we were interested in collecting examples from

different times over the school year we decided to inventory the

entire corpus of tapes.' Tapes were collected by the original

project for five grade levels, in two target classes for each

grade level, at five different taping periods over the school

year. Thus there were 50 different "taping units" as in the

table below:

Note that teachers and their classrooms have been assigned

to the first ten letters of the alphabet. We have chosen this practice

rather t:,in selecting actual pseudonyms throughout this report in

giving examples. In referring to the children we have assigned actual

first name pseudonyms to each child in a classroom unit. We have

made no effort to choose different pseudonyms for all ten classrooms,

and thus some of the pseudonyms have been used in more than one

classroom unit. This is, of course, typical of children's first

names in schools anyway.
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Grade levels and Class

Nursery: A/B

Kindergarten: C/D

First: E/F

Second: G/H

Third: I/J

00ITIS:

TAPING PERIODS:

1 2 4 5

B

A
/

IE

A
/
B

A/ A,
/-
E

/
D

C
/

C
/

C
/

C
/

D

E
/

E
/F

E
/ F

E
/F iF

G
/,

G/- G
'

,

II

,G/ G,
/

I ,
/J

I

A form was developed to be filled out for each "taping unit"

- to list all available tapes for that unit and to specify for

each tape a number of criteria to be used in selection (see

attached form). These inventory forms were filled out for all

50 units. In coordination with filling out these forms videotapes

were selected for previewing.

For several weeks following the inventory Merritt, Humphrey,

and Cahir conducted extensive joint previewing at all grade levels,

without making any final selection of segments to be selected.

During those previewing sessions extensive notes and some pre-

liminary transcription was carried out, and Merritt led discussions

of the tapes indicating the kinds of incidents, behaviors, and

participation structures that were of major interest. Also during

this time period, there was a lot of discussion among the re-

searchers about what certain classrooms were like, what impressions

of teachers were. what problems were encountered in actually

recording s, and other miscellaneous features that

helped a great deal in contextualizing the recorded data.
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At the time of original recording -e.o video cameras and one

or two audio recorders were used in each classroom. Sometimes

the two cameras would be focussed on the same classroom activity

(usually with one at close range, "tight", and another from a

distance, "context"), thereby giving two "views" of the same

event. But at other times the two cameras may have bean focused

on two different pa of the room, thereby giving only one "7iew"

of any event. Also, sometimes a firm decision had been made to

keep a camera stationary and record whatever came into vie

real at other times a child or activity was followed by the

camera. There was also variation in the use of microphones.

Sometimes a centrally located (e.g. in the middle of a table or

hanging from the ceiling over a group circle) microphone was used

and sometimes individual students (never the teacher) wore wire-

less microphones. Needless to say, some kinds of events were more

easily retrieved audially with wireless microphones and some were

more easily retrieved with centrally located microphones. There

was thus some variation in the general technical quality of the

tapes and the extent to which certain tapes were useable for

analysis of service-like events; even though the activities on

tape might show a reading group and that the teacher is engaging

in service-like everts with several students, the camera

-angle or the microphone might be so situated as to not show the

soliciting children or voices might not be audible.

Once the orientation period of the project was completed,

we began the second phase. During this phase at least one

researcher examined tapes for every taping unit. Since there had

been a separate inventory form made out for each taping unit, there

could be previewing and preselection of segments based on each

inventory form. An effort was made to find suitable segments for
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analysis for all 50 taping units (i.e. segments representing both

classrooms at every grade level for each of the five taping periods)

In a few cases there were no suitable tapes available, but in most

cases there were several tapes to be reviewed. All canJidAtes tapes we

at least partially reviewed or screened. A good deal of this was

Accomplished during the loint orientation sessions, but sigifi-

cant amounts of screening was done individually. This screening

proceeded by "grade-classroom" units (e.g, 2H: grade

teacher H). For nursery this was done by Cahir, for kindergarten

and first grade by Humphrey, for second grade by Merritt and

consultant Christian, for third grade by Humphrey.

Once this preliminary screening had been done, the inves

gator and at least cue other staff member began preparation of

analysis tapes for that glade- classroom unit. Cahir was involved

in the creation of the first set of analysis tapes "cut" those

of the nursery level. All other grade-level tape sets were con-

structed by Merritt and Humprhey.

It as always necessary to have two people in order to

synchronize starting the machines, make locator notes, etc. Con-

structing analysis tapes involved the use of two video-tape decks

and monitors to copy from the original tapes onto new blank tapes

only those segmente to be analyzed for this project. This was

perhaps the most critical phase of project procedures, as the

copying represented essentially final selection of segments to be

analyzed from the original corpus. We found that we were, in

essence, film editors - making decisions about where the stream

of behavior (already parsed by the original videotaping) might

best be cut so as to least disturb any significant contextualizing

filatures. This was already pre-analysis.

Furthermore, it was necessary - for information retrieval

purposes and to facilitate future analysis - to exercise great.
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care in recording the location of each segment in the original

tapes; to make brief linguistic ethnographic, and mnemonic

descriptions of each segment; to locate and copy additional

"views" (i.e. when more than one camera wes originally used to

film a situation at the same time, thereby yielding two "con-

current" video-tapes) whenever available; and to assign appropriate

sequential codes to each segment (e.g. Segment NB-18x indicates

Nursery grade level, teacher B, 18th segment for the entire grade

classroom unit, first of two possible views (indicating further

that there must be also NB-18y showing the second view); Segment

1F-15z indicates 1st grade level, teacher F (recall that teachers

have been "lettered" consecutively A-I for the ten classrooms),

15th segment for the entire grade classroom unit, with "z" in- .

dicating that there is only one view of this segment). This in-

formation was all coded and hand recorded by Merritt at the time

of analysis tape construction.

This phase of project proceeded thus at a necessarily slow

and careful rate. However, it should also be noted that a fair

amount of pre-analysis was involved in this part of the work.

Once all the analysis tapes were constructed, large portions

of the data were transcribed in detail, It was originally hoped

that all analysis tapes could be transcribed, but this was not

possible for a number of reasons. First, the nature of finally

selecting and editing the tapes was more time consuming than

anticipated - in part because more data was selected than had

been planned. Secondly, the fact of having more data meant that

a lesser portion of it could be transcribed in the same time.

Thirdly, it was originally planned that much transcription could

be done by secretarial support staff or. temporary research

assistants, but the detail and quality of transcripts needed made
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this alternative unfeasible. Both Merritt and Humphrey made

transcription and analytic notes during video-tape viewing.

However, with only a few exceptions, all final transcripts were

made by Humphrey.

Actual analysis, then, was based on three things. direct

video viewing, analytic and descriptive notes made during

viewing, and transcripts.

and segments (of varying lengths)

below:

The total number of half -hour tapes

is indicated in the table

Segments Half-Hour Tapes

Nursery A 28 4

15 4

Kindergarten C 31 6

25 4

First Grade E 25 6

F 17

Second Grade G 17 6

H 15 4

Third Grade 46 7

55 6

284 53

The nature of the data we have, of course, does not allow us

to make any claims about statistical representativeness. Had we

been recording the original videotapes from direct classroom

observations with a view toward investigating service-like event,

it might have been possible to observe and keep records of all the

service-like events that to.k place. This, in turn, might have

given us a pretty good sense of just how representative the video-

taped events were of a particular classroom (on a partteular day).
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Nevertheless, the sheer quantity and range of our data, we

think, warrants consideration. For all the ten classrooms studied

examples were selected from five different points in the school

year, except for the one noted with an asterisk in the table (for

which selections could be made at only four points in the school

year).

Finally, it should be pointed out that the major goal of the

research has been to conceptualize parameters for describing the

dynamics of classroom interaction. These parameters ought to be

applicable to every segment of interaction, but, as was pointed out

in section I, what parameters turn out to be very visible depends

on the locus of observation. We wanted to look at service-like

events in the data available to us not only because we thought

that would tell us something about individualized instruction,

but also because these particular teachers were known to be _ -

perienced and effective managers in non whole group teaching

situations.
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III. Service-Like Events In Contuct

Some Objectives and Demands of Individualized

Instruction

The Non-Verbal Solicitation and Matters of the

Intertwining of Verbal and Non-Verbal Modalities

The Verbal Solicitation and Considerations of

Conversational Access, Engagement, and Vectors of

Activity.

D. More on Modality: Dual Processing, Slotting,

Modality Splitting, Modality Focus, and

Inferencing; And A Note On Ritual



A. -Some Ob ectives and Demands of individualized Instruction

Most elementary classrooms are comprised of one teacher and

many children. Much of the social interaction therein has tradi-

tionally been "whole group ", with the teacher as the focus of the

lesson or activity. However, most elementary classrooms are now

designed such that part of the day is spent in an alternative

participation structure. In recent years,-in response to the

transient and heterogeneous nature of many school populations,

and in response to the schools' desires to match every child's

aptitude with appropriate levels of instruction, many elementary

classrooms are conducted so as to provide individualized in-

struction to the students for at least part of the day. Thus, a

class of 18 to 30 students may be divided into three or four read-

ing groups, each of which will meet with the teacher separately

at 'different times. Another part of the school day may involve

the teacher's giving a brief lesson to the whole group and then

asking the children to work on an assignment individually or in

small groups, with the teacher typically working with one in-

dividual or group on that assignment.

When the structure of classroom participation changes away

from whole group this places new communicative demands on both

teacher and students. In particular, teachers must. orient to

having one primary focus of activity and many secondary ones

(all the children not involved with her/him). The students must

orient to either managing without the teacher's help or effect-

ively soliciting the teacher's attention in a way that is

minimally disruptive to the teacher's primary activity. Our

study is an attempt to fill part of the gap in our knowledge

about how effective teachers structure their actions and their

responses to children's actions in these situations.

Thus the initial and primary focus of the investigation has

been to look at service -like events, one type of event that seems
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to occur in almost all primary classrooms when the classroom

activity structure is other than "whole group": During these

periods of individualized instruction, the teacher will ordinarily

be working with one or a small group of children. Children who

are not working with the teacher will ordinarily be assigned to

individual or group tasks that are to be accomplished without

the teacher!s constant supervision. It frequently happens,

however, that 'one or more of these children will find a need

and/or desire to approach the other-wise occupied teacher and

solicit his/her attention. The child may simply physically

approach the teacher, or s/he may physically approach and then

say something, or s/he may say something as s/he is approaching.

The teacher may then attend to the child immediately, negatively

sanction the child for "interrupting" and then attend to his/her

query, negatively sanction the child for "interrupting' and re-

fuse to attend to his/her query, acknowledge the child with

deferral, acknowledge the child but require that s/he come

another position (closer) and replay the request, ignore the

child for an extended period of time-possibly until after he/she

has left the teacher's proximate space-and later seek him/her

out, or (which seems to rarely happen) "refuse" to be distracted

from teacher activity and not subsequently seek out the

"soliciting" child. If the soliciting child is not immediately

attended to the child may leave, stay near the teacher and "wait",

or stay near the teacher and make verbal solicitations to which

the teacher must decide.to reply or not. Here are a few examples

from our data:

(1) Nursery-level. September. Afternoon.

(T is gathering a group of children around a table.

They have not yet begun their activity)

Elliott: (walking around table to T) Mrs. B-1 ((will you tie))

my shoe?
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T: Do you want me to tie your shoe right now?'

John: ((unclear))

Elliott: (nods)

T: (to Elliott) All right.

(to John) Wait just a minute, because Elliott wants

his shoe Lied.

T: (bends to tie Elliott's shoe)

(to Elliott) And let's see, can you do-,

you did your first knot already.

Elliott: ((Yeah))

T: ((Good)) (finishes tying shoe)

Elliott: (goes back around table to sit down)

(2): Kindergarten level. February. Mid-morning.

(T has just dismissed a.whele class meeting to decide

who will work with what materials. It was announced

that those children (including Harvey) who have had

a lot of time with the blocks already will have to

do something else today. Children get up from

sitting on the floor and begin scattering to various

corners of the room. Martin stands up from where

he has been sitting right beside T, but several

other-children have already approached her).

Martin: (to T) Can I work at painting?

T: (sets a boy's monster doll up on a shelf;

T besieged by children. (1.8"))

Martin: (to T) I'm gonna work at painting. (reaches up with

his right hand and pulls on T's left forearm. (0.6"))

Martin: (more rapidly) I'm gonna work at painting. (T sends

Jennifer and Caroline S to the Lost and Found. Harvey

approaches T and anr unces loudly that he's going to

work in the block corner. T: (to H) "You may not

go in the block corner now. You can go later."
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Caroline B says something to T. T looks over and

sees that H has gone.into block corner anyway and

she steps around the waiting Martin. (13.6"))

T: (walking toward block corner) Harvey?

-->.Martini (to retreating T's back) Can 1 paint?

(T approaches Harvey and Robert and beings talking

to them. (3.2"))

-7p. Martin: (following behind T) Ms. D., can 1 paint?

Cr doesn't Tespond to M, but instead talks to Robert

and Harvey at length, telling them that they have

already had their turns in the block corner and to do

something else. (23.1"))

Martin: (starts to walk away from T, then turns and addresses

her as she stops talking to R and H). Can 1 paint?

Ca-, Ms. D, can 1 paint?

T: (to Martin) Yes.

Martin: (half-volume) = Can 1 paint?

(Martin walks over and gets a painting apron to wear.

Fi G: _December 'd m nin

(T is standing at an otherwise vacant table. She

looks at her clipboard as she sits down and calls out

T: May l have Tracy, Jeff, and Paul, please.

(Tracy approaches T's table from back of camera shot.

(3.5"))

Tracy: (to T) Bring our books?

T: (in response) Let's play a game of 'Speed Racer' today.

((Paul)): 'Speed ((E))racer'?! ((I guess we need our pencii,))

(Jeff and P;:Ail drag chairs up to the table. T camts

to a nearby shelf and gets the materials for the game.

(7.0"))
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Paul: (to T) Do we need our pencils? (T's head off camera;

T may shake head 'no'; Paul and Jeff sit down, while

Tracy is roaming the room, apparently putting something

away. Sophia walks past Jeff to T, wrio is getting out

toe 'Speech Racer' cards. (4.9"))

Jeff: (mock sinister voice quality) ((u11h)), Speed Ra:zor

(adjusts himself in his chair).

Sophia: (steps up to T) (2.9"))

Sophia: (holling paper out to get spelling) Mummy'. (sic) (1.3")

(From across the room, the voice of an adult, probably

a teacher, can be heard.)

Adult: First Name? ((unclear))

T: (looking toward door) Thank you!

Jeff: (to T) ((Where's)) 'Speed Rai:der'?

T: (takes Sophia's paper.)

Sophia: (to T) 'Mummy'

Paul: (to Jeff) Racer.

(1.1")

T: (to group) Who are we missing?

(Tracy comes.up to the table. (1.1"))

Jeff: (to T) Tracy.

Paul: (to Tracy) We don't need our pencils

Jeff: =Can I see these for one ((minute)), Mrs. Exxxx?

(Jeff reaches over and apparently touches 'Speed

Racer' cards.)

T: (1.4")) (writes on paper for Sophia)

Jeff: (continuing) The last one? The last ( (one))?

(Paul leans across the table to look at 'speed Racer'

cards)

Sophia: (leaves table area)
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Second Grade. September.

(T is working with a small group of children on a

geometric puzzle activity. Ann, David,, and Lynn

are with her. T has just started to work with Lynn

and has been interrupted by a complaint about how

many items (that are resources for the activity)

either various children have been taking.

T seems to be trying to get back to her invc vement

with Lynn).

Melissa:

Ken:

T:

(comes "on camera")

Everybody has ((three)).

(straightens up and turns to boys) I-, no,

((one)), I said each one of you could have one.

((David)): Well, everybody:8 been taking ((utclear))

((unclear))

T: Well such is life.

Melissa: (attempts to approach T from I avid's left, but

then comes around to T on D's right.

T: (leaning down to Lynn). ((O.K.)) ((unclear)

Melissa: Mrs. G?

T: howg looking up) Just one second ((and))

can help you. But 'm helping ((Lynn))

right now.

Katherine: (walks "on camera" and approaches T, standing

beside Melissa.)

Katherine: (to T) Umm can I start on my second one now?

My third one?

I: (to K) Umm, did you ((call each other for a

discussion))

Katherine: (to T) ((Mmm-huh)).
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T: (nods)

Katherine: (goes "off camera")

((There were other voices at this time.))

T: O.K. Lynn. Remember, we decided that (1.8")

this is, is eg-, three of those, are, equal to

one of the o. hers.. Alright. Now watch this

trick...

T: (continues to work with Lynn; much of their

interaction is inaudible)

Mary: comes on camera and goes up and stands by

Melissa for a few seconds. She subsequently

sits down in circle around T and is later

drawn off camera.

(continues to work with Lynn) (Many children

are in transit around the room.)

Melissa: (Continues to wait by T for quite a while)

Teddy: (approaches T, stands by Melissa; after a few

seconds he reaches down and takes a pencil and

walks away. (1'29"))

T: (to Lynn) ((Now, put your name on there))

((unclear)).

Ken: (has been standing behind T, watching. He

appears to tap T on the back)

(turns to Ken and listens to him for a second.

Then she seems to laugh and then goes=)

Melissa: Mrs. G.?

T: (to Keh) = Shh'"*

(throws her hands as if she has appreciated

a joke or comment Ken provided.)

Melissa: (steps over some stuff on the floor and bends

down directly beside T's ear. (2.6"))
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Melissa: Mrs. G? (1.3") Can I read my book?

T: (may be either talking softly to a girl

behind Lynn, or taking a few seconds to process

the question. (5.5")

(to M) O.K., did you, did you find all the

pieces ((for those)) ((unclear))?

Melissa: T) Mope.

T: N) Well I found one on the floor,

((ahead of the)) ((unclear)). ((Would you,

go down and see if)) ((unclear))

(Noise in the room.)

Melissa: (standing) Then can I read my book?

T: (nods) Yes, then you can read your book.

Melissa: (walks off camera.)

-(Segment ends.)

ade. December ni

(T is involved with two girls, Jennifer and

Angela, in a reading session. Themis no other

teacher or aide in the room to help supervise

children working on other activities).

Jennifer: (reading) 'Do you mean the .ocean and volcanoes

can:not hurt us?' ((unclear)) are not afraid ?'

asked_Kino. 'No', his father replied. 'I did

not say that. 'Ocean is there',

Jennifer: (looking up at T) Can we read two chapters?

(1.3")

T: (to J) Just keep reading. We'll read as much

as we can.
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Jennifer: (reading) 'Ocean is there, and volcano is there.

It is true that one any day,'

T: (to J) Hunn-unh.

Jennifer: 'Eany day, ocean may rise into, storm, and

volcano may burst into flame. We gnus:. accept

this fact, but without fear. We must say

'Someday, I shall die.' It does matter, whether

it is by ocean or by vol-, volcano,

(Several voices from elsewhere in the room in-

crease in volume, as Jennifer finishes.)

Jennifer: ...or whether I grow old or weak.

T: (to J ) O.K. Just a minute.

(T straightens up in chair and looks across

the room.)

(Voices continue. (1.8")

T: Peter? Peter? I think you could use a softer

voice, because, we're having a hard time, listening

to each other, because of the-, the, volume of

your voice.

off-camera: Ms. J can we read the book ( at

off-camera: might

get another. thing.))

ITT: (to off camera group) Shh::. __

Angela: (turns around toward group.. (0.8 "))

It'S a good book.

T John.

T: (to John) Get to work. Right now.

T: (resumes reading posture, turning back to table

and leaning forward to J and A.)

O.K.
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(Jennifer continues win her reading turn for some

minutes with T monitoring and offering occasional

feedback)

Jennifer: (reading) ..."When the day was over he was so

tired he fell asleep over his supper.

T: (to Jennifer) 017K,

Jennifer: :reading) but'

T: Angela?

Tommy: (At this point Tommy, who has been standing a

pace sway from the table, takes half a pace

toward the table and raises both arms from his

side slightly. (o.9"))

Angela: (reading) 'But there were days when Gia also was

too busy to help.'

Tommy : (turns and walks off-camera)

Angela: (continues) Word came to ((unclear)) the school

of fish was passing through the channels.

mmy: (reappears on-camera and walks over near T's

desk, 'loiters' a few feet away, and then turns

and stands waiting at the rectangular reading

table, at one of the sides next to the teacher)

Angela: (reading) And, then, every fishing boat made

haste to sail, out of the bay. (continues

reading).

T: (writes something on the tablet.)

Tommy: (slaps his right side,. then swings his right

arm back and forth in a sort of punching motion,

(40.5"))

T: (At this point Angela has read to the end of a

page. T flips the page, then locks up and scans

the room, apparently noticing a loud voice from

the background.)
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Jennifer: (turns book page)

Angela: (turns book page.)

T: (looks over at Tommy)

Tommy: (wiping his mouth with his right sleeve.

Tommy: (to T) ((The houses are ruined,))

Angela: (reading) 'Sometimes-

Tommy: (Tommy holds hands open and shows I acre];

small objects he is holding in his hands.)

T: (to Tommy) That's fine.

Tommy: (pointing to objects in left hand) These?

T: (tapping one of objects in his left hand) That's

not good, but these-, (taps object in left hand

and one in right hand) that one and this ((one))

are O.K.

Angela; (has stopped reading, stares up at blackboard

and scratches her lip)

Tommy: (turns and walks over to the door, opens it,

leaves, and closes it behind him.)

T: (scans room, which has background noise of

children's voices. (1,01)

T: (looking across room) Shh::::, John(tast name)

Plene. Albert?

lbert: (off-camera) Yeah?

T: (to Albert) A little softer voice, please,

(T holds up left hand, moves index finger and

thumb toward each other as a 'diminishing'

gesture.)

I: (resume reading position) O.K. ((people)),

I'm sorry.

Angela: (reading) Sometimes, if it were not sea -time

or harvest, Kino went with Oia, and his father.
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The inevitable possibility of differential distribution of

these teacher responses anon
p rticular children in a classroom,

ironically, again raises the question of equity within educational

settings that make use of individualized instruction.
This means

that there is an important need for understanding not only service-

like events, but also the participatory and coammicative den*

of individualized instruction time generally,

In this section I want to lay out a conceptual framework for

contextualizing service-like events, What this turns out to be,

of course, is a view of the basic parameters of classroom inter-

action that relate to individualised instruction, This is

necessarily very complex despite its iucvitable incompleteness.

The section is developed by beginning with a summary presentation

of the basic model and parameters of classroom interaction that

I have arrived at. This is more dense and abstract than desire-

able, but as portions of the analysis are elaborated in the

following sub-sections, and as the reader reflects on the examples

given, hopefully the abstract notions vill become more concrete.

We can start with the basic facts that the primary dasyaom

involves many children, whose major other loans of activity hat

been in their hues with familiar caretakers, now supervised day

after day for several hours by one (or occasionally two) Leacher

who, in Barr and Dreeben's (1977) terms, has taken on the

"responsibility of the central goal of schooling the creation

of individual student learnile...(p. 152; italics mine)
;

The teacher is thus immediately confronted with four major

interrelated tasks, only one of which might always be referred to as

"teaching proper". These are (1) achieving a sense in each child

of belonging through social participation, (2) achieving a sense

in each child of belonging through activity participation and

task accomplishment, (3) striving for equity in the allocation of
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resources external to the individual child (e.g. space, use of

objects, upporunities to talk and be listened to by others, time ,

with the teacher, etc.), and (4) directing the allocation of

resources interval to the individual child (what to attend to,

what means to use to accomplish a particular goal, etc.). This

last task of directing children's attention is critical to

children's learning by inference. In addition to this, of course,

the teacher must provide direct instruction and evaluation of

both teacher-initiated and child-initiated activities and products.

Now, for a small child, I think it can be argued that once

it is established that the teacher is the focal point in the

classroor, the most effective way to achieve a sense of social

participation is to be talking and doing, some activity with, or

in close proximity to, the teacher. This suggests that periods

of individualized instruction, as opposed to whole group sessions

may put more of a strain on children's feelings as competent

social participants, and, indeed, a recent study by Ewer,

Evertson, and Anderson (1979) corroborate s suggestion (they

have found that among a sample of effective and ineffective third

grade teacher-managers, the most effective ones focussed on whole

group activities for almost the entire first three weeks while

the more ineffective teachers began individualized in 'ruction

periods as early as the first day). In our observations, even

the second and third grade children would ask to come and sit

at the same table with the teacher even though she was working

with other students on a different activity or assignment.

On the other hand, the instrumental goal of schooling is

that of individual learner ichievements. This consists in large

part of a child's being able to read, write, and complete assign-

ments while working on his/her own that is, without the teacher's

direct involvement in jointly accomplishing the assignments, and
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without talking with anyone. This means that there is somewhat

of a conflict between what is natural for achieving a sense

of social participation and what is the desired behavioral ottcome

for individual children.

There is, of course, one thing that mediates this conflict.

This is the fact that as time goes on, task accomplish=

meat usually becomes increasingly important for social

participation, in that members of the group are expected to all

exhibit competence, and the academic standards for competence

increase as school goes on (see, for example, Cohen 1979 for a

discussion of student's perceptions of other students' status in

terms of their ability to read). One of "our" first grade

teachers, for example, would occasionally admonish a child with

"First grade. This is first grade," reminding them that stand-

ards are now "higher" than they were for kindergarten.

Nevertheless, getting children to go off on their own and

do work while surrounded by potential interlocutors seems in-

herently difficult and artificial as a means of accomplishing a

sense of social participation. think it has to be recognized

that this is an artifact of the literacy orientation of our

culture and our formal educational system (which is not to say

that it is necessarily wrong or should be changed; only that this

aspect must be taken as something that notall cultures share).

The recent discussion by Walter J. Ong in which literacy and

orality are contrasted makes this point rather dramatically:

"...Speech is structured through the entire fabric

of the human person. Writing depends on consciously

contrived rules.

Moreover, it depends on absences which amount

to zhe same thing as artificiality. I want to wrqte

a book which will be read by h'indreds of thousands
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of people. So, please, Everyone leave the room.

I have to be alone to communicate. Let us face

the utter faciticAlsness and fictitiousness of

such a situation, which can in no way be considered

natural or even normal."

(1979, pp. 2-3)

In my observations it seems that some children have a much

more difficult time than others in balancing the amount of time

spent in "real" social participation through talking and joint

activity, and "artificial" or "secondary" social participation

that accrues through demonstrated competence as an individual

learner and task accomplisher. Thus, sometimes when a child is

supposed to be working independently without the teacher s /he

may instead be doing a lot of "fooling around" or simply listen-

ing or watching what other children are doing.. .To avoid this as

much as possible, teachers. are constantly looking up from what

ever activity they are involved with and monitoring the rest of

the room. For every child in the room the teacher has two basic

goals (1) to keep the child "in" as a social and task participant_

and (2) to facilitate, and ideally maximize, the child's

cognitive growth any: academic accomplishments.

In the following example from our nursery school data we

can see an almost ideal iastance of how a child can be

dissuaded from joint activity, interested in an individual tas17.,

supervised in I execution with only just as much help as is

required, end with delight in his own accomplishment,'and in the

doing learn to share with another child not only the task materials

but also the teacher's

(6) "Batikked".

(I working with two children doing batiks)

(Wireless microphone on Seth and camera follows him.

attention.

Nursery level. April. Early -Earning.
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(As camera begins, T is sitting beside Jackie explaining how to

make a batik as Seth watch's from behind.)

T (to Jackie) : All right, take the ((+rush))-

Seth Jackie?

T (to J) ...and make seven strokes. Whatever you do now

will stay white. And then we will dip it in the

yellow bath. When it dry s from the yellow,

you can make another number of strokes. What-

ever you do then.urill be yellow. Then- we'll dip

it in the red- And whatever you On that time,

then we'll dip it in the blue. And we'll see

what happens each time. All right?

(Jackie leans forward toward e batik materials, but she doesn't

appear to nod.(1.1"))

- Seth : Jackie?

tfijl, T(standing up) Jackie, you can go ahead.

-7) Seth (to J) : Can r1 help you

T (leaning

over to Seth LNow Seth when you say you wanted to help,

a batik is really a very persen71 thing.

Seth(creaky

voice) : Oh.=

(to Seth) ,=But if all right witb you we could -et a

piece of cloth that x2would like to use

(T watcheb Jackie draw lines of wax for the batik, awl talks

about it uith her. T gets a piece of cloth for Seth to use, and

then asks h:Im what side of cloth he'd like.)
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T (to Seth) ...Would you like to do a panel, or would you

like to do a big piece, of a square ( @n

Seth (holds outs out and up) A Iii piece)

T (to Seth) You want to do a big piece, ((unclear

Seth Yeah but

Ms.

T (to Seth) Let's go over here and get some materials.

Seth (pointin6 at wall) There's some

Seth ...stories

(T has started to guide Seth across the room, but she turns and

looks where S is pointing. (1.8").

T (pointing) Yes, those are your other stories,

but I have the one you were corking on...

Seth Yeah))

...yestaTay in my hand. (rholds out paper to

Seth Yeah.

Seth

(to Seth wall

she walks away: And I'm holding it in my hand so that we can get

back to that story.

Seth (steps up

by .1) ;an I help you, Jackie?

Jackie(to S) No.

Seth (to J) Why?

Jackie (to S) 'Cause I don't want you ((to)).

Jackie (brushes her cloth, (2.5"))

Seth Oh no:.

Seth (watcb:s J brush (4.2"))

T(off camera) : Seth cal; you come 'sere? (frog across; room)

Seth

: Yeah.

Oh yeah. (walicralg across room to T)



Cr shows Seth some cloth and asks him how large a piece he wants.

Seth says 'That big" when she extends the cloth and then adds,

'Because I want to make a car'. They continue to negotiate the

size of the cloth he wants. T has Seth tear the cloth - T: "It's

fun, because it's all right to tear. A lot of things it's not

all right to tear..." When he has difficulty teariri the bottom:

Seth (to T) : Can't do it longer.

T "Can't do it now. ". Can you think of something

that might help

Seth (shakes head

T (to Seth) Pr-at do you think would help you?

Try and think abou0, it for a minute

Seth I don't know.

Seth T) Scissors?

T Very good, (Extends left hand) Want me to

hold it while you get the scissors?

(hands T the cloth) Yeah.

I'll be glad to ((h1p) )

Seth

T

(Seth walkL across room, gets scissors from a storage desk, glances

at Jackie's batik as he returns to T. (4.l "))

-Seth(half-sung): Bye::, Jackie.

(Seth returns to T and cloth; they cut the cloth)

Seth T)

T(nodding)

Seth (to T)

(holding up cloth) Is that what you want to

make?

Yeah. A car. That would be big enough for a

car,

It would be big enough for a ca.

A yellow car. O.K.?

(No audible response f-rom T. (1.6"))

Seth (to T) No, a colorful car.

(T stands up and starts walking with Se -z: l over to the-. table where

Jackie is using th.- Intik dyes and wax.)
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All right

Seth
11

((Now if you want a yellow

I-, I- I-

T car let me tell you something about batiks,

all right?

T (ben is dawn to inspect Jackie's batik)

Seth But As. iBi? (trailing behind T to table)

L.3111'
look at Jackie's design.

hh:.

Ms. Bl?

T (starting to pick up J's batik) Yes, Seth.

Seth T) But, I want to dip-,

T (to J) ((Jackie), it you'll put your fingers,

if I gut it away from the hot an then I don't

have to do it any more then you.

T (to J) nclear))

Seth Ms. Bl?

(T and Jackie seem to be manE-veriu, the batik. ( .2"))

Seth Oh Ms. Bl? I want to dip mine in yellow,

T (to Jac le ) That's good.
r-

((unclear) )

Seth ...red and blue. I want to

dip mine in yellow red and blue.

T Oh, those are nice colors to dip in, Seth.

think that'll be nice if you dip

it ((unclear

Seth And I do wan'
1

(emphatic.ily) to do that. I do so want

T to Seth) unclear) has to dry in

between each shade

Seth

T (to All Each
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Urtrul.

Seth (hums) Hmm moans

T (to S) All right. Now here's your piece

You spread it out on the paper.

(T hands Seth his cloth. He spreads it out on the work desk. (2.7"

T (sitting down beside him) Now you said:some-

thing about having a yellow car.

Seth Yeah, and red and blue. But we have-,

T All right.

(T tells Seth that what he puts wax on first will remain white.

T has Jackie hold her waxed cloth up to show Seth what she means.

T tells J to put her cloth in the 'dye bath. T stirs dye. T

asks Jackie if she needs an apron; J apparently says no. T has

,T get something to wrap the batik in to dry it and/or an apron to

wear (1'6.5"))

T O.K. Seth?

Seth St rt. work?

T How many strokes are you

(T sits down in a chair, which wobbles; she says the next three

words with high pitch as she gets her balance)

T =going to make?

(Jackie returns to the table holding an apron. 1-6"))

Seth ._(.to T) Some

T (to =Did you plan beforehand what you're going to do?

Seth (to T) Yeah. (1.5")) ((,lust)),

(T wateho- Seth as he brushes wax on the cloth. Jackie puts her

apron on. (4.5"))

Seth (sub-vocal, to himself) Need a little more,

T (to S) Some people think about it ahead of time, and

I xtonder what you thought to yourself. (2.0 ")

sac' (contivtmg to br'sh) I wonder.
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(T watche3 Seth, who seems engrossed in his task, almost.

oblivious to T. (4.6"))

T (to S) I'll leave you ((to work)) (getting up)

(T goes over and helps Jackie put 6n her apron. Seth continues

brushing, then puts dom. his brush. (19.7")

Seth (loud) It's ready! (1.5") (soft :) But-, (2.4")

(regular voS-:,e) It's ready, but, Ms. Bl?

(T continues helping Jackie with her apron. (2.4")

T I hear you Seth. I'll be with you in just

a minute.

T

Seth (to T)

comes over and inspects Seth's batik (3.4"))

I made some clou:ds. Tbgse are clouds

T(enthusiatically0 Oh:: I elsu

(r and Seth pull the batik of the Lsble. Seth holds It up to

the light and shows it to Jackie. Seth tells T it's an 'old type

of ar'. T tells Seth he can put it in the dye bath after Jackie

i. through. Seth pulls some extraneous threads off his batik.

T helps Jackie with her batik, as Seth holds his batik as if

blowing in the wind and says many times, "Windy, Windy. Windy.

(1.11"))

T You're waiting very patiently, Seth. Do you

want to do some dictation now ((unclear)

Seth _Yeah.

want to, dip it in now.

T (to S) 1 know you do, but is there something-in

there?

Cr gestures tward dye bath, there Jackie's batik

(1, 0") )

Seth (to T) Yeah. I know that.

T (to S) .--to whom does that be7on
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Seth (to T)

T (to S)

Seth (to T)

Seth (to T)

T (to S)

Seth

Jackie

Seth

T (to S)

(Seth stares at his batik and doesn't respond to T. T holds

paper in front of his face. "(3.8"))

T (to S) When do you want to 10 that?

Seth (to T) Umm, after, I dip IL La the yellow.

(T walks off camera, apparently to set his dictation down. Seth

sings to himself with nasal vowels while waiting for his turn

at the dye bath. T at one point crouches down beside him and

sings along briefly. T walks off camera. Seth sees Jackie

finishing up and asks if she's throug4. She says she is.' Seth

proceeds to put his batik in the yellow dye bath while singing

Jackie.

(walks up behind Seth, who is standing by dye bath

That's right. Did you see Jackie coming to

[o som-thing about it?

Yeah.

Oh yeah.

How could you help her?

(moves over, out of Jackie's way)

(moves up to table and puts newspaper on the tabl,

I'll wait, Jackie.

(1.1")

When do you want to do ((this)

'Dip it in' to himself. (1'14"))

T(approaching, to Seth): Oh, you did it all by yourself. That's

rmarvelous. I'm so (.ad ((unclear))marvelous _-

Seth But I have to

get it on the other side.

(Seth flips the batik over. T tips the d3e bath to help him

soak the batik. T walks off camera.)



Seth (loud, fishing his batik out of the bath on a

stick) 1 did it. Ms. B1? Batikked. (1.6")

I'll wait. (Seth hums to himself for a few seconds

Jackie (beside Seth, wraps her batik in newspaper

to dry it (25.4"))

(approaches Seth and puts her hand on his back)

Seth, what do we have to do with it?

(Seth points to the ground. (1.3"))

Seth Put pappr there.

All right. Can you put it down until you get

your paper?

Seth (lowers the batik back into the dye bath) (1.2"))

Thank you.

Seth (turns and walks past T (4.2"))

T (to S) That's good. You know where to find it?

(1.3")

Seth Umm. Uhh. Where?

Where do we keep the paper?

Seth don't know.

Oh. Well you look around and see you can

find a place where we keep it.

(Seth scans the room.)

I'd rather you discover it yourself.

Seth Oh I see Oh.

(Seth walks across the room while saying:)

Seth Yeah I see. I see.

(Seth bends dowq and picks up paper (1.1"))

Seth (mini-strain-grunt) Ugh.

Seth You know what, Ms. Bi? i:n:, my daddy's

newspaper, today, :hey-,
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(Seth _.ads his hands away from bo'.N7 in gesture.)

Seth We saw, a picture of- a whale. It weF a baby

one, and pecp-le were trying to get wet.

And-, was not aet, and they were trying to get

it wet, so it would stay alive.

T (to S ) Oh:. Did it work?

Seth (to T) 1:, don't know.

T Oh:.

Seth Doesn't sav:. D 't say:.

T

Seth

Seth (bendin

to put paper on

floor)

Could you bring it into

school and we could read it?

Yeah.

I

Bring, it to sciuol t orrow and maybe we

Yeah.

could read about it. (

Seth Put it here?

Seth (in re- Yeah.

sponse to eacher's

suggest4=on)

T (to S) Well you do need newspaper down there if it's

going to drip, but what else do you need

newspaper for, Seth?

Seth I aon't-,

(Seth spots Jackie's batik wrapped ap in newspaper.)

Seth (pointing: That.

at Jackie's

batik.)

Seth °((What's Jackie))

unclear)]
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Cr sends Seth off to.get another newspaper to wrap his batik. in.

.S. says squinch it.' as he' goes. T meanwhile gets involved

in, assisting Caroline:with something. (32"))

Seth,(holdidg : Her it is, Ms. hi

paper),

(T continues talking Co Caroline.)

Seth (hums to t Huuuw. (5.1")

himself)

(Italks,to Caroline. Seth shake's the ne apape fron her.

(2.97))

Seth,

T

(Ms B-))

Good Seth. All right. Come around -to this

side '( .)

(r and Seth reapproach table. T gets Seth yet' another ,piece of

paper to soak up some extrar'ous dye. Seth fishes the batik out

of the dye and.wAits until it stops dripping for abOut two

minutes, holding it over the dye bath,- Finally he places the

batik out en-the paper, to dry.') (2.45 ").. END EXAMPLE

Despite the factthat the ,teacher is here working with only

two (a third child is involved -at the end) children ( a feature

which is doubtless only possible for this length of.time because

of a second nursery teacher fn the classroom, "Ms. B-2"), the

teacher' must work carefully to respond to each child's need for

assistance in a timely way so as to keep them- involved." in mirk-

ing. This involves more than helping with the dyebathi.clOth

tearing, apron wearing', And wax stroking. It also involveg

giving verbal-praise and displays of Jfivolverlent .("Oh: clouds")

and signals that the,teacher-is,shifting her own involvement

from one child to the Other-while also 'indicating to the child.

"not in focus" what s/he should be doing ("Jackie, you can go

ahead-" 70h:: look at Jackie's design.' "I'll leaveleu to
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work". "I heat, you Oeth. I'll be4with you in just a minute.",

"You're waiting, very patieritly,.Seth.-bc you Want to-do some

dictation now?", 'T crouches down 'beside Seth at one point

and sings along with him for a few moments while, he is using the

dye bath', etc.). The teacher also has to deal "with semi-

extraneous noticings-of *the child, such as where the stories

are in the beginning and what was in Seth's Daddy's newspaper

thAf morning. It seems. important that the teacher was not Only

able to "contain" the extraneous discussion, and get back

quickly to task-involvement, but:that she was also able tp deal

with the discussion -in a way that seemed as though the noticing

Was 'attended to, appreciated,,- d therefore "ritually closed

f as an appropriate topic.

In other wo'rds,this.relatively "simple" situation of dealing

with only two children

largely a function of

"vectors of activity"

turns out to be very complicated. This is

the teacher's task of suipervisin the 'two

(see sub - section' C following) of the two

children. They are "doing the same thing", but they are not-

'doing a joint activity; they are each doing something individually,

The children havelo learn how not to be involved in each other's
:sr

work ("Now Seth, when you say yOu wanted to help, a batik is

really\a 'very personal thing.- Qh,-But if it's all right with_

you we could get a' piece of cloth that you would-like to use

and yet to share the same resourcesifor the task, including

teachet's attention as well s th e -dye bath ( "I hear you Seth.

I'll be with you inrjusta

I know you do, but is there

."; VI want to dip, it in now. -

something in there...How could you

help.her?-7 wait;'Isekle.";_:I did it. Ms. B.(.41- Batikke

(1.6") I'll Wait.") in this sequence Sdth successfully accomplish-
,

ed making a batik(I'M-told it was beautiful). But Seth:also

seems to havebeen Iearhing a lot about how to do something .

individually. While sharing' time, space, materials, and othd,

resources with other'children in the classroom.
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1_
I am indebfed to Deborsh Tannen for- irecting my attention to

some of the recent work on orality an literacy.

uch else could.be paid about this 54.16nce;, A portion of which

reconsidered in subsectiorre following, but some of it would

take.us slightly afield from our current foCUs-on individublization.

For example,cit'n'quite noticeable portant that the tekher

.here is tea-thing Seth how, to get through current and future obstacles

to "followik4, through" on an extended activity, by encouraging his

own thinking and "planfulness" : "(as Seth etopstearift the cloth)

Can-t do it any longer.. Can't do it now Can you-thinlypf
fi

something that might help you? - (Seth shakes head 'no') - What

do you think would help you?- Try and think about it for a minute -

I don't know. Scissors? -0Very good. 'Want me to hold it while

you get the scissors? - Yeah.

beforehand what .you' re' going

about"ltahead-of time, and I

"(as Seth'is taking his cloth

we have to do with .ta- Put p

I'llbe help."; "Did you plan
At,

tO do? - Yeah.- Some people think

wonder what you thought to yourself.'

out of the dye bath) Seth, what do

aper thete --All right. Cah you

put it ,down until you get your paper?"). For a nice discussion

of 'teachidg planfulness" using a different-set of nursery school

data, see Gearhart and Newman 1980.-

F
St
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B. The Rion- verbal Solicitat on -d Ma the Inte inin

of Verbd1 and Non-Verbal Yiditios
1

In the previous sbsection it was hopefully made clear. that

what goes on in a busy classroom during individualized in-
,

struction tia involves much more than: talk. Every aspect of

each individual's copresence is in some way-salient. If we

start by thinking of "modality" as indicating some vessel for

carrying am.conveying information,-'then we can think of whOle

persons in face-to-face interaction as constituting the basic

modality. In many ways:this seems to be the sense of Ongl's

comment (on 'primary orality') that "Speech is structured

through the entire fabric of the human

See the quote given earlier). However

engaged - in interaction with each oC.c.ef

other fully. .In telephone interaction

only attend to each other s voices and

person." (l979 p. 2;

, many persons ho are

do not attend to each

,'for example, we cans.

Sounds. Even in faCe-to--

face interaction, however, we are, ofter onlypartially engaged\-

conversing while driving -a car or'eating a meal, for example.

Thus we can start to =think of something like 'modality splitting",

The primary hplit, it come between'verbal nfl nen-verbal

'modalities. -

In this subsection I want to address the need to consider

the non-verbal modality in order to understand the verbal.

may be 'a_truism, but the very complicated way in which it.

true seem worth. trying to explicate:

In recent years,there has been an increasing recognition

on the part of researchers who have used language as a major

focus for developing intellectual inqoiries- ana_hereawe may

include linguists, anthropological linguists, ethnomethodologists

cognitive psychelogiRts, r qtbrs, researchers in pqychlqtric

settings, rnc1 s that situatio- 7ace



interaction involve many important non-verbal cues. In fact;

it may be safe to-say that, for tiie,purpose of analyzing any

face -to -face communicative event, virtually no aspect of non-,

verbal behavior can be ruled as irrelevant -on a priori grounds.

,Thus the Micro-ethnographic analysis of filmed and videotaped

,datl is becoming more sophisticated and stibt:e with respect to

'analyzing the role of non-verbal cues,in face-to-face inter-

action.

a holever,.one is committed rto the study

natural settings and yet also committed primarily to the

study of language rather than non - 'language, the issue of how

involved one should become in the,study,of non-verb el -cues may
2 .

loom fairly large. Without addressing this issue directly, one

can frame the following four .related questiOs, -(1) "Fe?\any

3'
given:event-type under analysis, what.non-verbal cues or patterns- .

of-usage of nonverbal behaviormustbe dealt with analytidaily)
,

in order to make sense of the verbal moves that occur ?" (Such
-I-

patterns may be referred to asdominant'non-verbal) .(2),.."Assum-

ing.that the situation of face-to-face interaction. provides bpth

verbal and non - verbal impdalities for..the communication of in-
.

formation; and assuming that an event7type may be roughly

characterized as a sequence- .(verbal and/or non verbal) moves,
4

are there any aspects of the event-type under analysis that would
,

render tine information fldw of certain speCific events or

portions of events primarily non-verbal'rathernthad verbal?"

(3) ,"Toyhat.extent do these patterns. apply across event-types,

if at all?". (4) "Is iia relevant to speak of official.yerstis-

unofficial modalitie?

I shall address these questions,byquestions examining the specific

eve -type of service-like event. in the classroom in light of

previous work fAaveUndertaken service



encounter" (gee below). The aim of this section is thus two-

fold: first, I 1/!ant to explore, generally, the theoretical

implicatiOns of analyzing language use in its natural setting

of face-to-face interaction.' This necessarily involves in-

corporating the assumption that communication occurs not only

5
6 through the verbal modality but through the non-verbal modality

as well. Secondly, I want to suggest a specific analysis for

how these modalities are made use of in these two service event-

types. The interweaving of these sodalities seems to be

patterned sinners in the two event types, suggesting con-

tinuity across event-types and possibly general features about

the relative "communicative loading" below) of the two

modalities.

More specifically 1 shall develop four threads of analysis%

(1) four patterns of isage of ion7veroal behoyior will be

presented for the event-type "service encounter ";

.(2) one of these patterns of usage will be demonstrated for

the related blit distinct event-type service-like event

'inthe primary -level,. classroom;

(3) in the context!for presenting and interpreting these

patterns the notion of managing ritual equilibrium will

be utilized;

in the context of these patterns, the notion of verbal

and ton-verbal cues 'serving as official and unofficial

respectively, will emerge. as possibly useful, with

further refinement suggested in terms of "communicative

10a63".. r

ihe first part of the an,tysis involves reviewing a study

lotused on one kind of situation as a locus of observation.
6

That, the sit u of interaction between a "posted" server

and a second party* invokes the server's participation as an

operator of a "servilg post. "' One might refet to this second

party ,as the "served" (server-served) or the uservee (as

with employer-employea, server-servee), or perhaps most siiPly

as "customer." The not on of thr serving post, I have arguer',

is crucial here in distinguishing this situation of interaction

Icfrom other situations in which requests are routinely negotiated.

The unit,of observation and analysis for this'situation I have

called a SEiViCe encounter,]

As with all communicative events, the relationship, between

participants is important, lorexhmple,'among the personally

acquainted rights to initiate a state'of talklre not,much

questioned. A simple gteeting_in mutual copresence is often

all that is required. In 'an aggregate of unacquainted in-

dividuals, rights to initiate, talk are considerably abridged.'

The case of the service encounter Can be seen to fall somewba'

in between, It involves the management; of entering into and

withdrawing from a state of mutually recognized attentiot

cludingrin many,(if not most), cases some verbal exchange--all

this typically by norkcquaintid individuals.in a public

situation. To' do this' the individuals involved each assume a

kind of role L L allm them to initiate and engage in inter-

,

action, but in a limited way (as compared with 'informal can-

versation, say, among the personally acquainted),

Sometimes the role of server is signalled by the wearing

,of a uniform (as is/ frequently the case at a restaurant or a

(gas station) a name tag (as often happens in a department

store), but perhaps more importantly the server must be seen

g "manning a service post",-,The service post provides a kind

of interactional prop that distinguishes the service encounter

from other kinds 'of Public,enconnters or contacts. The service



post is the part of a service area (the area tipically including
(

some store and/or display of commodities) where service trans-

actions 'are usuarty consummated (e.g. money bnd commodities

officially exchanged) and where, as a consequence, a customer's

presence may b seen td function as a kin-d of summons for the

server.

The first pattern of dominant non-verbal usage within the

event-type service encounter involves a class of service

encounters whose features-of enacted exchange have become so

routinizd that the entire transaction may occur without any

verbal cues at all. For example
8

(1) notions store

C: (Approaches cash register counter carrying a news-

Holds the newspaper in view oftbe server

anh holds up two coins which hela: ,:: down on.the

. counter.)

(Is standing behind the cash register counter,

talking on the telephone. Nods as C places coins

on counter, picic" up and rings them intothe'cash

register.)

At a highway toll collection booth a- driver_(Customer)

pulls up-to the booth, rolls down his window and hands

a hill to the uniformed person (Server) inside the booth.

The server hands hack-to-the:driver-some-coins, the

'driver drives on throUgh.thetollgete.

We may, es analyets decide that-these transactions- are

essentially deritualiZed'instanceSof,face-to-face interaction,

-Or wemay decide that they should` be referred toes service

contacts service encounters: The fact remains,

thoughthetin terms of the parameters of the locus of

obServation-set out, theSe examples- fall within the event-type'
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service encounter and h e amples-iily entirely on the non-

verbal iodality,2,

The seenn pattern of dominant non-verbal usage also in-

(

vqlveS the transactional aspect of service encounters. Though
-

the service being rendered by the server may consist of no more

than providing information (as at an "information'' counter in a

".

train station or a department store), ordinarily this is not the

case. Typically, the transaction involves an exchan e of money

and commodities, The necessarily non-verbil handing over' of

items, each to the other party, is a crucial part of the encount-

er,

9

As in the examples cited earlier, these exchange 'moves

may involve DO verbal'cues at all, or there may be verhdl moves

that accompany, or are cued to, the non - verbal, moves, Frequently,

S: we don't carry it.

C: I giless that's it - the umbrella (puts ontcounter)

(6) notions store

S; Yes sir.

I want a pack of Pall Mall gold

S: O.K. (turns to get)

C; An'a pack o' Kents'.'

S: ,(with back turned to counter) Pall Ma11 gold, pack.

01 Kent 3 regOar?

C: Nim, yes sir,

5: O.K.. (elects. off shelf and brings to counter)

that's one dollar even, right?

(7) notionS store

C; (0 you have any)) red ribbon?

S: Red ribbon?

Ct 'Yeah,

5: Yes sir, Ya warina come with me?. arts' to walk

away towards another part of the store)

notions store

C: .You don't have any Ea ribbon do you?

5: Yarn ribbon?

C: ULh, HunhL

; No, no yarn,ribbon dust 70-1 forget - fcr wrapping

packages?

C: Unh. Hunh,

5: No we have - whet you see over here, (gesturing)

Many of the verbal accompaniment, moves can be analyzed as

essentially idexical or deictici as in (3), (s), (7), and (8.

Bit not all the verbal accompahiment moves can be. Some of the

subtleties of those that cannot be so analyzed have been ex-,
-grained elsewhere (Merritt 1977a, 1978), Space does not permit.

these accompanying verbal moves are suffici nf _le audio

Channel to 'carry" a sense of what is going , For exahple,

the following instances were transcribed from ludiotapos with

the help,of ethnographic notes made whileocbserviO, these

encounters (parenthetical remark's describe the observation of

non-verbal happenings) :

(3) notions store

Si 0,K, New York Times, fifte

RING

5: That's seVenty-five, ighty-five change, right?

(4) notions store

O.K. Uh - Playboy magazine Dollar and a Hal:,

S: Right. Thank you,

(5) notions store

(approaches ,service post with uabrella)

Dhpu have e uh tinsel?

5: What?

C Tinsel, for the Christmas Tree.



a full recapitulation of-the arguments presented there, but let

me note tht fdllowin6

In service encounters which require that customer "plate

an order"and -that the server must subsequently undertake some

-actiou to fill tht ordek (as opposed, for-example, to-service

encounters in.which the customer approaches the service post

with a selected commodity which he-Merely wishes to pay for),

there is frequently a verbal accompaniment move like."0.K." or

"All. right".. Sometimes these moves leeome more complex, in-
?,

volving_What-i-have ealled a "server 'pltyback; of customer

order." This is. illustrated in example (6) (in:therturri in

which the server says "Pall Mall. gold,,padk o' Kent ® regular?

My analysis -of- -this Thenomenon-is-that'these Moves arc

basically confirMative--confirmative of the, server_' S commitment

to take the newt necessary action t T.egotiatc'theitransaction.

In the case-of the cigarette orders, the net necessary action

is for-the server to actually get the cigarettes; However,

getting the cigarettes takes a few seconds and creates a lag

in the basic rhythm- the turn-taking of the encounter; that
.

rhythm having been set by verbal turn-taking-
1

.

server's saying something affirmativeras he begini to get the

cigarettes is a way of his beginning to "take his turn" even

though the most relevant part of his turn is the not-Verbal

action of getting the, cigarettes. His verbalizing:Satisfies

what I call a "place- holding" and "bridging"-funetion 'in the

discourse. The immediafe,implication of-place-holding hert IS

tht server's commitment to action. He indicates that -he'is

-1.1e%inning or about to begin the-next necessary action Uthe
-

transaction. .In' doing do he-confirms the customer!s order.

The playback-move serves. -the special functon-of orienting.

=

to the possible need for error correction (in the erver
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.,,understanding of the customer's order). -Both playback moves

and confirmative particle moves (ie "O. K."., etc:)'

confirkthe server's _inte=ntion to satisfy ,the c'ustomer'sc'ustomer's
1

stomer's request.

In adclitIbpthey mark a shift in the enc.ctive-flow of the

encounter from saying to doing, and thereby anchor the action to

words.
12

it is 1-roteable, for instance, that though the non-

verbal action.in6Ived in effecting the.exchinge of money-and

commodities in these encounters is crugial to the transactions,

in almost every case it is pqssible toAnow the essence of what

has transpired non - verbally just from the verbal moves. We can

deduce for example, that in (4) the customer gave exact change

while in (3) he did not...

The third pattern of dominant non-verbal usage is very

limited. It involves- the occdrrende of a non - verbal cue that

modifies or qualifies a verbal, move, followed by an explicit

referenee tt the .non - verbal cue in the verbal discourse. For.

example:

(9)- (at an butdoor-food market the server is standing behind

a fruit' stand with prices indicated: :grapefruit= 'K for

a dcalary-roranges twelve fore.

S: What'll it be?

Can l'ilaVe three:- - grapefruit and tix'ci anges for

- a dollat--(Winks, raising- shouldes)?

S: {arts to:put fruit in bag, smiling

better wink. -

You'd

The fourth-pattern: of dominant-not-verbal usage is .that

which occurs at the inItiationof the encounter.

The first- .stage of a service encounter (as with any

encounter_Yrs that of access: 'server and customer lift the

communication barrier between them and become involved in-a

state of transaction. Prior'to this, each party can'be



described with respect to the degree of,his "transactional,

laity" (this Js comparabfe to' the notion of cony

nalfaccessibilpy which I have used elsewhere in this

access

Versa

report

ofthec
is.aleo'another way4 of talking about she strength

. .14

mmunication barrier betwgen'the two parties.

The state transaction isfordinarily reached- through

deliberate negotiation, increasing, by turns-, the -degree of,

transactional accessibility betteien the server.And customer.,

by virtue of this presence at the serving post,.

cit offering of service of availability to answer

A server

signals

sery nmmonses.- A customer,: by entering the bervice_atda and

especial ly by placing himself at a service pest (and sometimes,

additionally,. by "taking,a numberP), signals a tacit request'

attention or a summons for'a server. The server then,

ale a formal acknowledgement of the customer's reqUestor

_summons (evg,. 'a nuck-or V11-beright with you.") , followed by
,

wer to the summats --(1that is, .u., commitment' of

y by customeravailability), (with-number- systems a r6

sometimes'inserted)- usually coupled (often ell
,

a=formal offer service ("Are you ready.to.b

"Next?",,etc.). After the formal offer follows on acceptance

t4-E14)7)

helped? -

'-of the offer ("yes") .by the customer. At this, point' the

contact has been ratified for a state of transaction-and

mutual access of server and customer is established.

The Customer immediately folloWe with an .act oriented to

the completion ofthe next stagd in the encounter

This act may te called a "customer start."

Ordinarily this is a formal request of some type ("V-) like-7-
. , I

have-71", "Do You have__- ? ").- Frequently thisMoVe

"coupled" (often elliptically) onto the customer acceptance-of

decision-

-lect.on

scrver.offer. Where this coupg,Ing elliptical e. theke
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is no "yes" or acceptance item,as such; rather, it-must be

anferred),the move that completes the negotiation of theoaccess

stage also begins the'next'staga.of the encounter

All of this usually transpires very quickly,

14

of course, and'

a casual observer might say that service encounters typically

begin when-the first Verbal move is:made (when the server

says "My help you?

"I'd like a pack of 'Marlboros"

for example, or when the

I would argue,

the 'customer's entrance info the service

his positioning himself at the service po'

in the initiation of a service encounter.

customer says

owever,,that

area ,-and particularly
-

St, is the first-step

Further.this use ,of

the non-verbal modality is important to the overall structure

of the service encounter` and the continuities it praserves.WIth

respect to norms of -social interactioq generally. :Here a,

digression may be in order. _______2-- --=--

1 .

Start Fit a concept f ritnal equilibrium. (Hare,

-nd in the followingnrgument I draw.heaVilyon. the

workof Hiving Coffman (1971)),, This id'.thS state Of.eqUilibriuM

-that can be enjoyed.by- individuals of & personal relationship
ri

-,

when' they aid not in4eaCh other's copresenca and by copresent

tOnacrainteds when they are properly not .attending to.each

othe (that is, there is a condition of mutually held Civil

inatention;. each is officially "going about his owi'i buiness."
1

Whenithis state is Asturbed some ritual work will be required

to-maintain or restore ,equilibrium.

aecid

ritual

The state of xitual_eqnilihriuM car ;be disturbed.by

nt or by design. In the case of "happy" accident the

work performed may be thought of ,as supportive, reflect-
.

ingith .fact that both parties ara equally innocent of any

improper intent to encroach on the other's territory,



and ecina.11y ready to Share (and equal

territory with thpother- _ Here is the-exchange of.'

occasioned by two acquinteds who Chance to pass each

the street. Here-alai) are the collusive smiles and

remarks, the offers of assista that are profferedby one

to shark)

greetings

other on

concerned not

,
-

non-acquaintect to another; the uppOrtive gestures having-been',

precipitated by-the mutual recognition that the other hqs some-
.

hoW.beenloiaced in jeopardy.(whether by .havihg dropped his owh

parcel, or-having been rudely treated h.a. third party) and

.worthy of being restored o his former status.

On the other hand,., the state of ritual equilibritim may be
r . -

disturbed'by'"unhappy"-accident,:and the ritual work perfOrmed

thay.be..thoughL of as remedial,' reflecting the fact that One

Tarty haS.encroached upbn,tpe territory df the other,:albeit
14

-Unwittingly.- Here helong the apologiee and.accpunts that are,

occasioned:by one person victimizing the other unintentionally.
,

.

rinally,:if the-state.of.ritual equilibrium is disturbed__
.

by design one party will have made a demand of the other and

thereby will haiie knowing1Tencroached .on the other's territory,-

Remedial work by'theoffender is again required-, Once more we

find
.

apologies and aCcdunta. But along with these'is-a fhira:

type of remedial work peculiar to desigted%disturbances. the
/ *

third type, comes in various forms. and; is usually affixed to. the.

encroaching demand in a '-ery integra4n.g.mannerthe use of

modal interrogatives and; even, "question" intonation alone

(i.e without interrogafivepartiPles or.Wordorder'dhange)

being prominent examples. Saich "remedial affixations"-transform

the "root demand" into what is,typic ilyjcalled a

Included here are requests' for actio mitigations of the

"root" imperatiVe or directive), .reqUests for informatiOn,hand
, ,---

requps for attention. A .demand
,

or
I

requ st of attention is



demanded (though

status on'the part

Perfunctory services such assertions of

theserver are.rarely Maintained with any

consistency). 'To some extent, tlien,-.the customer's use of the

non-verbal summons is a way of remedializing his demand for

attention

'At this point let us turn to a few observations from the

classroom study. Herethe focusis on what takes piece in .a

classroom when a child approaches his teacher for help during

individual activity time - Uerviee-like events in,the classroom".

Now, clea/ rly the event-types service encounter and service-

like event ill the classroom'bear some relationship "to each
i

other, but at the same time the respective set.,,ihgs that "host"'

re
. .,--

the two events are markably-different. In "commercial service
,

encounters" the participants are typiCallY-non-acquainted and

typically both pf adult age. Further the commercial encounters.

are typically that the:ilarticipants engage transact their .

business, and-separate: the standard roles of-idrver and

oustomet.-do not reqUire any.Subsequent personal recognition of

the individuals'involved.. On the other hand, in the "service- .

like_events in the classroom" the participants are typically

acquainted and'of child and pduft age. Further-the events ar

not the only shared encounters' in .the ',participants' copresent

habitation of the clhssroomi The participants:are more -ov.less'

interactionally accessible to each other -for lonfPeriods. in the

course of a School day (and that for many school days over

the course of a school year), 'and the service-like evdht reflects
...

only one 'of many kinds of participant structures that child and

.teacher'engage-in together.-

Therefore, when two event-types like commercial service

encounter and service-like event in the classroom are compared..

and particular features are found ,to pattern Similarly, this is
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ctel calleda-"summon least in those situations in which

a previoualy unestablished line. of talk is being.establishad).

ow considatthe,initiation-of talk between two

"atquitineeds-.-" If it should occur by accident there will be

the supportive ritual Of exchanging greetings.1- If it should occur by

design it'' )4l with sore kind of summons,on the-part of the

rdeeigner.' iTheaummons is a kind of.demand- which may entail

some ,remedial work on the part-of the summoner ("I hope-I'm not

disturbing rbu."., etc.). Often, however; If nottYpically,.the
,

remedy-requited character of this initiating move is countered hy
6.

a supportive gesture on the part of the suilomned--typically a
.

greeting. telephone this can be thought of as'

further 'ritualized, in that.the.usuoi response to the summons

of the telephOse ring is "Hello" (greeting form) although at
-

.the time . fo answering it:is not clear who has suMMOned.) 15

In the service 'encounter the'lnitiationjof the:enCounter

typically begins 'with a summons on-the part of-the'dOstomer.

The summons is non verbal, and consists the customer position-

ing-himself at the servivg post. The specific action involved

\, varies somewhat accxding to the tyle" of the service area.'

In a self-service store-the-servinKpost may bathe7

"check4out" counted , At a lunchednette the-customer will usually

summons by taking a seat counter or: in al3ooth--(though.

to stand at the cash registei may signal the intent to make a

carry-out order).'

The- non-verbalbess of the summons has an important con-'

.:_sequence lit allows the server to,Make the first 1i u sfic

move in the interaction and SO make it in the foim of'd.'support-
,

ive gesture, namely an offer ("May ,I help` you. ? "". "Would you like

to be helped?" "What can ,I -do for you?" ete.),16A6-with the

supportive response to -.a summons `between two persOnally ac9uainteds



(namely, a greeting) the ritual effedt here is to counter the

necessie 'for-any remedial work that might 'OtherwiSe be required.

on,account of the demand quality of the summons. Contrariwise,
.

for the Customer to accost .the server with a linguistic summons
.

-_-:, (which .does sometimes occur: . "Can_ you take this for me?" etc.
. .

undercut the e-SuPportive slot .available\to the server, the

ritual effect of which- is .usually tension between': the=

interactapts'ger the ensuing transaction.

This partially accounts for the usual "miffed" reaction

server 'who have been so accosted by customers. Also in-

- volved is. the tacit inference that the server has not been

properly resOonsivetothe foregoing non-verbal summons (and

non-Verbal summons can almost sways be inferred by virtue of

fact that the .customer is there An the proper place for
,

vice) , so that the linguistic summOne, also has some. qual

a

being a, second csummons, l=ave noticed..:that very often the

yer,, when verbally summoned, will 'Manage to defer the

eraction,. ("Mr. BroWn Will help you -in jupt a -moment.

1, .--
right with'you.")' at least a few moments. This

:

"distancing" often -rbcults in-the= server! s' "re-enery"--with

usual supPortive offer, "Now, What can- I do for you ?" (the

"1-low"-being offered-as another .kind 6f-remedial gesture.!.. one.

that makes note" Of the tact that :the cOtomer hasAeen kept

waiting; note- that "now "'may also be used when the customer
_

has been kept waiting and-,has riot. made a verbal' summons bit
only remained in sielpin at the serving post) =.1 :A-further

aspect of the --7-ustomer altine (for the server to make the.

of -6r of service) rs the dference that is:ahoWn to the server's

role and :prerogatives: it def7s to some ritual- apOreciation -

that It is __the perverl ig insa position to make an offer, that
.

the services- that lhe-- renders are: to. he sought out and ,not



not altogether unexpected, but it is also quite reportable-19

What I kave, in fact, observed 'is that the "communicative

loading"- aryl intertwining of Vie verbal and.non-verbal modalities

pattern vary similarly across the two event types.
Consider the following Instances of classroom

our data:

10) second grade classroom, teacher C sitting- at:table

queue of children on one side. M gets 'out: Of: cheit and
.

approaches teacher; -and .stands waiting beside teacher on

the' side opposite. to the queue.

WAILING SOUND IN THE BACKGROUND

timing away from. the ell d'=she has been working with)

Thee:: a -lovely coyote sound, bt.t I'm doing .Math

tight now (turns back to the - table)

May l get the gerbils settled?

teacher ,I sItting:at table with

children, but working' only with who is.reading
(C approaches teacher with iiook in ,fiand)

(T looks- up, takes book from C;- V continues readin
(Sotto -Voice" to C) Just a ((moment)) . Just-

stdps reading),

to Co ahead

Let her finish her sentence.

READS' ALOUD A LITTLE FURTHER

V ,Alright. Wait a minute.

,C) Alright. What's your question

ade classroom teacher I. sitting at table

rroup of ahil4ren but Votking only with V who is

aloud.

with

reading



ile,walking up to table with book in hand)

How many boo are we allowed to take out Mrs

Nt5 response from

(reaehes .tabl and tteps- by 1 still

.T:

, ,
engaged wi

tioy many .boOks are we allowed to: take'.out?

(looking over to

What do you i I'm talking to Somebody ,e'lse?

(grimaces and puts book down on nearby. shelf)

(waving ginger) You just stand there and I'm gonna

see you

(to T) You can help him.

to V) No., I waht,h to learn. and hard

((o ahead))
0

V. o T) (BRIEF CONTINUATION OF READING ALOUD)-

T ,y) All riht;'f. Excuse me.

T (to 14' one, this" Week.

(13) third grade. classrooM teacher I is sitting :a table

-working with a single, chill1.6n math.

(Ch., -approaches tlit teacher; dbegn't .say'anythin Afttr

a few seconds and .T. does not turn to him-, Chi begins to

tap on T. Ohelder.).
.

T. turns _6 ch., says. nothing

Ch: 'Oh, you' re 'busy. aren't, you?

T: Yeb.. Thanks 'for remembering, (turns back to her work

at the.table)

Ch (walks awa

(14) nursery level classroom, teacher. A-2 is 'sitting at n

with5 -a small groUp and "taking dictation" frem one child

(in thin case the teacher. is writing down for the child

s word deacriptiOn of the picture the child has ,drawn),

103-



apprdaches the table;and moves_ up to'the teacher, but

seems 'to Say'Alothing Teacher continues to work with the

"dictating'"child. After a feW. seconds M. starts to walk

away=fom-the table.-)

T: Melissa? 11-be,with you-in a minute,

(reacting out. after Melissa with her arm and,ga in

her- direction.)
In general, the nod-verbal modality seems to be used most

frequently- to effect the initial child summons. We see this in

examples (10), (11) and (14).- in___(14) we see evidence of the

teacher-in perpreting the-dhild's standing nearby as a posSible

summons, even though' the child does not "follow-up". with a more

specific demand as in (10) and (11). In example S12) we see

evidence o the teacher Sanctioning the child'for using the
-

verbal modality to effect his summons. In example 13) we see

'evidence of the child's attempt to stay within the bbunds of

the now-verbarmodality, seemingly countered by'hisrealization

..that the business he wishes_tetransact,cannot be done non-

verbally and -so must be withdrawn it-__the teacher has no

her=availability to interact verbally.

At this point, let me say-that the infertw ning of the
j

verbal and non-verbal modalities-,begins to,get considerably. more

complicated. Some aspects of :that complication' trtiblealt with

the sub-sections than folloW.'7Nevertheless,.....in terms of- what

signalled

I have-found so far, the similarities in patterning of modalities

between service-like events in the classroom an commercial

ofierviceencounters.Are so. striking as.6.demand at least

tentative speculation.'

cal_Ge

event-tuts:

two service

The nc:a-verbal-medality is' crucial 'to both of the
, -

event-typed that I have studied; for maniof .the ssme'or similar



reasons., For her, in both event-types "use" 'the non - verbal

modality seems to pattern, with respect to relative 'communi-
.'

cative.loading of the verbal, modality, in much the same w4y.

Thete are'two major and interrelated points 2 following)

hat can be advanCed as generalizations, with

offered for each.

some argumentation

1, The non-verbal' summons or solicitation
_

the preferred move-
/

-

for initiatfon.for both service/event-types. There ate.three

threads of analysis that

the case, and which blso leSd to the second major poi t 21,

indicate why we might expect this to e

a. The non - verbal summons
.__--

7,eharacter,_as-has been argued in
-

section..

in general, a- -=ren
,

detal earlier

ecause'pf the fact. that, the severfeeachdi. is
position to be already involved 'some other achy

.

A

particularly interaction' with another customer /student - the
. \

initiating customer/sal-dent _may choose elo-pay some--Steenticin to

the possibly'"intettdptive". character of his initiation.\\-

One cus er/student stistegy.seems' to be based on th

realization that` the. official=involVement of.the servetiteac_er

is through-the verbal modality, so that'the non-verbal Modli

can be used without officially interrupting. "rhat' is, the
0 .

communicative loading of the.verbal modality in the-"host" --

teaeher event is "heavy enough" to "carry" the host event, while

the non -verbal modalitY is ".syphoned4off" to the service -like

event We .:.see this'haPpening in example(2), andthho happens

frequentlY in-our'classtobm data. In example (Il),we see what

seems to have started out,like this, but the teacher needs

more inSormatiOn., She seems tp be 'tryiLig to avoid interruptin
y

the reading tutorial she is involved with by whisperipg.het



.query, but even that causes_ the read.er'ta,stop, so that the

then 'has to handle two.. involvements sequentially
,
/

rather than simu'tanenusly, as she seems to have been trying

the

accomplish, at the beginning.

A second available -customer Prudent strategy is to "slot-

iii ,tle initiation, 'immediately "following sore other interrupt-

loft. This is what happens. in exaMple (10). This strategy

seems be, used most frequently. ?for precedural. or verybrief,

requests .g; "Where. is the toothpaste?" in a service

encounter setting), and still usually involves a non-verbal

positioning solicitation.

BecauSe of -the fact that er/teacher, while

helping one customer /student,. may be in demand by waiting

-customers /students, the-'terVarlteacher may seek.' to '-flnd. ways.

- to satisfy; the .customers /students: as soon -as possibZe.
One serve teache7 strategy Seems, to collaboration._ with

cuStomers/students carrying out the Second or -subordinate

event totalIy-non-verbally. (as discussed above under customer

tudent strategy) , without ;disrupting the -communicative.:-.

leading of the verbal-modality as the 'effective or-official
.-

Modality of, the host . failed :attempt:, at which is nicely

xamplu
. . N..

eIllstrated in ,e (11) earlier).
-Asecond server /teacher rategy involves the server/

teacher capitalizing on any .girt !'of the current or host event

that, might naturally, involve a non-verbal-turn of significant
..' '.

time% span on the part( of the;-customer /student. :For instance,.n

the server/teacher may say to a customer/student, "Take a look
. .

at these and .see if there's anything you like here" or "Work .on

.this problem and see what you tome up with".' While the first

customeristudenb is involVed in a non-verbal "turn-activity" the

server/teacher is " rep" to ':slot-out" and make-an offer of



service-to the next peson waiting: There

the-relative communicative loading of-the modalitiPa available-
,

to the event It is as -thoughthe effective modality of the first
.

or host event has been shiften, from- verbal to nen-verbal," thereby

freeingi_the_servertteacher=th-rruse-theLverbal-modality-in- another

event.

A thud server/teacher strategy is for the_server/teacher

to simply signal verbally an interruption i6 the first event.

-Tde see this in both example. (after the failed'atteMpt_at
,

.

strategy two) and example (12) cited earlier.

2; tn both Serviceevent-types there- seems to be ri orientation

to some norm'that views the verbal.modallyit21221n2Ltenerally

:more,""official".

For instance,-one very sensible wayOf tallying about example_

(9) cited_earlierrts to' say that the server's utterance:PYOU'A

-better wink"'invaoMe=sehae "officializes" thenort.verbal action

of winking as parthf the encounter. Ahd it seem s that a

similar argument can be made for the cordirmati particles

"0.K.7 and ''All7right",:discussed earlier, as well as deic'ic

Utterances like "Ya wahha come with merin exaMple (7),

To say that the verbal modality is usually the "official"

modhlity is not to. speak in,absolutes-, of course; that:has:been
%

part of the pointof.this sub-sectioh.- There is, rather, an ..,
. f ,

--,

"orientation" to this norm, and, even there, it might be more;

-accurate to 11-dslk of thisas.-the "unmbrked.case".

iini#herira:of-nt4s point is to tha.t
there is a'worientationte i a-norm that'views the communicative .

loads `of the verbal modality as -heih much heavi-er than the

communicative loadin f,the non-verbal modality in officially

ratified events; Andi further, that the communicativevloading

of the verbal modality is heaviest for the most officially



ratified event .in which participan are engaged- (especiallyratified _ _ are _

when not all participants are engiged in more than bne-evenr:

customers/students typically ard,not, _whereas servars/

teachers not infrequently are)-);- with priority in -terms of

official ratiftcation 'usually _aecruing to the participant with

the higher _(highestl_status in situation'. Thy co------,2eptuall-

zation leads to 'a couple of interesting corollaries 'thar.seem to
. .

be. torn out by the data
7

I have examined:

2.1 commnnicative loading of-the verbal modality is so

----hea,iy as to almost exclude the non-verbal mbdality for. one

participant (as, e.g., in reading tutorials "g'where the student

focus visual attention: on a text), then jt should be

pcssibra- for the other participant to "use" the non _verbal

modality` to participate in another, partially simultaneous, event

without much, risk of disrupting ep mmunica -ion in .'6he first or

hosy -event. As we have seen, thi happens both _commercial

service encounters and service -like events In\ the eiesdroom.
,.,,, \ \

'

2.2 If comrrinnicative loading of the verbal modality .ii heaviest

the most officially ratified event that participants are

engaged in, then we might.apect , that if,- a "need'. arises for the

`use of the verbal modality. in a subordinate '(orl=; less officially

,-- ratified event) there -will be a concomitant variation in the
/.1 ; it

"kindness" of resultant :moves. This is exactly what happens
.:-. 0. -

in example (11) in which,th0 teacher finds.- she cannot handle

the subordinate service- like eient compl rtel ithin the non-
.

verbal modality and goes on to sk in'a whir r, "Wilich
,

one?
r ,

Which: one?" (Note, _ further, that this orientation"- to

prer-d-gatiVeS-atf relative loudness ay.,..in -some way account

- I

analYtioally for the form of sanctiins that a teacher may offeris
stUdenti--Who are not engaged in an eveitt with the teacher and-

,



deemed overly loud (e . fn exaMplp;- (10) cited

earlier the: teacher responds to. of loud wailing sound with "Viet'

a lovelY-coyote_ sound, but. I'm doing math. right now"-=indicating,

-perhaps, that,sdch=a_degree of loudness= in the audio channel'

which the verbal modality relies upon) could be tol.erated.onIy

if the teacher were involved in-the event).

-In this aub-section I-have used my previous work .with

commerisal service encounters, to develbP analytical concepts for

examining-our Classroom data for aervice-like events In doing

so I bope to have also provided an argument lora-ralationshi

general continuity between the:two event=-typea--ond whichlima.
-.- .

todo specifically with the shifts in coMminicative loading and
,.

xlertwining of verbal and non-verbal modalities that service
,

events invoke It seems important that4these classroord,eventg
.

thatare:Part of designed individualized instruction-display .

this relationship of-generai continnity,,as this'' may,-_ ..
.

fact, have a broader bade in the general interactional dOrms-

American middle-class society.



NOTE

uch the analysis in this subsection was presented at the

annual meeting of the American Anthropological Association,

November, 1978, in a paper entitled "Modes of Verbal and Non-

Verbal Intertwining in Service. Events ". A later revision was

submitted and accepted for-publication in Pavers In Linguistics

(1979b) under the tiOe"Cemmunicative Loading" and Intertwining

of Verbal and Non-verbal Modalities in Service Events". ComMents from

Erving Goffman, Rebecca Barr, Courtney Cazden and Gail Benjamin (who

co-chaired with me the AAA session) have been helpful to revision.

-See, for exAmplei the work of Adam Kendon and associates for

the range of intricate interrelationships between verbal and ,

nonverbal.cues inhuman social interaction (Kendon 1977; Kendon

Harris, _ y (eds;) 1975). Kendon make's the distinction

between gesticulations (non-verbal cues that-are an integral

part of the speech stream) and gestures (that are communicative

acts that may be independent-of, or- substitute for, speech

behavior). For a theoretical statement as to hoW-these features

of social interaction affect' linguisticaas e. disciplin'e, see
K.

Darnell and Vanek' (1978)

3I use the Aerm "eVentztyPe' rather than event to disambiguate

between lie,two pOssible-senses'of event as either "type" or

7token", yl have tried /to xlse the term event to.refarto actual.'

occurrences. of "tokena",

4 cannot providea really tight definition of "move"-but it

should noted that although What:is lingUistically described

by,the,term,speech,act is often coterminous, it would be a

ke to equate them.' The `notion of move_ s fi m1 ` -died to

n. the ti-ual'equilibrium (see Coffman 197114ertitt
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1

1976a) between participants. Though the notion may be operation-

aliXed in the instance of goal-directed interaction as an act

that has "significance" in terms of moving the interaction in the

'di-reedon:of the goal, I believe this is too limited. In

general- it seems right to say that whatever actions of partici

pan a7e interpreted as "officially ritually significant" may

be interpreted as moves, the concept of "official" haVing to do

mainly. with channels used and precision- of-tePortability, and

the concept of "ritually significant" having to do with whether

o not ritual equilibrium is affected. These concepts ("official"

and "ritual equilibrium ") will be considered in more detail later

in this sub-section.

5
Here I shall speak only of the verbal. modality and the non-

verbal modality, although this is an.oversimplification. One-

ht well ask, for example, why not speak simply of audio and

visual "channels "" rather ,than verbal and non-verbal modalities.

Besides the fact the "modality" is oriented more to the production

communicative acts while "channel" isoriented. more to the

perception of communicative acts, .the notion of mcidality is much

more flexible in that. the resources of,osay, the verbal ,modality

may be "split" into.Lore than one "modality" (dependent on

features like speech tempo, loudness, and/or.pitch level) - just

As the "whole person modality" discussed at the outset of this

-subsection has been analytically-split into the verbal and non-
,

verbal modalities.. My thinking here owes much to discussions about

modality with Gail Benjamin.

6
For a detaileddiscussion of what is entailed-by the notime "1

of observation" see section I of this report.

7The notion-of an encounter follows that of Erving Coffman=

-en two persons are mutually present and hence 'engaged

together in some degree-of unfocussed interaction...they.



cAn proceed from there to engage one another

in focused interaction,, the unit of which-I shall.'

refer to as a face engagement or an encounter-
-

Face;-engagements comprise -all those instandee of

two or more participants in a-situation joining

each other openly in maintaining a dingle focus

of cognitive and visual attention-- hat is sense

as a single mutual,activity, entailing preferantial

communication rights._ As, a simple example--and one

of.the most common--when persons are present together

in the situation they may-engage each other in a

'talk.,;." (Behavior in,Publid places, 1963:

pp, 88-89). \

It has been suggested to me that the notion of encounter

is not routinely appropriate to degcribe the interaction between .

teractions are so-
%

deritualrzed as to involve.no verbalization or eye contact at

all. Such interaction might then be labelled service "contact"

rather than service "encounter.. My view is that thereis not a

dichotomy but rather a continuum operating here,,and further--

that this continuum not necessarily ieleted in Einy simple way

to other contextual features. In particular, it seems that

even the most perfunctory situation can host a fully ritualiZed

encounter. Thus I choose to label the entire continuum service
111

encounter.

8
The service encounter data presented here.is taken from my

dissertation research, which involved on-the-spot hand recording

and andiotape recording of service encounters from a variety of

primarily urban service areas. The largest ar.d most systematically

collected subset of the data was observed and recorded in a
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"cations store ", which was a small self-servieestbre selling

mostly magazines-and cigarettes, but also selling stationery,

small houseWare items, cosmetics,,etc.

9The study of transferring items has begun to be a study in

its own right... -See, for example, the work -Blaine Anderson_

1

10_
The notion of rhythm ih encounters is_clearly an important

and complex. one, the understanding of which has only recently

begun. here see the-work of William Condon and associates

(1966, 1969, 1974), Frederick Erickson (1976), and-Adrian Bennett

(1978a,b).

11
As mentioned earlier,-the playback move and the use of the

confirmative particle "O.K." have been discussed in wore detail
.

elsehwere (Merritt 1977a, 1978).'. The 'confirming effect", it--

may-be noted, is the kind of phenomenon that J.L. Austin 11962)
.

discussed' in distinguiShing perlocutiarary consequence and

illocutionary effects: "What we do import by the use of ng-
.

menclature of illocution is a reference, not to, the consequences

(at least in any ordinary sense) 0 -f he -location, but to the

conventions Of illocutionary -force as hearing on ;theipl
circuniciances.of the occasion of he issuing of the utterance.-

(p. added)... . "Generally the effect amounts to

bringing about. the undetstanding of the meaning and of the,force

of the,lodution. So the performance of an illocutionary. sct

involveathe securing of mplaks "-(p.- 116, italic6 in the

,pri inal); The customer's understanding of the playback or

c irmative-particle as confirming his/her request thUs con-

atutes the necessary effect.otthe securing of uptake. IV
--/---

is the servera assumption that this effect has been secured
,



g-

that allows the playback move to functicin asa.special cue for

possible error correction. That is, when the server plays back

"All right, pack of Marlboros", the custpmer-need.not speak in

response, unless the customer has requested Marlboros; it

is otherwise assumed that the confirming uptakehas been

achieved.-

12, feature was first pointed of .to me by Erving GoffMan.

13In the following example there, is not only:the juxtaPosiAGn

of verbal and non - verbal messages, the server's response is

.clearly one of compliance =plus "coMplaint".

4For a more detailed discussion, se Merritt 1976b:'1

15
For a more detailel discussion of telephone answering behavior.

see Emanuel Schegloff (1972 (1968)). There he points out,

further, that althoOgh "Hello" (which is itself akgreetins-form);

occurs as usual response to the-summons of the.telephone.ring:-

(in persdnal.:residences) this is usuallyfollowed_up with

"Oh,,Hi Jack," (a "true" greeting) once the caller (here Jack)

,
has actually identified himself.

16This iscnot.withstanding, of course,- that the -supportive

gestures of greetling is used in some service encounter situatIonS.'

In-particular, in'small-Ommunities or whenev 7the server and

customer ."know" each other-(in the,sense f being able to relate,

their current encounter to some previou6 hretory-of encounters)

greeting` -form is often the, -norm ("How are you today?").'

17The use of this kind of device:to establish supervisory control

-in-work'situations has been discussed by sociologists As will

be developed later,,Ahis same kind of,respouse is also used by
_ -

teachers'in.resprinding to. students'. queries. William F. Whyte 's

research on waitress behavior-in restaurants suggests that the



waitresses who are most happy and

are.those who maintain control of

between themselves and Customers,

successful at -their jobs

the interactional situations

and between themselves and

the kitchen personnel) through such devices.

18
The extent to which all the possible steps of negotiating

transactional access can be Pulled apart is frequently made
1

obviou0 in restaurant situations: Customers first come in and

are seaud.,,then water and menus may be served, `then docktail

or. drink Orders_ may be solicited, and finally food orders taken:

Thus "waiting" behavior is furfhersegmented and-ritualized,

often involving different service personnel at various stages

(a hostess seats the customer, a busboy brings wateri a cocktail

waitress takes drink orders, and finally a waiter takes the food

order).

19
What in4olved here are two systems of reference. One has

0 do wfkh the primary use or communicative loading of verbal

.versus non-verbal modalities in .human interaCtion. The second

has to do with the "fooling" see,Erving Coffman 1979) or

social identity that is invoked for each participant -(relative

to other participants) for each interchange.



The Verbal Solicitation and Cofiiiderations of.Conver- ational

-Access, Engagement, and Vectqrs.of Activjt .
1

- 0 =

As we anticipated that it might. (see section I), the initial
/

focus on the serlFt-like event has drawn us to consider a more

general phenomenon "coArersational accessibility recal=l the

earlier discussion of "transactional accessibility") or more

aimply, "conversational access ". We he found this notion

useful because it bias allowed us to think about different events

aid activities

denominator"

thin the classroom using the same "common

. As suggested. earlier, we-use this te "conversational

access" to describe and refer-to one of the parameters of

olassro2ELInteraction that applies to any situation of social

interktIOn: Since,.. as we have seen, teaching and learning

activities within-thaclassroom arebY nO'llealis restricted to
=

the verbeLmodality, let me briefly relate the notion of con-

'versational access to its braoder interactional paradigm: Any

time Ei-.set bf individuals are physically close enough tceaCh

other to toudh,,speak to;.listen, overhear or otherwise attend

to each, other, it makes sense to think about how social order

s among that set of individuals is sustained through their ad-

hering to the same or similar."rules" or expectations about who

has what 'rights (and obligations) in this regard. In the

classroom, touching behavior especially'hitting behavior) is

probablythe easiest. to monitor and,usually the first of these

behaviors to be "brought under control". Overhearing or other-

wise non-verbally attending to each other in a non - focussed way

is inherently difficdlt to monitor and probably is never totally

"rule predictdri for all students in -a given classroom (nor are

'infractions" usually very serious) "Speaking to"'behayior

(and the-expectation it se fp. up for listening) is,,however,

very much-parrsof what is "officially" going on In the classroom,



and something le teacher sees as necessary to control.

"ImprOber 'speaking to'" behavior is not as serious as

improper touching behavior but it is more socially serious .

gran- improper overhearing behavior. -Speaking behavior increases

the general noise level of the classroom (and therefore may be

generally disruptive), and it ordinarily requires responsiveness

(listening) on the part. of some interlocutor (and therefore may;

be specifically disruptive to.the activity involvement of file

Acsignated-interlocutor). It makes sense, then, to assume that

copresent individuals may communicate in accord with their

feel4ngs about who they have rights to speak to (and therefore

expect attention and response from) and who has rights to speak

to them. Unlike "getting a turn" or-"gettiAg the floor", con-

versational access does not presume that,cainteractants are

alread- ificd as participants in the same group or, activity.

"Conve Lionel access" is rather a sort of "glob, 3 term" (mat

applie I_ all times 'and for all events) that col Lualizes the

extent to which any particular individual in a set ,ng (e.g. -;'

-.--in the c]assroom) has the right (and social obligation) toy be

qr become engaged (or protedf him /herself from engagement) in

talk ar conversatibn with the other individuals in that setting.

Each individuals management of conversational access is

one of the major aspects of that individual's monitoring-of the

ongoing state of ritual equilibrium, or-non-equilibrium, between

her/himself and other copresent individuals. (For,a more ex-

tensive -disc6ssion of ritual and .ritual' equilibrium see Coffman,

1956,. 1971; Merritt, 1976a. For a partial-application

Coffman's notions to the, classroom setting see gook-Cumperz and.

Corsaro,-1977,:Corsaro, 1979, Section IIIL-Baf this report.) This

iS.important.because'ritual equil1ibrium is a- crftical factor in



the formation and maintenance-of social:relationships: (see'

McDermott, 1976; Stubbs & Delamont,:I976 for a discussion of

the importance of social relationships in the classroom).

In these terms, with respect to the service '-like event, thp

major or at least initial) communicative task the soliciting

child must accomplish is. to accurately assess end establish

conversational access to theteacher. Almost any negative

Sanction the teacher may make to the child's solicitation can .

be interpreted as rejecting the child's presumed assessment of

his/her conversationalaccess-to the teacher at that moment (I'm

Ceorgie, I'm really closed now ", "Inthis.an emergency?",

"Whatare,you supposed to do when I'm talking.-tó somebody else ? ")

Thus, a child's successful initiation of a eervice-like event

often depends upon the child's accurate assessment of-the moment-

tomomemtshifts in conversational access to the teacher. This

frequently turns out to be, in effect, the timeliness with which

-a-child-can-nnobtrusively-"slot-in"

Because specific situational appropristness in this realm

of classroom behaVior;ii so difficult (if not impossible) to
. -

teach directly (see the "interruptions lesson" presepted later

the teacher's responsiveness.-in these situations is likely to

be the teacher's major input to the thildren'amastery of,this

event.

It seems to Us though,.that whatever;"rules" are being

informally taught in the initiation of these even they are

not just rules for service -like events.' Rather, they ar rules

for conversational access which, ideally, should be relatively
c.

consistently enforced across classroom activities generally.
, -

Specific "rules" for meeting the situational.demands of in-

dividual classrooms cm only be worked out by the participan

`themselves, of course (here see Doyle 1979, Mehan i979a)



Nevertheless it nay be useful, if only to concretize the notion

of conversational access, toconsider the following three,

generalizations. that seem to hold for our data and probably most

American classrooms:-

1. In the__ classroom, the teacher

speak to any.stulent or rout of studentswat any tune. In a

multi-focussed activity session the teacher may periodically

"make rounds" of students largely for the purpose of reinforcing

teacher-child contact, or the teacher's 'intrusion". may be

primarily academically oriented. The extent to which. fhe teadhea

constantly attentive to goings-in all over the olaSsrSom is

evidenced in the following episode that took pl,Ice in one of the

third'-grade classrooms that we observed:,

(1) The teacher, Mrs. I., was working with a small=

group of students on plUral formation of.totins

in English, while three other groups were wofkirig

on a science experiment that called for testing

a solution with detergent, salt, vinegar, and

BorAx; However, not every science group had "its

own" bottle of'detergent and that apparently

spawned a little,cdnfusion:ahich Mrs. 1. swiftly

arighted by slotting out of her activity as

follows:
Student group working on

"plurals grout)" led by Mrs.. I. an experiment

T: O.K. Great R(to 3): Detergent You shouldn't

C: Then I can correct them,

now?

Uhh, ((well)) yeah,

fix it:but-I-want-yOu to

wait=

call Borax 'cause it

detergent.

Hunh?



V

_111,1-_"10 by Mrs:T..

mine 00

minute. want you and
ti

Joh

to eke this and see if

you dan see. We have up

here -S

we hav S-H,

and C-

2- Ri ht

irlterlocutor

much Iond u

With se

differen-

some task

to get clar

his /her task.

in" fairly qu

Teachers

and count a

Student group working on
an exue ent

The Borax e detergent?

Rey, why'd you do that?

Because" 'he.detergent

Borax.

I know.

=Detergent is not the Borax.

eak to an 'individual (and concomitant) the

on to listen or he res onsive) .are "verb

with the answer estion "About what?"

.ke events, for example, it makes e,great deal of

be soliciting childhas recently heen'elfgaged in

vement with the teacher and is simPly:"returning"

ation or the "go-ahead"yfor the next phaset,f

In such cases, the child,can:almost.elways "get

ckly and easily.

even expect to be "interrupted'.' onsome occasions,

student's failure to do So aaLinappropriate. For

example, Mrs. C. in one of theltindergarteu _classrooms we
%b.

observed once discovered after a fgw minutes- 4 "mobilemgking"

session that

out that7th did not have ,the necessary coat-hangers. At this

o of the children were not working. It thrilled

point- MrsC._ said, "You 111.-an you've waited all this time?

you needed help what.should you have asked for?".:- After waiting

4 few seconds for the.children'to reapond that 'they need a

hanger, she went on, "O.K. I'll be glad to give you, one. If you

let" me know wat you need, C udkand MarYlou-, I .can redlly hefia

you.-"



Further, we have noted that teachers' responsiveness

child initiated talk seems tp "shape ""

appropriate "topic

behavior". That is, childreA may be expected to- monitor, their

verbal participation not onl in ter -2 "who has legitimate

access bo the teacher at thin 'time" but also in terms of "what

constitutes a legitimate'contri utiop.to the activity at hand."

In other words, children are in ormaIly taught not only when

they should talk to the teacher but also,what they can legitimately
1

talk to the teacher-about (see_also=liehaW.s. _findings (1979:159)).

This brings us to a third generalization about conversational

access considerations in the classroom, butoae of a different

order: Teachers are constantly in the:posittnILE.1Am

deti ions as. to wheter to enforce conversational access rules

n terms ofATIE.Lp _articiac2rohicatior in
plOgxess,,orin ter.!::: of academically_yiable con hutions to

the activity at hand.

c2.early such decisions are very difficult (if not impossible)

Jar teachers to make onsistently.- Their almost inherent in-.

- consistency provides one of the avenues through which -student's

play an active role in shaping what gees on ilLtheclassroom.

Concomitantly, the floreaconsis ntly a teacher itia,kes these

decisionsthe more control-she_exercises over 6e maintenance of

social order in this domain. P of this control is manifested

throeigh students sense of knowing hew to participate _s both

social and academic participants) in a mdnner that is deemed

competent by other copartieipents
2

For the teacher, then, making the "right" decision when a

child solicits attention or 'presumes" to contribute to oe

activity or participant structurerthat s/he is not clew part

of depends on many things. In a similar way, the eff ctiveness

Of'service-like events as a mechanism for dealing with competing



Student demands duin peri ofi.ndividualized instruction

depend very much onvthe perceptiveness of the teacher in asseSs-

ing a particdler;dituation.

This-often means recognizing a child's need for individual

attention and-non-disrdptively "slotting-out" of, or drawing the

soliciting child into, involvement with other student(s). As

suggested in an earlier sub-section, the smooth coordination of

"slot-ins" and:"slotouts in ainisy'claseroom seems to involve ,

considerable use of non-verbal as well as verbal. modalities, and

many teachers indirectly:"teach"their students tc make non-:

verbal rather than verbal solicitations. Non-verbal-Solicitations

leave the teacher with the prerogative of shifting to the verbal

siodslity or not.- The rion7verbal aspect of initiating talk is

thus clearly an important' aspect ofmegotiating conversational

access.

At this point, however, let us start to focus more on the

,verbal modality by:moving from the motion Of-Conversatienal

access to a related notion that is also of general interest to

the Study of-social interaction that of "engagement ". The

general question addreSsed is "How do cointeractants eUga&a

each other in social interaction?" or "What constitutes mutual

engatement

Edudationally, this issue of engagement assumes a major
A

interest when the cointeractants are teach4r and student. In
. -

-the educational setting of the4irimary clasaroOm, as we have

seen, special .features bear on mutual engagement of teacher and

student as compared'with nointeractants generally: a) The

teacher and student have asymmetrical prerogatiVes as cointer-

:Intents, with the teacher able to initiate talk with the

.student at almost any time,'but not vice versa. b) There is
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one teacher and, many students, all or .many of whom.may'want the:

teacher's attention at the same time. As we have seen, this can

be particularly proilematic during periods of =individualized in-

struction.

One aspect of our study-has been_a concern to locate dis-

Coarse elements that are. likely to index the initiation,of.

ens went. This aspect represents a formal approach to in-
--1

vestigating engagement. This .-As in contrast with the functional

approaCh of examiningservicelike events,, which constitute a

significant occasion for initiating engkgement. We Whew-that if

We could discern some discourse element or discoetairesohrce in

nis category then the.data- -uld be scanned for occurrences.

Methodologically it was desirablg to choose as such a.potential

index a discourse element that was as fowm).11y1spebifiable

as possible.

One poSsib lity was that of reciprocating "Aplies" to the

solicitations of attention. However,l-there were two'difficulties

terms of meeting the criterion ef

In general, what can serve ai initiating acts for replied and

responses has been shown to be highly variable (Coffman, 1976).

4 In particular, children seam to deviate from whatever,normi

are general to adult lIy requitingiretp,onses to some verbal acts

that. adults du not'(Garvey,1975; Keetan,'1974),.

A second possibility derives froMcsoliCitations of attention,

in, general and the follow:fhg Vgeneric sequehce": . Whatever the

"solicitor has-in mind he/she will simply blurt out to the

proposed interlocutor. If there is no.responde or if the

solic.itor is unsatisfied with the response given, the solicitor

will simply redo or "rdplay" the soliciting:Act.l&ys" can

thus be identified- as diseourge elements-IMerritti-1976)-.---

The most straightforward form-of replay is-the repetition

or Lerczt. Another form of replays involves a slight variation



in form or a reformulation of -,the/original act. Since many re

plays, certainly-the "exact" repeats, are pasy,to.spot on formal

grounds such discourse elements seemed to meet the criterion

of 'heing formally spendable. Accordirgly the data were .

:scanned wit the hypothesis that replays index the initiation

of engagement. More particularl based on the.generic'sequenceo

we hypothesized that replays'are indicative of lack of anticiPat-

ed en a ement. We reasoned that if this hypothesis were con-

irmed,, then thereplays:that were observed could be further-
-

examined. This would be done with a view toward_findftg some-

thing out about t,he.nature of engagement by seeing when it is

identifiably' initiated With no "uptake" (and .here the'notion of

uptake ia analogoub to Austin's (1962) usage of the term in

discussing conditions on, the performance of an illocutionary

act see note 11, section III-B of this. report).

The data were scanned to see if there were any interesting,
3 , .

-6.examples:of replays, especially examples of multiple replays.

At the nursery and kinde,prien levels there,were a number of

interesting instances, six of which.are discussed here.

Two disclaimers should bd made before.presehting the

analysid.-The folio4ring examples are illustrative of the flow

ti of communication and;- nteraction in "busy" classrooms_ and they
e

are not presented as instances of the interaction which_ occur

with the moat frequency. secondly, not all.t3Tpes of replays;

and not ,all types of repeats and reformulations were analyzed.

Only replays that Occuriin unprpmpted discourse positions Are

being considered, that-is, those.deriving from the generic

sequence 'giyen earlier. It can be noted that another prevalent

'discourse position for the occurrence of a replay is in re-

spouse to 'a "call'. for replay" or a "request -for clarification"

(Cherry 1919, Jeffersbn,'1972, Merritt 1976, Christian & Tripp
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1978). With such occurrences, it is the interlocutor who

nitiates'thereplaying-and thus it can-not be inferred that the

"replayer" would" ave been sufficiently motivated to'have re-
,

played the act had the prompting not occurred. Both' there

sponses to calls for replay and the replays discussed here

share the feature` responsiveness to lack of uptake,to the

original act. .This notion of'replay is rto the

or replaying of an interactional move that has already been

enacted and which has:therefore created an opportunity for
-

response. ,Thus, although repetition and reformulation Occur with
some frequency within a speaker utterance Move'as repair

devidea (see 8chegloff,'Jefferson, acks. 1977; ',i-iumphrey 1978),

these are no -fuli_replayS.:Ilhey will not be considered here

except to note the following rather delightful inatanWef'such-
:,-,

move - internal reformulation: In this example. both the teacher

and Alexa use the discourse device Of:move-internal reformulation.-

(2) Cutted hand off. Nursery,Level.

Alexa is lying.on a large piete of paper%and Anita

ib tracing Ale:Ws body outline. Teacher As is.

nearby.

Alexai Ani.ta). :-i.want my. hand more oh'

the paper. (moving hand over)

Anita: (moves Alexa s hand over)

Alexa: Now '1 w,,n't have to cut a hand off

thCro won't be a cutted hand off.

:1 Are-they all gonna be there? Are all your-

Now

fingers gonna be there?

Ale,a: (0- T (nodding)- Ny other one

a cutted hand off.

How come? What happened?
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Cons de

The other

because I wasn'- .

it right off.

linh7Hunh.

) cutted hanaa-

watching and Ijust.cut

-now the following ear.. es in-which occur multiple

replays that'are,not.nove-internal, It seems that; a.s. we hypo-

thesized, these replays-dindex a lack of-mutual engagement.

seems further, that this-can be related to individual partici--

pants involvement 'with 'different-aspec s of the stream of behavior.

Two'things-are striking about the-following examples: a)

children do indeed seem to usereplays ap a way of.pursuing.
.

failed atteMpt.at engaging the-teacher's attention. They

are,'In-fact, incredibly persistent in using this device.- b) In

every case the soliciting child is right there with the teacher.

The child is,Zoffielally involved",in the same small.sphere of

activity- and seems to have the "right" to talk to the teacher'.

This is eVIdenced by the fact the teacher has, in all but one

case, just been talking with the child, and as further evidenced

by the fact trait in no case was the child negatively sanc.tioned

for talking "out of turn" but, was rather simply notresponded

to. yet rights to.aduress the teacher. are not enough to

guarantee the child engagement.of the teacher's attention upon

simple solidictation. -This pointe-upthe'fact-that not only, mist

achild. vie for the teacher's' attention if Siheiaoutsidelthe.

teacher- dominated- ,sphere of activity (the typical case-of:the
V

servfee-like'event) but that s /1'e must vie for it even if

within the teacher activity.

Of course, in many ways this is no news. Mehan (1979b)

has discussed the interactional cOmpetencenf.students,that Is

required' when students atteMpt to initiate interchanges in the

course of a lesson.



Nevertheless, analysis of the examples reveals :a sub

featuTe of social interaction. Most 'conversation", in the

senselof a discourse genre, represents the verbal aspects of

two, or sometimes more, partiest.mutual engagement in 'talk,

the primary activity in which they are individually involved.

But, of course, much if not most :talk is not like this,,but

rather is done in accoEaniment to other individual courses

of action, such-as iating a meal, or completing a lesson a%

ment. Cointeractani,s are typically more or less aware of

others' individual courses of action and are alive to the fa

that some talk directed toward them is to be,interpreted in

that light rather than as conversaional; as with "Please pass

the salt," or "Whati,s five times five?" The recognition of

this fact, alOng with the fact that more than one individual

can collaborate in a joint course of action, gives rise to a
3notion of "vector of actiyity .9 .9 Vector of-activity may repre-

sent activity contributing to the course of action of one in-

dividual r a-group of individuals -If we also grant that some
,

kinds of talk, such" asp lesson talk, constitute Courses of action

then,spec fie topics within theralk-may also be seen as separable

'vectors of activitythat may be independent of particular in-

-.-div-71414tvls

the following-eaMplenhave beAh_graphicall-prepare
..,..,_

-.:,,.

"factor our". the:differenIVectors:of activity that ure..

operating .in.each,case., Each vector has been. represented by'a

different indriber of-enderliningS of the name of each particOant

enacting a move in that vector. Single arrows -7:4, indicate

occurrences of the move,-thatis replayed. Double arrows

have been used to indicate the formulation of the engager

solicitation that finally secured engagement.



When I was in Washington
,

geveral nursery children are seEtted-around a table

getting ready to play a "game" -in which each child
,

asks for a certain number of peanuts and then counts
.

them. Just 'as they' were ready.to:begin one child,

Anita, needed her shoe tied and while teacher B,-1

-..tied her shoe she telked'abouChow "when L:was five"

she could' tie her-own shoe.# Anit'a has j'at returned

to her seat and Ma. B-1 starts thrgo around the'

table and distribute peanuts. Thaseatingorder is

Allison, Elliott, Seth, ,John, Anita, Catherine and

Peter.

(reaches into bag of ,peanutsand pulls:some but)

group) How let's sge:. How many do you want?

Hold up the number of fingers you want and I'll

:give:youLthatmanY0. ost kidshold up one or

two hands.

'(stands-Up)..

-.,Ell ott_ Ms. B -i? e: When

to:Allison Alt ,JY91w4Ttit_ten..-:-

T1 {'dumps some peanuth I Allison)

1-0_ Wb z h was in Nash:,-

c.0 _lrigh .- Y04- count t-those

something

h_ I'll-be back to yL,

-I was in ashing

(te/Seth) How.

maAYdp:you-want?,

Seth :, (holds up -flaur fin-

-Is: (to Seth) :Four.

1.28.

do



-.Elliott:

T:

T:

Elliott:

continues around the tablediStributing peanul s.

dciew=not orient again- to Elliott.)

He:y

140-what

((I don't,have-
-

0wmany'did.you want, Elliott?

(holds up hand '--- five)-.

to Elliott). To0 many.dicryod get?

-mm)) :.(holds up five fin is)

15")

(to Elliott) HOw,many peanuts are on yo

(Lots of ndi e. from other-parts of the

(1.7")

(Note: ,children are ,ttin g their

in front of them)

Elliott: (16")

T:

Elliott: (shakes head

Peter:

(have -any )

1P0' you,know

T:

Allison:

None.

f

ord for, that?

1Nonet is a good word. Does anybod3r,else knowa

EOod name r- a ((dif ferent) )

zero.

'Zero' is another word. (stands up with bag of peanuts

and orients- o Elliott s place

.ne' and wL have 'zero'

B-1, when

was in Washington

(tiny children st'arspeaking)-

1: ',(leans over_' to hear Elliott)

((and 1 and I 'learned how to

tied my shoe in WaAhingon



Ohh:, that's good. i really think it's neat

when you know' how to do that:for yourself. BecauSe.

you can get a lot_of other things done the

Elliott:, (nods)

T; (to Elliott,

you want?

Elliott: ' (holds up et-lease'

T: OK (leans over and

many is that?

holding out peat:6.W and how many did-

one hand)

gives him some

r In this 'example, "When I was in. Wa hington," the official

vector of activity for thy,group'is the peanut ,game. liott,
- ,

however, has apparently decided that he wants' to relate an

"anecdote" to the teacher about shoe tying;-td. doubt prompted byce,

Anita's having just told the-teacher something- -about ty4pg_shoes

while the teacher was_tyinOter shoe,' He keeps repeating "when

i-was _in Washington," to which the teacher does not respond.

She does not, in fact, attend to Elliott at al until Elliott

re-entersthe activity vector of the peariut,game With .-167f I

don'thave any." It seems that once Elliott secures the

teacher's attentiOn,, hoWever, he reverts to his own vector:of.

activity about shoe tying. The teaeher at this point succumbs

to his entreaty with a relevant commeht,on,shoe tying,.andthin,

-immediat'xly moves the interaction.. back into the official

peanut game vector with-"How many did you want?"'

Referring badk'to the thiid gendralizatien made earlier

about convetsatiOnal-aCoess, we can make another ohserVation
_

,aliout this example: Everyone at the table was initially in-

volved in a focussed activity, but then Nrs. B. directed some

particular communication'iowards Elliott, When Peter chimed in



t. "None"-, firs.. B. could have chosen to enforce 9onversational

_access in terms s-of designated participants and said something

like "I'm'asking ElliOttnow Peter". Instoad, however, she opts

for reinforcing Pettr's comment as a contribution to the activity

at hand with "None is a good word". She then immediately moves

to "officially" open the vector of activity to others at the-

table with "Does anybody else know a good name or a different-?"

Allison quickly offers, the respons, "Zero" which the teacher

-accepts with "Zero' is another word."

In My Pocket Nurgery Level.

Children have been playing game in which they ask

the teacher for a certain number of peanuts and then

count them. T is sitting next toSara and is helping

her, though she has just been interrupted by John.

Peter, -Allison, and three other children are also

sitting at the table. working with peanuts.

T: (turns back to. Sara)

T: (to-Sara) Would you help yourself

ate: (Has been-stretching her arms,

reaches towards the ipeenuts,

to Sara) How ould,you go about

starts taking peanuts)

five.more?

She stops and

taking five?

Sara:-

Peter: tos T) Can we, save the rest of our peanuts?

(looks over at Peter, who 'is tugging on his

co 1 1.6"))-

Would you like to-save yours 'Peter?

Pe (nedS) sure.))

.Would you go to Mrs; Jones

ask her for a bag?

Allison: Can l o
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1Jaa_on: Can I go and clay?.

T:-4. (to "Peter).. Tell her you need a ii

bag.-

T: (nods at Allison) You may..

some clay?

Allison: (walks off camera)

ould you like to get

T: (looks back at Sara)

Sa:a: (to T) ((I think that's)

,Peter: (tai T)

T:

(:.4) Peter:

an' carry

That's all?

;tugs on his shirt pocket)

Sara:._ (nods at _
1,-

Peter: .-upper pocket--,

: :T: (to S)4 Would you put them someplace .

((sVhere, ofithe table

Peter:: How''bout- my pocket bp here.in,myshir

Sara: (puts the pile of peanuts in he,7 hands Up on

table)

to Sara How-mdhy,,do ybu have.....altogether now?

(tugging on shirt pocket) I've got a pocket up

my shirt .

. One,

the

here in w :0900 O .

(touching each peanut)

n, three, fo

leter: (still tugging)..... I've got a pocket-up, here.,

Sara:

Peter:

(still toucbing peanuts) 0
six, seven-i.- eight nine, ten.

in my shirt, lobk.

T: (smilea at Sara)

ete: LOok, Mrs. B-1!'

T: (to.Sara) ).

Sara=



at his shirt pocket

Petef, that's fine, you can put them. in the

pocket of your shirt. you want to But

. Mrs. Jibnes uill be glad.to give you'a sandwich

bag if you like..-

In this example, "in my pocket ,.the peanut:game of example-
.

continues but is new in a different phase, such:that-the
.

teacher 'is coerdinating-.multiple'tutbrial Vectors of activity

=h individual children. In this example'.she is Mainly involved

Peter:slotslin,to ask if he can take the rest of` the

peanuts home. the'teacherl-engages his request with assent and

the suggestion that he go get a sandwich bag. Allison then slots

in to ask ifshe. can go.' get 'dome clay. The teacher
k

Allison `s request withfaSsent and.; tnen -returns to heritutoria

vector with _Sara. Peter, ih.the meantime, has apparently
-

decided-kthat.he-wbuld rather_put ther-..peanuts,"ih my:pocket"

engages

thah go e a bag. As we:see, he makes multiple repeatS and

reformulations before sucCeedingih ehgaging the teacher'again...

The,teacher's response in the end shows that she-has
vt

heard Peter"SreqUestS, (" "Peter, thces fine, you cah put them

in the pocket of your shift if you want`. to. ") but she-seems to

have waited to re-engage Peter's vector of activity until a

suitable point in Sara's vector of activity 'had been reached

or slotting out..

(5) Haven't SDone -this.One

A grouv.tif kihdergarten children tang at

table opposite the taher. They are doing a s

r
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exercise, and they are o:Ich asking. for the teacher's

help or approv- As they go along.

Christina:_ (holding sewing out) ,Ns. C., look, :-(puts Sewing

down on thg table) (looking-at her sewing

already did thati and, now-1'm doing this... °
leans-over andchecks C.'s work) Whereare-you

going now You're going uP this wnv.

uns finger -along Christina's sewing

direction she is to isw)
6 ....

(crawling up on t'able) (01-y ear))

T. picks up Mere,lith's work and inspects it)

Christina. to T NO, I haven't done this one.'

i(holds up her sewing

(to. Meredith) Good You

r
Ms. C., I haven

((unclear))

Christina:

Meredith: (to T

T:

0

finished'.

idone th

Meredith, turning and poinan

OK,

0 one.

...in my

drawer on the right hand: side, is a pile of bag-,

with people's names on them. (claps hands

'horizontally on !a.pile' to indicate

s
T (to M.) Bring me the whole pile-.

Meredith:-

T:

o T)

leaning left

Chri na: 'T)

a stack)

((what Apparently sane ion-

Carter. ing C for shouting

C I haven't done this

one

redith; rT) In what

T: _arts to bite thread on Meredith's se ng, then

stops)
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Meredith:

Christina:

T) In what

this one.

to Meredith; points off camera) In-the--,

the shelf, in the.drawer,.by the sink...

Christina: (softer voice
than earlier)

(to Meredith) ( tha-

on the ri

C.?

hand side.

(looking. over ,to:

is pointing)

.(stands ,up and starts

drawer),

(fx M) The side cloy

), No- do the left-hand

side. (The w -, ch-))

C:?

o wall away totgard the

Chriatina:, ....... ,C. .. ...'.. c-,

to

.q, .,,,
Meredith: holds arm out in the 'I_gptha'.gesture

Christina:: Ms. C., Lhaveti't done this oneyet....

(T makes-a hand gesture to someone off-camera)

T: (swings-back.around and d-gazes in Chris

general dection)

01E1ELing: (to T) tine this-one only.

T' till has not acknowledged Christina)

Christina: 0 T) Ms C., only done this one
. -

(T swings around. in her seat toward .the nearby table and holds'

both hands ,out with paluis_down in a- 'keep it down' gesture (2.6"))

to.Meredith off camera) Iiithe IJUOiLHhand:side.

I haVen't done this-oneye_

unclear))

wOrry'ebout it.



ust take your ti

-Tanya:. (to .). ((unclear)

(in reopon to..Tanya

ny t

T)...

only done this one.
. .=

(lpdking at-Tanya's-'sewing ) °-7-01C YOU!re 40.Ang.

fine. You're doing a beautiful Jo -, job Tanya.

(leans acroFs table to-get the scissors:, Which:
1_

are right beside Christina)

Christina 1 haven't --, I"ve:juet dene

just done thisfene.and.not this one
A

not tl
(looking at C's, sewing ) Yeah; well you

go-up.--terei and there can do thi§.

(taps ChristinOs ewirg with her scissors

this fifthexample, "1 bnven't done this-one,

situation similar to that of the "In my pocket" example arises

a different classroom. Here the children are individually

sewing. The teacher briefly engages Christina's request to

check her work-and then goes o to engage Meredith in preparing
/

for the next phase of the sewing task. Christina, in the

meantime, finds something in her stwing that she 'thioks the

teacher didn't notice. As with Peter's change from initial

concurrence with the teacher, (in that case not wanting to .use

a bag but Tathd his pocktt to take home his peanuts), multiple

repeats and refomulatidns take place before re-engagement in

Christina's vector of 'activity is established.---

(6 My Turn - Kindergarten, Level

Teacher C is hying a math game using dice with'three



children,; Carter, Jahn, and Robin. Al _hob .11 there
. _

is -aricither helping teacher in the room who is super,-
vising other children, there have Veen _some inter-,
ruptions'. The Leacher --is lust finishing some remarks

.0 child who is dot in the game., Tanya- 'is
at the game .able -althbugh she is no longer pia in.

John: g p Whose turn?

Robin: ands ihn the d4ce)
T :.

T:

o .*hifts g e -back to game table
to John) , ' s, \ yours..

, .

-l1 ing d ee iier4 L go:.
5;1,

readi-n dlce) .. Three:

anya: ((looking off_ eanera) Can

saur now

pain the di

Carter; My

John:
arter:

(picks up ahi ps, then d them)c 2 211)

My turn.
..- . 1.7. ')Ohn:

Car-ter-

(gets chips end puts them neer imself )
tiSr. turn.-

(2.6").

,;
\

. T :.. '.eJOhnY You forgot :. one thing'. Two ape Oe is
:.,.. . :.i 4,-4',1(John 'now has five -.chirfs, 5 l I'

. y.

ter: My. turn.

ohn: (stares at T) 2 .l ")\

a es . My. turn.
.To t

a (gets up and leaves the
Car i er My -tvrn.

T: (reaches° out for- ch p ,) (1.1".1)

to John) T

o. 6" )

table l
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._Carter: I said'uNy'tu n:'
fi
aCo ahead, Carter. =

John) And three, it; iVe. Right?

JOhnl' (nods)

Carter: (OickS up Aie and rolls)

T. John) So you've traded, four of those in for

the yellow -I_You-still-have.,. one green.

Amer : (slaps table after-reading die) Oh I have,- si

.T: (to John) You have to take them out,

Carter: (taking chips) I have

T: John) So You won't get mixed up.

:Carter:. Lsix.

Jahn: (staring a.oross the room,. it sounds like- someone is

crying)

T: tO'John) Because.you

0.9")

Garter: (t T) Look ow mdn:

T: , . John?

Carter: (PUts hand on T's'shoulder)

John: (looks back at T)

T:t (to John) By not putting this green hers you put

yourself.. behind..

garter; (starts tapping T's Shoulder rapidly)

(to John) You may heed this. green one later to

get some more yellows. 'Kay?

John: (nods)

T:. turns to Carter, who is tapping her shoulder)

_Carter: (starts 'taking chips and.patting-them-bpside

himself)) One- Two-, two.

1: (to Carter) ((Wha-)) What did prou throw? 7

{
art-e-: (counting and taking c ips).... I . Three:, four,
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Carter: (stands and points at-the chips)

Carter: Five, six.

(1.1")

Carter: (to T) Too: many to catch.

Carter: (counting accumulated pile)

...up with me

Let ma see hew many,--,

T` i (to Carter) Let's see how many four's you have.

Carter: (pointing) One: .tWo,

(to Cartea How many n. dups of Tour's

The "my turn" example (Example 6) is similar, tc. the others,

in that-the teacher seems to be intent on maintaining the in-.

of: : tutorial vectors, of activity that ,come-structional integrity

up in the context he-group garrie; first, with Jain and later

with Carter. It 'is a little different in'that the game is More.

"group" oriented thee is some-foeus on a 'Angle winner:

"Too: many to catch" "). However, it seems clear that once John

has rolled the dice, Cartei acts as though John's claim on the

group's attention, including the teacher!s is over Cvter

repeated "my turn" is finally reformulated as "1 said, my turn"

and responded to by th6 teacher briefly. with ""Co ahead, Carter".

Nevertheless she does not totally engage in Carter's vector of

activity until she is ready,to'disengage from John's.

(7), Bati Nursery level.

Teacher B-1 is wmrking with Seth individually on

making a batik. Another Aild, Ackie, has been.

Working with the materials andis almost finisheL

T has just been discussing with Seth the size of

his piece of cloth which they agree would be "big

enough for a car." They are walking from the table

where they have been working together on cutting the

cloth toward the dye vats where Jackie is finishing

her work.



T. (nodding) it would be big enough for

Seth T) A yellow car. O.K.?

(No.audible response froM T. (1.6"))

Seth: _(to T) :No, a:colorful car.

(T stands up and starts walking with Seth over to

the table where Jackie is using the batik dyes and

a car.

wax.)

All rig

Seth:

T: car let me

all right?

(T-bendBAOwn

Seth: But-Ms. ,B1?

T.

Seth:

T:

T:

Seth:

0h:

[(.(Now)).

I-,

tell you

you want a yellow

something about batiks,

inspect Jackie's desi

(trailing., behind T to table)

look at Jackie is design. Ahh:

starting to pickup J's batik)

Yes, Seth.

to T) But dip-

T: (to J) Jackie), if-you,'Iliiput your fingers,

if I get away from the hot pan then I don't

B11

T:

Sdth:

(T and Jackie seem to be

Seth: Oh

T

Seth:

have to do it any more then

[

((unclear)?

-.I.Ms. B-1?

you..

maneuvering the batik. (1.2"))

Ms. BIT. I want to dip mine-'in yellow,

That's good ((unclea

.red and blue. I want

to dip mine In yellow red and bine.

T; Oh, those are nice colors to dip' .n, Seth.

think _that'll be nice if you dip it ((unclear))
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Seth: And I do want phaticaily

so want to,,

(unclear)) has

between each shade

ah.

to de that. I do

Seth:

S

T. (to S)

All, right. Each color.

11mm

[

mmmm, mmm.

All right. Now here's your piece

to-dry in

You spread it out on the paper.

(T hands Stth-his,cioth. . He spreads it out on the

desk. (2.7"))

T : (sitting down beside hiM) Now you said e-

thing about having a yellow car.

44 Seth: Yeph, and red and blue. But we have -,.

T: , All right.-

The "Batikked" example in (7) illustrates an even moz1

subtle-differentiation= Here the teacher_ seems,to have attended

to or Auned in on" ongaAementyith Seth to the extent that

she has processed terest in making his batik a 'particular:

cOloi.")' ("Llellow ear -010"but seems to have: not tuned in

on Seth's taking back of that answer with another answer .("No,

a colorful cat ")." As in other examples the teacher seems to

(have reoriented her attention after,predessing..fhtehilOa initial

concern- ("Aliright. Now if yon want,to maktLa yellow cat.."

'and it.takes,Seth several entreaties to'esthblishilis 'change

from ' s yellow to "colorful" (yellow ned, and blue) as part

of the vector of activity in which the teacher is e_ aged with

him.

Clearly each the examples could be .discussed in more
_

anta-it..should,Se noted that Many more examples tould be

but enough has been presented to make the following points:



1. To make sense otthe verbal activity surrounding a primary

classroom teacher during individualized instruction timegt(seems

useful to think in terms of how talk en eLHent comes about. Since

much of what, goes on does not haVe a single focus for the in-

dividuals involved, the notions of getting,the floor and getting

a turn do not always apply. Often other parameter's like

"conversational access" seem to best describe'the flow of inter

action. Conversational access, however, is'a complex notion

that interrelates other prameters, It would seem that these

include not only activity catrices and participant structures,

but something like specific vectors of activity as well. We

have seen that a vector of activity may be derived from an

activity matrix, as was Ms. li-l's concern for the ?gaunt game

in the "When I was in Washington" segment,' or from an individual

participant's agenda. The teacher has a specialinteractional

role which is reflected in the control she exercises over the

vector of activity that she is engaged in, and in the extent

to which students ,seek to engage herein their individual vectors

of activity..

2. It seems :apparent that nursery and, kindergarten aged

children are indeed sensitive,to whether or not they have secured

the engagement of proposed interlocutors-in their vectors of

activity, and that they are persistent in replaying engager

solicitations when no uptake is made, Repeats and reformulatiOns

are discourse resources that. Children use extensively in these

riplayings. We can propose; in fact, that the number of times,

an engageY solicitation is replayed provides some index of the

amount of effort a child is willing to make to engage the inter-

locator, which is perhaps some index of the degree` of communi-

cative intent. Repeats and reformulations have been found to

operate as engagellreplays at all five grade levels, bUt at the

first, second, and thir grade levelS, this ms to occur more

frequently when students are trying to engage other students

than,whp trying to engage the teacher.

3. The notions of talk engagement and vector: of are ,.

not tied to the exampleoresented nor to only those' situations'

in which repeats and reformulatiOns Occur. Rather, it seems

likely that these notions may be used to enhance #the analysis

of other examples of social interaction,

For example, those notions can be applied to the analysis

of service like events discussed earlier, in the following way:

In what we might think of as thelservice-like7event pre - situation"

/Ithe following is typical: sthe teacher is engaged with one or a.

.small.group of children in, soma focused activity. The teachers

involvement with this activity constitutes his or_her main.

involvement. Vhatever goes on in the group interaction that

ontributes to the nongoingness" of, that activity can be thought

of as part of that "vector of 'activity". 'VectorS of activity

. .may be independent o. particular individuals, When 'a child from

outside that activity solicits the attention of the teacher for,

help, the child's .requirement. demands that the teacher become

involved in a secondary vector of activity. In terms of having

the teacher's attention,the child is trying to "get in". In

terms of vectors of activity the child is not usually trying

to let,in" to the teacher's vector of activity but rather to

drawout.the teacher's involvement into his/her own vector of

!activity. ,

It may be worth noting that this situation, shared -by both

the service-like event and the examples given in this sub - section

seems to be different from most studies of children's access

rituals that are reported iribe. literature. For.ezample, in

.



Corsaro's (1979) work with preschool children the. main concern

was with the initiating child jcji.Alal- the activity of another.

Here tir_ age level or-the gxadelevel of the children observed

may be,a major factor. Though not conclusively documented, one

cross-sectional difference that we think we have found ih the

service-like event data is the following: wheh nursery sdhoo

children 'solicit the teacher'sinvolvementaway from an activity

in Which she is engaged with_anothei child, tht teache will

sometimes handle the situation by drawing-the soliciting child

into the teacher activity. (T: "That's very interesting

Johnny, but right now Scott has something he very much wants

tell us about.") In a. similar vein I pointed out in the

discussion of example (3) When I waa in Washington, the way in

which tie teacher opted to accept as appropriate Peter's answer

to a question addressed to. Elliott. It seems that in the "upper"

grades such infractions are less tolerated and a ,soliciting

.child is less often asked to join in but is expected rather to
'1

wait.



NOTES

;Some of the analysis in this subsectien was. presented at the 1979

American Anthropological-Association meetings and revised for sub-
.

mission as a. paper-to the journal Discourse Processes. I am

grateful to Courtney Cazden, Louise Cherry Wilkinson, Frank

Humphrey, Hugh Mellen, and Sylvia Scribner for comments helpful tp

revision.

2
For nice discussion of Many of the things involved in being.a

"competent studept" see Mehan 1979b.

1
The notion of "4eqtor of activity" is a Spin-Off f my-reading of

a paper b Grace Shugar.(108) in which She'disousses the notion

children's individual courses of action. Tam grateful to.

Erving Coffman for pointing-out its possible relevance to this

study..



_D. More On Modal au al Processin

Splitting,-Modaliy Focus and inferencin ;AndA Mote
1-Cln Ritual

In this' subsection I would like to briefly tie together

some of the threads of analysis that have been presented so

far. Tna started out talking about the basic modality (for

"'either social or task ) aibeing that. ora whole

person in-face to-face interaction. At a later point

introduced the notion of "vector of activity" es-a line of

action being pursued or engaged in by one or.more perapnt.

Thus, for some. kincLof ideal model of. participation we- might

say that at any point in time each person uses the basic

holistic modality to involve him/herself completely-in L
.Single-vector of activity.N

Such'a'mndei is, of course, more fentaay,then reel

fore both students and teachire. In -a busy-classroom

ty

many activities going.on, the teacher is rarely if e 1

-free-to involVe.himiherself-"cOmpletely" in one activi

-'Though he/She will ordinarily haVe one "main" vector;cv

activity,: the responalbilitY.thet the teacher has for hat
_ -

goes on.generally meansthat-he/she must constantly be

attuned, to happenings outside the "'main" activity. The

teacher's participation thus requires dual.(or multiple)\

processing.

Further, g Nen the fact that the teacher's attention

Ln -volveient is probAUTthe most valued "commodity"

for the conduct of any classroom activity, he/she must be. con-

cern-d with how that attention is parcelled out among th'e-

-stud nt'participents (see Ca den 1974).

Most-teachers probably try odwa lot of.this

"structurally" - by reading groups, math groups,

ete. , such thet.each group-is scheduled to get an equal



amount of tecichr time (but see McDermott and-Gospodinoff. for

systematic problems). With individual tasks, the teachers often

ask students (who have not themselves solicited tutorial monitor-

ingthrough servicelike events ) t- "bring their Worr, over to

where the teacher is "posted".

Thia ideal system might wor very s stud&

could work '010pendently."

Oddly enough, however, it seems to that often the very

children that a teacher may designate as unable to work

independently" are ones who sometime display,great powers of

.concentration and involvement in individual tasks. The problem

seems to be that "working-independently":In a Classroom with

several other children does not necessarily mean'great absorption=,

in independent tanks. This is because anecessary feature of

"working independently"'in,the "classroom is` (again!) dual
, 4 -

processin g. of the, individual task and whatever elde-is going

on in the classroom.

There are at leapt two reasons for this -One is .that- tho

-cher-wants.and needs to have access to every child" a '

attention, with minimum effort, more or less whenever the-,.

..teacher demands -it.- Thus, althoUgh children May-be eXpected

to work independently and be 'on task" and "inVolvpd with their

work", they are also expected-to pick tip on the teacher"s

request for focussed attention at-any time. Of course teachers'.,

are award that for children' to become sufficiently involved

in their work to-be really on task they must tune out a:lo

what is perceptually available to them, children must learn'

the modalities through which they are to channel their

participation and the relative "communicative loading"

section Ill - 13 earlier) of the entire repertoire of moda

that are involved in classroom communlcation.

-e:



Thus in order to'getchildren's attention teacher develop:,

special communicative devices that intrude upon those

modalities-the children have 3arned to work in. The most

straightforWardtdchnique is for the teacher to suddenly speak in a

much louder voice, usually with a 'discourse marker and terms of

Addreas ("1,11rIght boys and-girls; O.K. now- class.) But many'

teachers also develop idiosyncratic deviceslike,turning

off the lights, shouting out "hers up," shouting out " eyeS

up" shouting out-"Yreeze", etc. (see Cahir 1978, Shultz;'Florio

and Erickson 1980): instance of the former more_, straight-

forward technique is shoWn in the following example:-

(1). nterru tions Lesson" Third?Grad Januar . Late

212ITIRE.
------

(Children. are scattered abdut the room doiug 'individual

or small group activities such-as reading, playing a

-dice game, spelling, mathematics. Teacher has-:just

finished a tutorial session with one child)

T (full voice): Alright, would everybody begin to

clean up, and Meet me on the rug.

(2;9")

Everybody clean up and meet me on the -

rug.
.

-(clin start getting upland putting books, boxe, etc.

Away And gather on rug,- a few Minutes-pass as the whole

class assembles0

T Alright, folks, we have a real problem,

taps left-hand with book in right hand

on the word "real")

It's Januarythe, twentieth, and we still

have it (taps book on the words 'still"

And."Ilm"). (1.0")''



Katie

T (to Katie

and'group When I'm working with,someone', and7yOu

interrupt-me.

(1.2")

Novthat's not fair, to that person.

(facing group) Now wAat (taps book

What

Katie

-Robin

T

Robin

Charlie

lightly on "fair" and` on "about" can

we do abouL that. (2.4")

(raise hand)

(raises hand)

Alright, Katie. = What can you do

person:

(raises hand)

Alright. What's another think

'Well ye could make a-chart, and'umm,

((it -raild)) have everybody's name

on-it; and .we could make little slips

that say who 's£ working with you And

Go to ano ther-

then, 1.7, after that person leaves

they take their name:off And if some-
4

body,-wants to come up to you, they put

their name and they come-

Weil, can't you just see when somebody's

with me?

-huh.

raises handi which he lowers and raises

again over the next few sentences



Do you have to look at a chart heh?-

(gives small laugh.)

Robin : Yeah, but usually after someone's finish-

ed people. run up and then they .((Or tome7

thing.- dunnb.))

Alright

iibuld it help, Robin, then-if I had,

ter

worked with one person alone, if I had

a few minutes before I worked with same-

body else?

Others Yes.

/105.7

I try to 'do that.

(0.8")

Well then should change them.

(l.1")86 when, (l. 1.) you take the name

out,

Charlie

justJlot willing, tl'lluh
I .

tell you rightnpw, to go through
-/t

making a chal:rt.= That's just,

argapized forMe.

Now I try tO let you know when I'm

through: With somebody, sa you can see.

(2.3") l will make-sure after-each

.pereon-'that I say, "OK, anybody need
,

helpbefore 1 goan?" What` else,

Charlie? /

4U1; well' what if somebody,needs

what if.some-, i- if something,ithat,

thap
\

y'know, somebody else won't know?'

AndA 1(1.07)
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4

T

Ann

Cindy%

Charlie

Charlie

T (shakir± `head'

Charge,

Charlie
T

Others

Laura

T

-Laura

T

. Then, what

Wait.

Wait
-

Wait?

What it

could you do?

Fridayvd
.

7st thing, 'know)

the last thing..

0 Charlin,Rou always

mea

catastrophic,

would very ra

last h `ng on

else t do, T

(claps. hands

'Cause.I. don'

-all year.

(pointing at

co ad you do

[Well

present a

so- That

eiy happen. If it's the

Ptiday, and you have nothini

will let uyo

InterruPt.\,-:

everal times. Coo--11.'

believe it . ill
.
happen

-errupt me.-

Charlie) Put

if you can

Charlie, wha;

something,

and no one can help youexcept Me, what

would you do?

"Wait" (several voice s re or tilesi

simultaneously.

And do something els4

Well, not just wait,_ 'but wh

at-Laura)
1-

OK.

'-

something elde while you're waiti

(Katie) : Play a game then.
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Chris . Rea:d. Read.

(Katie) Play ((

Charlie -- But
.

then, but then, s-r (well

rUhat if wel
, Charlie,

I don't want you to ust present
_ (

all these, (holds hand

. Charlie. Well I'm not.

T. .d, situations that are fa -fetched. =

want.

some p actical solu ions,

rEh!

((I know but then when,'t) nnn, 1.ou're

(0.9") when you're playing a game, some-

one, y-, you get'finiAed (and then some-
.,

-one-tise-tome,.-sprfieone else,
-T

right I said I will let you know when

Leo:peg-Wong ((011;,0K0)

,am finished, so you cdn, pop up and ask

Char e (nods) (CKay.))

T, Alright. Uhh, Ohr

Chris '. Ycah?

You must t step and.remember. You

. 'come up to me Just-, and you, don't stop

and look.' Think. Peterr.you need tb work

on 'that too.

Chris
Charlie .

,T
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Char

T

Charlie

T

Charlie

(softly)

Just like a bull in a china cloet.

Hell heh, (chuckle.

'It can wait. (1.9") (And) tan we work

on that, tomorrow? rknow, you had a

good Work period today, But there'was-1

I mean this is-, I just hate to keep

nagging. .. I feel like, the biggest
-.

crab apple to come down the pike,

Nag; Nag'.

hut= you, rin7errupt. me.

('T taps her glasses on book- on'?int-, and
1 -

"rOpt.")

(1 0 ") (End of ."Ilitr -ptions" topic)
_- - ,

-0

[

K. Now what' do yo want tbi.do after lunch,
b

Rag Nagnu

---about-free-play. cold..

(Greg-and .then*Chail raise hands
fi

briefly.)

your.Alright. If stay in here', I.think'

. well learn how to; take a, longer than

fie play, and learn how to play

"Charades". 4
(Several chn. mu'rmur approval.

slaps knee in disapprov'al.)\,

I know how to play.

eve that game.

(Peter

X .

Charlie

Alrig well some people do and some

don't. But if you want to go out, we

will. (1.1 ")



So think.
. ..

Yeah.

OK.

(2.0"

(Now) who wants

Al ght, should we vote?

:o go out?

'CKatie.and Charlie raisehands, th6n

Katie loWes' hers. Greg-and Leonidis

raise-hands,. then,pee.they are, in the

minority,--and'lower-theirhands Finally

Charlie lowera his hand. Several thn.,

laugh. ElapPed time from "out" t

-Charlie

Several-

Charl e

T

'Katie

T

1pyghs:' (3.1"))
._-.. _

Cr starts W count -ids. but sees"them

soing.doWA),

Charlie,.; stand up, if you .want

]

to go out,. you keep your handup. . Stand-up..

(I do.))

for what you want.

(unclear)

: . ((

{Who wants to stay in,
. .

((what-for.

(Many chn. (at least 10) raise hands

(to Charlie) Huh?

(Chn. in"majorIty laugh.

nthink we win.

(Several chn. laugh.)

[1.

Alright, surveying -roo

Only t ee'people want to go out.

O. K.

'then?

So we stay. Do.you, bow many of you would

like to play charades?



(It appears that the same individuals

Rr wile raised their hands to stay inside
N

also want to play charades.> AND EXAMPU

The second reason that. dual prodessing is a necessary

feature of "working independently in the classroom"

illustrated in -the example_just given: This second reason

has to do with service-like. .events- with`getting help or

selicitiftg.monitoring'behaviorfrom the teatheryrequently,

when a .chilrlib working independently to a task, the nature

.

0T-the :task is such thAt the child iay =need lielp midway

through (e.-g. hcq-to silell a word) or need-to have his/her work

checked over for mistakes pecially with math Avignments).
,

,

Xf a child is workin -g independently'eactly when Ehesa needs,,

Arise.will be independent ofwhat others are doing, including

the teacher. Needing thb teache doesn't guarantee that the

teacher will be responsive to a child's-request at just that,to

moment,.however. The teacher will-.rdinarily want to be

responSive to such a request whenever it comes, but-s/he will

ofalso t to preserye the iptegrity.o the vector of Activity

in which s /he is involved-when the child's request comes.

In fact ene'generalization.that-seems to hold for our

--data the following: Once a teacher has.actually engaged

herself.in a particularvector of activity she will aim to

preserve' the integrity,. of that aetivity and -stems

to ".feel obliged" to stay -within that VecKor,pfaCtiVity:until

it is resolved-Or.0 -17-seMe degree of ritual closure his been

achieved :with res to her interruption-of it'or her-departure

from it

'This means thst thd teacher may have to choose between ,

competing demands

"current" involvemeltas with one or a small groupof-other.children

or his /her. attention (ordinarily the teaehar.!,s'
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We may generate some-more g'ene al zations.or rules" by
\

asking two basic questions '_The first is, "What are some reasons

tfor a teacher's attending immediately to child who

'currently' in the teacher's vector of activity?" The answer

to this question seems to depend not only (or even primarily)

on whether the child solicits the teacher's attention but also

more) on why attention 'seems needed. This may be an

"emergency" (an-injury,or spilt paint), a time for the .first

greeting of the day, a display of misinformatiOn (e.g. "Detergent

is not e -borax"), a perceived-to-be-brief inquiry ("May,

get the, gerbils set?"), a "return" (for clarification,

checking, or direction in the next phase of activIty), or a

display that a child. is in danger of not staying "% The

'last reason is shOwn in example (2):

(2) Bakin Session._ Morning.

( evera children are at a table with-the teacher who is

letting various ones of them stir and ',have a,taste".

d*Hiaf, ut not

Brian who is farthest away from. the teacher and seems

to be starting to silly")

A: L's let David-have his turn

then somebody else can do it

Holly It's snack time

Brian (to H

Brian

Brian

Alexa

T

now, and

it's not snack time it's .;_racker-

time.

(pretends to spoon flour out of a bowl.

No, it's, it's flour time,.

(to:0 Then can-I do it?

Brian, you_wan to

help cook, in-a minute?

No,
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The-second 'basic question is- What are some reasons for a

teacher's not immediately attending to a child Who is actively

soliciting attention? The answers to this question include

the possibilities that .the teacher didn't bear or notice the

soliciration, and that the-teacher may anticipate thatthe

child's reason for wanting attention either doesn't really,

require deserve attention as in (3):

Dictionary Lesson. Third Grade. January.

T is working with three"children on dictionaries. A'

fourth child, Robin has approached the table and hovered

around for several minutes lingering near the teacher,

who has not attended to.he)r

Alright, let's see if

you can look up the word.

Robin ((Excuse me)) Mrs. Ixxxx?_,

(1.8")

(looking up at Robin) What are you

or-ge

Robin

.(1.2")

ting?

: T Is this an ethergency?

Robin'. { {unclear })

Robin Kind o

T -Well-let s hear

robin Umm where is the " nd -standt_ ues s"

T group

answers

shat' s not an emergency. (shaking vigorously

obin, turns and starts walking off.)

yon -cane find something-else-to--do-.-

Alright, I want you to look up.- think -

where would the, ie'word 'numb' begins

with what
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that to address the child's problem will rake.too much time

away -from-the current teacher activity.-- The -major factor in

not'immediatel attendin ntoa child's active licitation seems
-

This depends:both on,the anticipated nature of t

soliciting child's request especially,-ho long it. is ,likely

to take) .and the nature pr phase 0 the teacher- =involved vector
1

of f-activity (this latter feature was also noted by Shultz-

(1977) ia his analysis of a tic-tacatoe same and in various

recent analySes- by EriCkson, Florio and ShUltz

At this point it may be useful.to focus not on the . "rules"

or participating in the tlassrcam, but rather on how the para-
,

cipants cope with the communicative demands of the situation.-

ige have seen that some kind of dual pronesSing.ia-requied of

both'students and teachers.

Mill we can ask if there-seems to be any particri

communicative skills that teachers call` upon to .maxims

within fairly brief segmehts of time, the number of children

and aciivities with., and with which they are, involved:

One such communicative skill seems to be what I have

called "slotting". I have already sneaked thiQ term into my

previous discussion of how teacherabandle sery ce-like

events, .They-"slot-out" of their main activity to attend to

children who need outside Delp. As I have suggested earlier

section 111 -B), this slotting-out is usually coordinated

th verbally "down-time"- in the teacher's-main involvement.

would now like to point out is that this ia Something

activity - whethe

with respect to the "host" or main-involvement

not there is a child waiting:at the

teacher's elbOW for attention. This 4-s'ighat happens in (4):.



"While s1-1n that" Nurs_.
(T has been working With-one child on a wat

experiment. She has just sent thatwehild to get_

some water).

turning around in her chair, talk to self)

.:14hile-Ahers doing that, :

f(to Anita) Anita? ,Can-I fleiP you get so e glue

This alSo happens in exaMple .(5) to follew. , Here we can begin to
. .

see more clearly the impact of e instryctional approach on the

patterns of interaction. 1t seems that inhtructionally, theSe
/

teachers ate committed.to working with stcd ntsA_n a way that,

always involves, a minimum amount of the tea her actually doing;

part of the activity (see especially, hatil ked of III-A) . 'This

allows the child maximal participation in cconplishing taskS,

which is highly desirable. ThiS feature, 1 owever, creates

interactional lags Or."down-imcs" that ar akin nsactional.

pauses". (see Adelman 1976, Merritt 1976a) or the teacher

Because her involvement in individual children's vectors of

'activity is so important, the teacher usuailly uses these down

times to slot out to' another vector-of ac ivity'while ' _ing

for the "current chile-to get to the next phase of his /her

act vityqfor which s/he needs' the teacher'S involvement

-This is a-positive-feature in that 11-_allox the teacher

to be multiply inv lved over some stretch" of time. But if the

engagement in the econdary r of ac ivity turns out to take

longer (especially f a lot longer) than the time needed

for the ,"current c_ild" complete the independent phase_of

his/her task this feature can mean that(the child(ren) in the

achers " "primary' of'activity her "official"

involvement turns -out to be the one(s).to be "waiting". We

see a hint of this in (5):
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Make Arrow. Nursery. _October.- Early

with

alone

from Emily

Susan is :watching

my, dress.

ur girls.

some

about

T

Emily:

(Teacher Al is sitting at a table

Alexa and Kathy are each working

drawings. T in taking dictation

what E has drawn on a paper;

and Emily,)

and that's h-

T (writing) And I'd:, sitting, on, th branch-

Alexa looks over at T for few seondd.)

T And that's my dre:s

(T finishes writing. (2.0"))

T: Wow. LThat. a story.

E y: (pointing) Make a, make a arrow because

my parents want ne ((unclear)

(pointing with mark at paper) Do you want

make the arrow?

Emily: O.K.

T: (gives Emily the marker p'en an

--T:

as Emily

down to draw,

lea, her chair and-scanb-the table

looks at Alexa, who is staring with

pression across the table. 3.4"))

a blank ex-

Alexa, it looks to me like you're writing

of.the words that ydu see there, writing your

name over ((it)).

Alexa: (On the wtSid .'like', Alexat.s gaze shifts b

the paper and she begins drawing again

marker pen.

Alexal-- ((I had)) to write my .name because I: coved

wit

ck to-
-

I

Ohh:, I see what you mean.

Susan:----(to T about Emily) Look at her arrow:



Emily. and Paper). Mat's terrific. Would

put this ilia- matte so'it!6 really

looking?. Put some colored paper...

sometimes, of course, the basic set-tip for the teacher's

involvement. is not that of one "primary!' vector of activity
.

with a "dictation tutorial" or-a reading group) and other

secondary ones.. The distribution of the teacher's involvement
. r

rather,.bd set-uP'as more of a'round" 7 in.whith there is

one basic activity -thateeyeral children.are indiyi3ually working

whieh.haa. many segments which may be " "punctuated "" with.

brief tea engago This was essentially the case wit

=:the-"peanutgame" in our nursery data see earlierexamples).

setups like .this, the. teache=..may sometime peeifically
,-

something about..the,in,and,butness.bf her inYniveMent., {faith the

individ0A1 Carrying out '-of .hielher-activitY),

.

smplo-,:s.10..-13-74Halstributthe peanuts sie.:says to Allison,-

count these while '1 do something else, and'then I'll be back

few momnt-s-lacerVicFsrays-to-Cathe7,

thoSe while 1,colw back ((to you))."

Stofar we have been tralking'about slotting as completely

-if-onlyjer a short---time-,----nne:vector. of activity to
,

ngage in aanother. BUt, as baye suggested earlier,. one vector

activity require6 one modality for .engagement or involvement

and we have been talking about'-1;:hewhele person mbdality=

lloweyer,-this is.not the only option for meeting the dual

processing requirements of .a busy classrobm. In response to
.

the multiple-foci, of activities in the classroom the teacher oft_

seems to develop a skill for "splitting" the communication

channelA and thereby multiplying the.mumbei. of modalities with-

which he/she can participate communicatively. AS discussed in
/-

4

another sect _n, there'is.first and ,most obviously the split

verbal and non -verba.L. modalities, but frequently the-..between
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verbal modality is again split ydistinctions in tone of voice

or rhythm (as cadence). These ultiple'Modalities serve-to

designate patticipatio by the teacher with multiple sets of

classroom participants (an4 their attendant activities). In
)

the following example Mrs. C. is hefplug Sam with a task that

involves matching,colors and letters. She hns her back to the

wall and la_facing the door (as well as Sam) when a late

student comes in
VTMrs. C. slots-out 'inmid -sentence to greet

Carter (here I have tried to indicate cadence with # under the

rhythmicaliy-stressed items of the "split" sentence) .

(6) " Carter" Kinder arten.

T: -What color next to

is white. But ghat-

next_to it?

If (higher pitch)

(looks/at Carte

The possibility of splitting tverbai -3.1-1--th3s way

seems to depend on two things: (1) maintenance of the verbil

rhythm of the primary vector of activity (with San); this pre-

serves the integrity of the vector of activity;. and (2) some non--

verbal signal that'serves to direct attentiontoward some pottion

of -thy verbal modality as belonging to a second vector of,

activity -(to avoid-confusing participants in the primary vector) .

At first this analysis may seem quite complex and addressed,-

possibly!, tp auhique example. But a moment's reflection about,

everyday. interactional situations in whiCh'we are involved in

more than one vector-pf.activity as at-a dinner,table serves
ek-

to temind,us ofahow non_unique is the,spliting of the-Verbal

modillity:--in this manner.. Nor iS'this aphenomenon

twentieth century life. Quite by.chance,:.Shortly. after'I had

identified this phenomenon in our classroom 'data Icc.,de across.



the following passage in, an 1871' novel:by Wilkie Collins. The

passage is especially interestipg be cruse it doesn't simply

describe the dialog between three people. in -which the dialog is

clearly related, to two different vectors of activity. Collins
P

also uses puftetuatien:(parentheses) to make it clear what pieces.

of the-dialog-belong to-which vector, and then goes on todeteribe

thelinterruptiVe qualithatis.exiierienced NIen -oneof three

participants i not fully attentive to which vector activity

is the primary one and which:Vector of-ectiVity is the
$sub-

ordinate o The f:hree Participatna PhiPpenAhostY, kiss.

Sturch (the ippen children's. governess

'(vicar and )

"Treverton exclaimed Mr. 1Thippen

.with the gratekging- in the,bottomof.i

be. filled by= lbtiss StUrch. :

u,TrovertOn! ,(No more tea,

dear,Miss.-Sturch. How very emaWibiet- :17-know Che

name. (Fill up with water, if you please.) Tell me,

my clear doctor,i5iiiny, roar y ta::inkb;-no sugard=tturns

acid'on the stOmach), is this Miss Trevertori whom you

have been marrying (many thanks again; no milk, either)

endHeftheCOrnishiTrevertons.

' "To be sure she is!'' rejoined the vior
father Captain Trevdrton,_is the head of the family

Not thatthere s mueh family to sppak of now The

Captain, and Rosamond, and that .whimsical old brute

of an_uncle of hers. Andrew Treverton, are the last

left now of the old stock - a rich family, and a fine

family, in former times -!_=good friends to ChurCh and

State, you kfiew,,,and: .that-'?

"Do you approve, Sir, .of Amplia-.having a second;.

heir rig-of. bread and larMan . asked. Mist 4 .',orch,-4.



appealing to Doctor Chennery,. .with the most perfect

unconsciousness of
/

interrupting him. Having no spare-

room an her mind for putting things_away.-:In until the

appropriate timecameTlor:bringing them out; Miss Sturch

always asked' questions. and made remarks the moment they-

_

dedurredto
.

her, without_waiting for the beginning,

middle, or e.A. of any conversations that might be pro-_
ceeding in her presence. She invariably looked ,the part

of*a listener to perfection, but .she. never acte

except __-. the case of talk that was-aimed point-blank

her ownovn

discbssed in earlie erections, howeveri-iibe major modality

split i _b. erbal and non- verbal. In certain teacher

dominatedrveCfors of activity, Such as reading, there seems to

be an almost official Split iwthe,teacher's involvement. The
- -------

verbal-ttodality-is reserved,fdr the-primary vector of activity

(reading) while the-n6n=verbal modality is largely.available-

for secondary-Vectors of activity, including service-Ilike events.

In the case of reang as the "hdSt" event or primary vector of

activity, it wduld7sediii-thitt thiS----1S-ealiecially-fidllitated by

t./couple of factors: -(1) the verbal modality must be available

:or oral'reading (2ereading'sinvelves the childrenTsfocussed

seal attention on the text, so that, ideally, if the.teacher

esturing.with her hands tp _other children pr non - verbally

enga ed i6.aservicerlike event (erk. checking s.math assign-

men his-should be minimal yldisruptive to the reading vector.-

In the following example we see the teacher .slot-out*of
,

eading vector using the verbal modality ("Hunh-unh, Hunh-unh").

Mis-seems -to-have-been-neces ary-to-ensure-swift and immediate

However,--it is alSO early confusing to the child

is reading ("I thought you were talking to me"):



I ..

(6) l'Hunly-uni* Hunh, uh" Third.Clra0e1. Sanuary-: . Mid7Morning.

.(T is reading with two children,,. Billy, and Katie)

but they didAof :use- thl a fine .fhr.ead.',

(Peter and 1.-e4n be heard e

area)
(looks up a.nd scans .roem:)-

(toward P, C- and E.

shako. S. head no

(tontinting,:.,te-'read'
(toward P

voice`) Hunh-unh, (T

T: C and L): unh-unh

(Group on rug stares at T, who shakes 1

everal.-times; in an exa gerateo,.fashion.

Billy: -.(looks un at T with quizzical expression)
_

(turns andfollowsVs gaze- back toWard Peter

'Charlie and Lindsay.-

'(0.011))

hea i. I

Billv I.(turn,ing back toward T), -I thought you were

saying I didn't read it. What was he 71

doing?

(Charlie and then Peter staid up and Walk over he

T. as Billy spe'ks,)

Peter:- (to T) No multiplication ((board) )

T:. (ha frig head 'no') Nape, not

Pefer: (to T, probably)

play in the hall?

(T, who Has been looking d

back in her c:;air and turns and face\
No, becauae I'v eady got two people

'Yc nr voice -
1

1 ((unclear)
L.

Charlie:

T: :eking head 'no') No, not

a note of inctedulonsness) You

someohe else's class ?.
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(to C and P) Thete will beanother time When you

can play it.

(T scratches above upper

Get back to something else that's quieter.

While T is still turned tdelardP and C, Billy begins

reading. (0.8"))

hilly. "They kept it for:, reading)

(P and C walk off camera intb the classroom.)

(snaps- back into reading posture, facing center.

of table,and looking down ntithebook.)

Billy: "Themselves, and then they went, o:n, ptetending

to work until, _far into the night

Good.
0

Another result_ of the teacher's siotout using the verbal,

-modality is hat it stope.the reading vector. This is an '-

impairment" to the integrity of the reading vector. On the

ether hand, .though, the teacher does-not "open up". the "Hunh-

unlit! vectorto the reading -participants-and.Billy's query

("What did he do?"Y it-not attended to What Billy .then opt

to do wait .until the teacher-is finishe&ith her other

vector and then- begin-reading-again asthough nothing had
.

Happened !,,seeMs to-have been'"_the right thing to do".

(

This whole area of analysis is Obviously very complicated.

One thit seems clear, though: AS'the t acher develops more ,e (

omplicated communicative skills, the children have to develop

wore,complicated communicative skills also the children have to

develop counterparts. in other words,'by developing "slotting'

and..wdality ep,Lituing skills teachers are, in _some tense "carry-
,

ing the weight" of distributing` their attention. This is, of

course, 1-elpful - especially to the children who at "ol Side"

the teachers main involVement. At the same Litw, tho it

puts more of a burden on children who,at% involved the



teacher-focussed activity They have to constantly and more

clotely monitor when the teacher t- alking to them and when. -

not, when the teacher expects them to be listening and/or to

make response and when.not. I don't claim.to have figured

out the consequences of all. this (or how much i( is subject tp

change), but it seems important, and closely related to some re

instructional aspects of teaching.
2

I armthinking herb of the more general issue of focus-of

attention.- .This is, of course, a crucial issue for teaching

and learning and one that' has been studied extensively by

psychologists (see especially the work of Bruner and that of the

Russian psychologist Vygotsky ), l do not-presume to enter

into this psychological dialng, hht would merely like to ',Pint

to the way in which there is ah interface b4ween what' we might

think of As-focus in terms of task curriculum and what we might

think of as focus' in terms of'social interactional. 'enactment 'of

a'"teachin& and learning':Sequente". An effective implementation

of a task curriculum item',` it ,seems, -requires sometimes that

-teachrs as well as tie students makeaAjitrunts iii their

_orientation to "'what is going on" in the current interaction.
-

If.the teacher merely assumes that the -stn dents are focussing

on a certain aspect'ef the--OrricUlum, when-An-fact-they are not ,
this results in the negative effect that Henry has called. ""anti-

cognition" (196. .Very clearly, what is involved is inference.

Inferencing'seems to he based on what is presumed to be the focal
.

aspect f new information or- new moves in the interti:cLiOn. An

example of how teacher and students sometimes do not share the

same Underbtandine of what constitutes the focal. aspect of a

ripw move recurs in the following:
. ,

(7) 'Tow about sOinach?.", Nursery level .
c-- .

[(Nursery schoel teacher B-1 is sitting'vith.a group of

children cat the floor after an, enactments of "Little-Red ..

:



-Riding 'Hood.' She has asked the children to gather around

for !celebration" the wolf's demise, and to think

about what they will celebrate with -that is, what kinds

of thin "are" in the basket."

T:' Fruit, that's a good idea. Vhat kinds oLfruit

' shall we have in ourbasket?-
_ 4

Anita- Apples.

T, O.K.

AlliSon: Bananas.

-T: Bananas. O.K.

Elliott: :Oranges.

T: O.K.

-David: Peaches.

T:-

Eve: Grapes.

T: rO.K.

Peaches, that s a ohd one.

Allison:' (tapping basket. is in. the center o

the That!s all.mo.

T: How ationt spinach?

Alison: . 0.K

Elliott How about7- h--I'll - t some lowers for you

(getting up).

T: How about carrata

Allison: A-e!Eal- r-

Anita:- I!11-get carrns now. getting up)

T: 'Are they fruits.

Allison : 'No. (shrugging shoulue

'Not a-fruit? ,

Elliott: (standing, holding out hand

of-flowers)

No. (intonational gloss:

T: All right, carrots.

nae.nary bunch



Elliott: i41rs, Jones, here're your flowers (holding out hand).

here're your flowers.

T: Phi- .thank you How nice of you (with hand

"taking" Elliott's bunch of flowers)

Eve: And some broccoli?

T: Broccoli, that'd be good, wouldn't it?

In this. example, it seems that when-the teacher asked "blow about

spinach? '", the children interpreted-this not=- "test question"

qbout wh@ ther or not spinach is a fruit butratheas.an "opening
,

-up " of what tanszo in the

seems to =include expansion

ebrationhaaket: Tills

in a ,number Of directions!'

Vegetable, Othr items eh eitherjxuit or vegetabl

different-

Elliott's flowera that="rtqUire" getting up and "getting" them-

f--(and riot -j!'. say.ing_lbem)i and gettingup tb .get tile vegeLablos

.carrots noes "). This teacher May well.rhave-deEided

Oat her introddetion of the 'Move "HoWabontapinach?"

e warshatho_

quenco---ds"fiot%

it displays verrertiel_al teaching skills; 1-hen-the

tetc1 query didn`'t. get thereslienSe slie'might -have expected'.

(No, spinach the teathe didtq end 'the sequence

he miaap&chension that the children thought spinach igas.

uit. Rathet, =shb'actively pursued their'line of think-

in, his case, made no- effort toTevert,;to her Own' initial

ld" and ses wy have thought of

pally succes fuJ.
%"

My own view

The- issues involved in this are too many to bring .inton-align-.

Dent here, but three -things. can be mentioned. One is that- tills

kind of happening SCOMT emb7ody in-an info 1 () .tldirect
nstruc

-f

.lightly

ext -some what ,Cazden'(19.7)b) discussed

sire formal ctirect) instructional- contexts iin-her

papet about - -A --Boo as an insttuct_ioes1 model,'!



Secondly4-c- hers do seem to develop these formats for

directing and-receivingattention along the-lines-:of-modalJtV

splitting. For example, the nursery teacher- especially, seemed

to be involved in directing students' atten n to the verbal

(and the more "completely" (i.e. decontextualized) verbal:form,
as in examples (8) and (9) bcth of which Occurred during a:

session in which the teacher was working with one child,.Sa a,

on an experiment with. water poating:

.didn't talk". Nurser Level. danuar Mid-Morning.

(to S) Do they both have the same amount of water

or does the glass have one and the vase have

another?

Sara% .(ponders the. question with elbows on .table and

chin inbands, but then points to the glass.) 8.5"

(to T) They both have the same amount.

_(quoting) 'They both have the same amount of water

I'm very-interened in y6ur answer. Can you tell

how you figured that out

Sari '(nods. '(1.6").)

to S) Tell me what you wthought.. (Over the last

p

T:

few 'seconds some hysterical laughter has been

coming out pf the children at-the nearby table;,

playing with clay.)

A Child: lien, heh heh heh. Ah: heh heh

(gets up and walks over to the nearby table.

(to group) I going,to stop you ((unclear))

All right?

.(returns to' `Sara's down.s table and do. (6 51).)

Sara, I'm sorry we were interrupted.by.t11---: lay

2")

people just .hen, and I ciialldn real.' r hear,

and l was vary intereste

Sara: (to T) I didn'

(1.5")

170
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(nodding) I know. ButI want to have you talk

-to-me about it -because I'm very

ere ted in how you d it out.

era I know because it's

there to there, because

.bigger than this thing,

"I want to color ha w:ner hlucl"

o \Tern-

this thing is

Nursax .dart=.' NY_

(Sara has just bi,ought to the table a set of food celoritv

vials)

T: What color waUld- you like to color tit ,

S: (point_ -; to one. vial)

T: 4atts=the name of that color?
ca

S: Blue.

All right. Can you say. "I:waot to color`

-water blue"

I-want -to-colo he water-blue aid with-

recitation" intonation

T: All right.

Thirdly; -although teac-0-. s s cm to

know ' "why"" what the-r a

there are alsa.timo

.into an explanation

lint to have children,

ait.r-c3che):SAO

S13:11.Y. 3

enough informItion-(andier', in Cie

much as possible,

want. to be drawn

may not have

dcher's-estimtion,-

the child may o bave) to process the:explanqtion. In.

many.ef theSe sit: nns the teacher's role seems to be more

expi.icitly that of guide' whercby'the Child's focus of :att ion-

apd.-acivity isexplj,Itly guided or elirected. -,These_directi

seems, are also often dictated In a.f modality- Thes,,

while the teacherS (eapeci--lly, it seems in our data nursery

teachers)-ofteo ercourage .development the Verl,

they also soaetimes direct students

data;



levels, with both teachers, hough these two teachers were in

any lay sense very different in ."stvie"1. Thus we noted a number

of teacher admonishments such as the following (all from the

kindergarten data):

Ms. D. "Don't talk about it, just do it".

Ms. C. "Dgn't discuss it. Just do it".

Mu. D. "'Wait, Jenny. You're still listening.

Put your head down."

Ms. D. 'Put your hands in your lap and think" -

Ms. C. "Stop talking and think. Your mind can't be

thinking while you; mou doing all that talking"

D. "You know, some or you keep( sking whaddaya

WAaddaye do (deliberately moc whiney voice).

Rut your_head down and stop a kin questions!"

As a final note, let us +.11:11 to thinking abort how the issues

invortved in modality may interT:e: th. ritual censiderations:

Returning now tolthe isue of competing demands for the

tea/ tier's attention, we can e the" the teacher,has essentially

three options for attending tc cccitdary vector of, activity:

(1) She can include the currer, , Ucipants In her departure

(to Seth) "Oh look at Jackie's design"); (2) She can partially

slot out and use a split modality involvement (e.g. with many

reading ,groups: verbal modallty for reading, non-ver',11 for

secondary vectors ) (3) she car "totally" :dot out This

latter- option means thatt, the teacher has temporarliy_lef_t_ the

"primary" vector. (However, this does rot necesslr.ly mean

hat the primary vector will s'.:op in fact, many teachers seem

to be "going for" a reading` coup situation in which the group

en reading (tb ii. vect:or will kc2p go WLIAher or .nor

e is involved).

Wien the teacher leaves the pr

as though sire was never gonl!"

----
y vector sh

the "Hi Cart



"Hunh-ynh" examples) or she may do it with a formal stopping

the primary vector ("All right.. Excuse me lust a minute"),

she may leave with no formal stopping but re-enter-With a for-

re-entry CO .1c__V_m_ssorryWher_ewere we.) Thas-=-- kytt-e-r---twe-

"type "s" represent some ritual -6cknowleagement of the impairment

to the primary vector. They i.Y. in fact, ritualbrankets that

mark accessibility (not altogether- bnlike."Hi" and "Bye bye";

here recall Seth's-"Bye, Jackie" in the Bntlkked -example).

might, _ it to refine our analysis of leaving and re-enter--

ing vector.: wi further distinction in "slotting" so that

we might.apeak of "slot-out," ."slot-in", t acket-out" (Excuse me

and -"bracket -in" ;l0,K., Sorry)..
)

What "we are :dealing with here are issu s of "ritual. closure"

Iritual-boundedness" of partitipant-interchanges. It is my

hun,Th -thrst this is pect of "teacher- style" that children

must cliVes to in ord __ operate "successfully" in

of manugi mp, ritual equilib rium between him/herself and

iF te: r r (this` notion Pitends to:dealings-Agith otiher studenes

of course), A given teacher may "stylistically" orient

to a -norm of)lihintaining ga r eate=r or lesser.degree of ritual'briundedn

to the various pieces of interacticn its the,claSs7oom..

Some beginnings ends arc, of course; less ame-,-Able to

such stylistic variatior- It i8 not inconsequential, for

instaree, that Ms/ C's'unuchial slot out to say "Hi Carter" seems

to be in respon8e to Carter's first,cbming- into class. These.

ccess rituaIS

"obligatory'

that hound off the entire- cl sy seem to be pretty.

In anoner Lassroam (1.1urstry)_TkIcher, ._-_ also

leaves

first-time th

eluding 1. :Ticipa , in heLl pature from the

lary.wector

similarly greet a student for the:

tut -;1_-_:uses the '!leaving" option



(10)"Catherine's just arrived". Nurse

-(to 0 What is that?

(1.6 ")

Seth:: (to ) foe a-color.

T: (looking-across room) Heh heh. (chuckle)

T

Seth: Food

(slightly louder, with sing-song lilt) Catherine

Just arrived. She's been td..see the doctor this,

morning.

(Seth and T look across the room. 9"))

T; Hoare you now, 'Catherine?

(T is engag.A in a gestural conversation with someone

across the room perhaps C's mother.)-

All rightMI. (to someone Off-Camera)

Seth: stirring colored water, sings;) Huh-dnhduh-duh

F3

(unclear)] Juice is all righ Nothing

Seth: 'T, while stirring) I'm stirr

(like CraCkers)). ((All right, fine)).

Seth: --(to T) I'm stirring.

(T starts to stand up.)

Seth: (to T) I'm stirring.

CT walks off-qablra. ,Seth stirs water.

Sep: :arcastic intonation .) Excu:se me.

,-.Kartha W"o-has been slt-Ing on the end `of th

table T and Sara for the last five

minutes, slides down into the T's scat as Seth

stirs and mumbl (5.3"))

Seth) I'm the

get it clean, Seth.

th Walks away _crone'

at. Caroline swings arcund

Sher,

?approaches tn.. caUe. )



x Caroline

Harold: 7(-toward Martha

Martha:

Harold:

Martha:

What are you doing? ((Doin0)

we're-, ((unclear))

Are you

(looking up at We're-

(to M)

doing pia -ough?

(to H) No::, Seth, we are-, we are doing,

(T- has reapproached the table, she leans over.

and takeS the food color box fxbm Martha )-

..(to 'M) .Did you want to put a little mo =re

blue coloring "in it,' Caroline Is that what you

a

-ve in mind?' (C - to nod.)

ine7- (to T) -Can I do j that?

T:

Catherine:

Harold:

Catherine:

T:

Carolinei

T:-

Catoline) All right You put a

little more in then m rbing,to put the.coloring.

=((back)),

(to/T) Can'I,do

T) Can I do

Can I do(to T)
(to group)

rybody have a turn if we can

[

that, what

it afte
.17

fter?It/
after?

_1 wOuldJi

T) I'm

(to Caro

more ln thatt one

right.

-6ilne dbes so,)

to have

(a)) put a little mot:- in

All right. you want a put a -iittl

(The measuring cup) All



((unclear))

atch it.for a minute.

CT tags at Martha's hack to her to stand
sup to look inside the,cPp.)

,Martha, watch that, for a minute so you can see
what happens.

'.(T walks away frori thetable,
apparently to return

the food color. 2.9"))

Cathy ipe: (to Caroline) Uhy don't you stir it u
The children stare at the cup.)

la)):Whatis happening?

Catherine ': (toward Carolifie) It's turning blue. END EXAMPLE
Perhaps T should pause here to explicate somewhat my use of

the term "ritbai".. The term' "-ritual" can be and is often used to
refer 'to a set of Lehaviors or ways of/doing things that are
routine, that are essentially forms or formats that are expected

be the way of accomplishing 'something in a "culturally"

defined s!!tting by members oE.that "cultur .". (for uses of tne
,term aprlied to the classrooM setting see Cortaro 1979, Griffin
,and Mohan 1979). This aspect of the term. teal" probia.,ly
inheres:tosome extent in all uses of the tem.

Nevertheless, following the work of Coffman (1956, 1963, 1971),
usd'the term "ritual" less as a noun and more as an.adjectiNe.

Thns'Ihave included the'COncepte of ritual equilibrium (see
IA:and III E,.especially) and ritual closure-in my analyses.
Briefly (and here the reader is encorged a,o seek out Coffman's
more complete discussions), this t- s! of the term der'ves,from the
n6un use in that then d is some large complex of behaviors alltided
to, which -in any given dyad- of social inte action 'ere expected

. or lot:exoected,,depending on the relatipe status and so on of
the 'two cointeractants. Thus, it,is not so much. the case that

,



a Particular set of behaviors is- 'always expected to accomplish

a goal (that set comprising a ritual), but- rather that there is

a range of behaViors which can be assigned a

an interpretation- of "proper' expectedness

ritual interpretation

appropriateness

according to a range of interactional variables (relative status,
.

nature of the setting i- etc.).

In ferreting out the types cif interactional variables that

hear on the ritual quality of some, face to face action, Goffman

(1956) distinguished two basic types: those having to do with'

deference and these having to do with demeanor. DeferenCe in-

volves disnlays of respect for the "other "`, while demeanor

displays- respect for the "Self". The'subtletyof this distinction

is sometimes lost because often a single act may be seen to hcne

both motivating forces driving it one grooms his/her hair before
r--

coming to school, riartly out of deference to the setting and

others. there, and tly out' of proper..dch rior or self-esteem

Most of the recent discussions in'sociolinguistics concerning

-negative and positive politeness (Brown and LeVinson, Gumperz and Tannen

Lakoif 1979) can be related fairly directly to concerns with

:iqplays of 'deferenco This is also the major sense in which I

have invoked the term: ritual (as in ritual equilibrium between

two interactants, ,ritual'closure of vector of activity). Ho

ever,-the following short sequence from the classroom .data

illustrates a way- ii which-thedemeaner component comes. into

play:

/

(l1)/Kinidergarten.

(Th ee girls are at'a table. Maryann and Joyce have

been arguing and the discus s :nst escaladed)
/

Maryann: 1-hate you, Joyce.

Joyce: .You re fresh 'r ]nn, an6 resh means bad.

Linda: , Now you're both resh.

177



Ah.. Primary classroom interaztion is indee. microcosm

of so much else that goes on in human life. And Ws all very.

complicated.



NOYES

11 ath.indebtad to Erving Goffman for suggc 4ing that l cons

the issue ofo processing in the dev _.PTent of my analyses.:

11e is in uo-way accountable, of Course, for the way in -Which I -

have followed up on his siiggestion.

-it seE.ms clear, further, that this kind of behavioral-adaptation..
o

to competing demands for attention may vary considcrably- otos.-
,

dultnrolly. 1n discussing this recently witl;-Livia Pcianyl

Personal ,.,'munication) I was told thatthis kind of-modaIlLy

splitting does not

remarked, by 3

-
cii to be typidal iii, thoNetheriandS

_ample, that Mothers-do not pull up their

children's pants Vhdle talking to other adhltS; they .are

either tallving to the adult or pulling up a cihild's *lats.

This'kind,of deep- ed cultural traloi focusing -attention-

mayhayo-impoftant in ations for educational prOgrams with:

culturally het ne s teacher-sbhdent'popultions.



'IV. Comparing With WholaGroup Situations: Vectors of Ac- iv
0

Allocation of Resources, and "Turn-Taking" Sanctions.

Y,



In -hi section We will draw upon some independent work by

Humphrey. on the nature of verbal participation fri whole group

settings (Humphrey 1979, Griffinand- Humphrey 1978).- This Work

was accomplished_separately from the service -like event study,

but was done concurrently, and is based c;n'the same "original"..

data banis(see section' II) Using.-lessons from the-kindergarten

and third grade .levels.

Humphrey's major .effort (1979) in-studying ole- group

situations was directed largely at:verbal-turn-taking:sanctions

-(briefly, negative sanctions of verbal' turns; this, will be-

--developed later). Thii was'an ideal locus of ohPerVation for

studying whole group lessons, in which there is officially .a,

single vector of activity (in which'all partieivnts are expect-
.

,ed to engage their attention).. However, as we have taken pains

to point out earlier in this r port, the-notions of turn-taking

and getting the floor do not readily.apply to periodgof

individualized instruction, in which there are multiple vectors

of activity (and no unified focus of attention). In the in-

dividualized instruction time situation, the notion of turn,

when it means anything at all,.means something quite dlforent.
. ,

from what it means in whole group lessons where there is a
,

single focus,.of attention for'the.group, and individuals "take-

verbal turns" at bping a part of'tnat.focus. In general, the

notion of turn seems to md6n a segment-of timejor other
fi

measureaf duratien) du-ing,which there is-official (positive

sanction) rargnoftemaitorial ts to- some

resource.

In this more general ense the notion' of turn

ind idualized,instruction, and, in fact is -some

.verbally.referred to as such, as in (1)!

181
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(1) Peanut same, Nurser)! level.

I

"time" Seth: This time I want iirteen,

7: lleh huh he, this time he wants thirt

Seth: Give me thi teen,f

"tire"_.) 7: You're.' had this time, Seth',

You can go back to the clay table now

7: Will you put all your shells on the paper, please,,

and then take, your shells to the wastebasket?

Seth: No, I want-,

Seth: I want .((two)) I Want thirteen,

'turn' 4 7: I knOw you want thirteen, Seth, but you have

had yout inn this time, You can go back to.

the clay table now after :you put your shella

Seth: But I want® I- I'm hull gry

,"
still. I'M still hungry. (1.3 ") I'm still

hungry,

(sotto voice) Wily send. up for some

silk or something, ((cause)), he's really hungry.

What we are basically haling with, then, is a general

notion that applies to the allocatiofof resources. This ,, as we

know,. Is
,

a crucial issue educational settings, as Barr and

' Breeben (1911) have pointed out:'

"...Classroom instruction consists in good part:

of the allocation of resources to student turning,

but to understand the allocative process we need, to know

what classrooms are like, how therwork; and what

situations affecting the allocation of resources arise,

them."

SaProdlts ate a kind of index of s(\mP trouble in the

glue' resources. We bevel by

th ..ce of teacher atied

...,ily with

can: arise. from

1

many other more tangible tonnes as well, as in (2)',

(2) 'Kinder gn (note Ile reformulation in the 'vector)vector

(7 has just gottercup from her chair in response to a lot

of noise in the loft area, which she approaches)

7: Ev,ry, bo,dy freeze,

'It If you wanna- ((unclear)) Christina,
loo

me, please.

.several indistinct voices,)

7: What are you gonna do if you uNna go up in

loft?

A Child: (to 7) ((Look al you)),

7: 4ght,' There are four people wt.

there, Can you go up there now?

(2,7")

A Child: (to 7) There's one two three four fiv

A Child: (to 7) There's only two up there.. '

I know, 'but ther are four

No:,

7: 'people who asked .me.- to go u

Ian:. Bobby, you can come up.

e goin

Christina: hat

John; (to T)J Can Bobby come

7: (to(( hr))) There are-,

7: Wait, 'John,

7: (to ((Chr.))), There are four people who already

asked me to go up.

Bobb (0 7) Could I come up?

T: (to B) Wait, I'm talk toiChtistina,

7: (to Christina) Can you go up there when there

or lit pCople?



T: (to Christina) Would you like to go up, sometime today?

A Child: Uh:c oh:

stine: Yes.

T. Whydon'tyou ask me later, and we'll

discuss it 0 .K.?

Before. proceeding to ourdiscmeion of sanctions in whole.

sroup.sessionsi-letus review for individual work sesSionS some

:of'theTrOblem situations that arise in allocating theresourcP-

-ef teacher attention,

As we have seen, a recurrent problem with periods of In-

dividudlized instruction is that there are, frequently times when

a child's want for the teacher's attention and that child's

engagement of the teacher's attention do not neatly coihcide.

nursery school teacher may stand at the ready while a child

struggles with his imagination, trying to,conjure up a stol-y

to dictate to her. On the other hand, a first grader may

his effort to write a Christmas party invitation stymie or

fifteen minutes before a teacher finishes leading a-reading

group -and. provide him with the spelling of the word "invited."

Teachers,of courde, try to minimize the problem of non-avail-

ability' during involvement with small group Instructional

vqctors of activity (such as reading). One way they try to do

this is by first checking what other students are doing and

byletting those other students know of their.impending non-

availability (they are, in a sense, "bracketing-out" (see-sub-

. section INI-D), as in (3

Tiara Grade

(T has caAled four student's' over to--a table to participate

in a'leasbn on how to use the dictionary effectively. T

then turns-and addresses the rest of the-group.)



All- right now, I'm getting ready to work frith the

-Robin T-do-yon need-:1 me-forlAnythiftg before=

I start ?.

((Robin)) ((Unclear))

right.but I can. 't -, won't check that now.

(2-.4")

(to class) All right now see if you cau work on

-your own,-and'unless it's an emergency let me

%finish with them.

Despite the zeacherefforts to anticiVate student needs (Robin,

do you rived: me?), however, it inevitably happens'that students.

encounter 'problems or realize that they needed the teacher's

assistance only after theteacher has declared herself to be
0

inaccessible.

Now for a student- in such - predicament there, are various
.

options .available: attempting t' overcome he Problem or make.-
. ...

a decision on.one'. turning's own, to another student for.adVice-
.;

or a solution, or switching over to anealternate :activity which,

can be tackled independently. nwever, from the stndent's'point=

of-view most of these Options have their disadvantages: he-1._

may believe (sometimes correctly) that he is'itaapable of dealing

ith the problem c issue on his own; he ma feel (frequently.
'again with good reason) that a fellow-student's judgment or

knowledge base is roughly\on a.par with.his.own; and switching

to an alternate activity' may have been ruled out until after

the child masters the very project which currently confounds him...

Thus a student who is unsure about his multiplication table, or.

can't remember Where the teacher keeps-thg colored pencils, -sr

has cliff Ity t a record-player on, may decide that

api;rOach4--' already involved teacher and requesting such

information or feedback:is-the necessary way (as well-as the

most direct wdy) br dg e academic impasse. But for, the



child in need ot aid, approaching the teacher while she is con-

"ducting a small group lesson or tutorial must generally be seen

as a calculated-risit:_ will the teacher agree with the student

that his need for-coMMunication with her outweighs the need for

the teacher_ to be fully engaged in her small group? if she
- 2

does, as is.the case for the teacher in example .(2), the student

can proceed with his project having confidence that at least

some aspects of it are on the right track.

(4) First Grade

(T playing word game usftg flash cards with three students.

A few seconds earlier Mark approached,the table and put'

his- spelling notebook On the table beside T. T holds out

toward Tracy a card with the word 'we' On while

Tracy stares at it"fgr a few seconds, .T turns her face,

:toward Mark. -(4,3")

Mark: (t T) What does hope' start with?

Macy stares don atthe table as if in thought-z Anna

lines up behind Mark. (0.6"))

T: (unvo 'iced, to Marc) -Hhh.

"7: (looks over at Tracy and seems to

.ae firstiletter -for her.

Mark: (to T) II?

T: rooks at /Markz and seems to-nod sld htly.

T.: -What is the beginning sound, Tracy.

cate-

Tracy: :(to T) Wuhl.

T's decoding leaSen with Tracy continues.).

OW a teacher.will -react in. situations such as (4). depends,

on the one hand,- on several lore -or -less ixed centextual-

parameters, such as,-the teacher's personal philosophy about ideal

student behavior during "individual. Work" Periods,. the nature

of the school setting (in this instanc felatively-lWen"

'



classroom structure

teacher and student

and the 7U ual .biogfaph'Ical" Context

including, e.g., the student's academic

standing in -the clasqoom, the extent of his willingness tip work

alone Without- getting distracted, and the frequency of his

previous attetIptt and successes at getting help from the teacher

But what appears to figure-eatutLy in a.teacher's decision on

how to react to a student approaching and/A-summoning her for

aid are'other contextual-factors-of a .rapidly-shifting nature:
..

e.g., the nature of the interaction-in the "host" event at the

exact moment of a child's solicitation to a teacher (or at the.

exact moment- that the teacher becomes aware of the soliciting,

sLdent, no verbal solicitation is made); the degree

which-the solicitor's address overlaps/the utterances_of the

acher and/6r student in the "hosC! event; and_ the degree_

to which the teacher ju dges that the interruptive query can be

successfully responded to.,and dispatched without impairing'

ihe integrity of-the hot vector of activity. In (4), for

instance, Mark indicates to-the teacher that he is In .1-.of a

teacher and p acing.

(g "classic" ion-verbal

, sielling-word by 1,-,ostinehimself by the

hL spelling notebook in irontofAier

nd later Tracy- responds with a bThnk

that the teacher show., to-her. The tea -her,

solicitation). A se

,look to a flash car

Tqho is aware by the nature of Mark's approach and notebook

poSitioning.that he-needs: help spelling a word, "slots.oUt"

the/currently stagnant flash card lesson for ai`--few seconds,

helping Mark .sole his spelling problem while

to mull oVer-the\flath card briefly.

of,

\allowing Tracy

Mark is quickly aspatched and Tracy. is then provided.

clues for decoding the flash card withoUt the momentum of

lesson having been broken (see the'discussion 17 'section TT

about -slotting).-

87



, _ ---,---
.

In (,4 ) Mark finds-himself Id the fortunate situation of .

being able to e al the teacher, using an educational prop,

-that hedbAired a brIEf academic audience with her (i.e., the

W-Spelling of a rd) at the precise momnt-whed Tracy's difficu
- i

decbding a flash card had created a small,transaction pause or

"seam' in. the small group lesson. The teacher makes dse of the

inevitable ",down- time" in the,lesson (caused by Tracy's pause)

to eliminate the potentially more extensive "down time" in dark's

writing project (which could result from his inability to spell

the word "hope")

In this section the focus will be on allocationof-resources

troubles ,during individual worl:.,time. -One set of these troubles

has to do with service-like events wherein the student not

successf6I, at-least im'his initial rf .

is obtaining the.:

sort of aid that he is attempting to .1.cit from the teacher...

(And inxample (13) to follow we will see -the same succeeSfnl.

mark of (4) solicit "unsuccessfully ").p There are two. principal
,-

reasons for focusing. on such "-interactional misfires." First,

investigating such incidents provides a handle on- understanding

of classroom avlor during individual work orsmall:group-

tivity period one that` could never .be grasped by an analysis

which relied solely upon teachers descriptions of turn-taktng

xules or their declarations to Students about the rules for

such petilads, the latter. of which .are. illustrated by (3) aboVe

as well as (5) beloW (recall also the, nterruptions lesson).

(5) Second Grade.

(T is addressing entire clabs prior to t'he beginning of

a small group tdading lessod.)

T. Visten to me folks. Since I'm hal,

readiggroup, I-will-not be able to anger

questions on the m ath paper. It" means

that ,you inuest, think for yourself,.

therefore',

t_a friend

to help.



Verbalizations of such rules do provide an insight into

:teachers' subsequent reactions, andnay be useful in an effort to

characterize a general picture of the system the teache: typically

uses to restrictor expand children's access to her during these

smg.1-group activities. But- it would, be a mistake_tc asiuthe that

the rules instituted by the teacher `to govern'such events are

'isomorphic with the acte'al practices used by the classroom TLmb'ers.

.7e//
Such rules nearly always bear only-an ind--e-et or '"indexIcal"

relationship to the way ,such procedures-are at:Wally carried out

by the-classroom.participants cf. Meha and Wood 1975:9O-95).

As Coffman succinctly describes such rules,

/0 /f. coarse the lay formulation a rule never gets,

to the bone; it merely tells us where to

diggrng.--The descriptive rule-7the practice - -is likely

to be-less neat ;and certainly less available-, allowin

.(if not encoUraging) variously-grounded exceptions.

The framework of normative understandings that is
.

_involved is not recdrd&I, or cited, or available in

summary form from informants. It must be pieced out 'ay

the student--in part by uncoverin&.collecting,

collating,-and Aterpreting ail possible exceptions

to the stated rule.

(1978, p. 793, italics added)

Discoveringhow -teachers' turn-taking decrees relate to

students' turn-taking practices, as well as how these decrees

and practices, relate tosteachers' subsequentreactIons t

students' turns,
2

are fundamental ethflometho6ological Concerns:

the manner-in which classroom participants negotiate their tu!'n-

taking praetitesia,one specific instance bf the ways members
e 3

society sin general organize their everyday activities (cf,t

Turner 1974; Filmer et 1972) .



A

Bfr examining troublespets'and in particular by,developin&a.

characterization of ill .eirange of teachers' negative sanctions .=
)

and sanction -like responses in such scenarios-, we will/he able'
-

i5.r-proVide more extensive and accurate documentation of the

parameter's which actually do play signifidant tole§ in the

management.of:individualized instruction time.

Tly7.-,second major reason for analysing trouble spots is to

compare the variety of teachers' sanction-like responses which

are made to students during individual instrgetiork time with

the various types of turr-taking sanctions observed, by Humphrey

(1979) to populate primary school whole group lessons. Since

the data from both the present study and that analysed-by

Humphrey are. subsets of a-common videotape corp vs, containing

.- interaction between some of-the same groups brteadhers and

students, a comparisOn. of the points of similarity and difference

among the `teacher's sanctions in'whele.g?a6P lessons andservice-

like events can pinvide a breeder end more .complete view Of

teachers' "classrooM management procedures.
,- . ,

.

The locus of observatiow.employddls, Humphrey- 1979 in his
.-,_

_

dtudy o turii=taking,sanctions was the whole grcUp'jesson-, nat.:

is, 'that educatibnal event in which the attention of the..ent,ire

class is-focused on a typical primary School edudational topic

(e.g. spelling, punctuation,-6btraction,,tiie laytiut of the

solar system) and where the teacher plays a-dominant role in
,,..

determining arid_ structuring the topic for discussion.- Humph-fey

chose the whole group-lesson as his locus of observation because

.
casual viewing of such' situations had_revealed teachers' - ,turn =:

taking sanctions to be present at a fairly high and more7orless
. .

predictable' frequency (for. the data analyzed, approximately one,:
.

turn-takin sanction incident per minute): in' addition, by



.focusing on whole.gro0P--tituatTons
r

Hump-hrey was able to

corporate fiOdings from earlier linguistically-balled research -.

rojects in n-similar educational settings W r ffinehan 1979;

andiuMpbtey 1974 Sinclair and Coulthprd 19:75;, Bellack et al..

1960.. Humphrey's data'-bankconsisted of fifteen n-whple group
(-

lessons tdtaIlling apprekimhtely-fiVe hours in duration and
,

representing twb grade levels (third -grade and kindergarten) and

fourteachers (two tea.h rs per grade). (These are, of course,

the.,same teacher's and claSsrooms as appeaz in the nindergarten-

ancr third grade levels othe event' corpus=). As

was the case fdr the current project, thete fifeeen lessons'werd

transcribe dr to a high level of detail according to current

methods employed in discourse analysis and tvpplemented with

ethnographic information concerning instruCtioaal materials in

use, s6ating'arrangements and salient 'aspects of ,:zon-verbal

communication.

Because,the turn-taking sanction is a classroom management

function rather -than a'ormally specifiable linguistic unit

(cf. the formal- diversity among: hh.:; -rn;

_ -
Quiet; and Would. you please to cal was

required to.dO a- great deal of cro-a-a-comparison of various

types of teacher utterances to convert the-turn-taking sanction
---

from an intuiti- ve--6-nlion into an explicft analytic' formulation
---

thiseninmon fpnctibfial unit Of classroom discourse. The

rmulatidn was finally speCifie -in terms of an interactional

unit-or couplet - the "sanction incident " -using the foPoWing.

definition:

A sanction incident consists in- its- Mnst ba9ic form

',Cif two turns-at,-talkin the-lesSon discourse, a student'

target utterance and a teacher's overt= nega lye

evalnatiye.reSposle.to'the turn-placement or. lieliva

of. that Caget:iitteratke.
(Humphrey 167*9
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urn-taking sanction or sanction 'utterance or move is, then, '

th_ teacher's.response in .a sanction -incident Humphrey was

ab

th

(6)\below, for example, contains two

to cull 282 segments of teacher stu e
.. , y v ..

lessons transcripts which met the above definition- . example
, .

clear-cut examples of

t interaction from

\

-typical '.turn-taking sanctionA.

(6) Placement Sanction -

(The B/D lessOn, near the end. Ti'.d at the blackboard

addressini the whole'group of studentsi who are, situated

at their desks.)

T:. Alright, now, I'm going -to some to -ant persoit
a

who is ready, and giVe you a magazine, and Ask

to look for words that begin with duh t

.you

look for Pictures, whose names--; of thingai

Whose name begins-with 'duly' or''huh'. Ycitt

--May help eedch other-, you may talk to Each

other if yOu cankeep-yoUr voices'

too loud.

Jackie': Can 'I do it with

T: (Waves hand at Jackie

Ie ?

Wait , I ria--not

from ge,l

coming:to:anyone who's talking now. Put your -z_

hdad down. ,You're listening.

(to grOup)-,' For some reason, some of our,

scissOrs,have disappeared, so some of your

Are going to `have

with scissors.

rI know where

T:

to:share and take .turns

, Jackie, you're

listening, put your head down.
e`
(Kindergarten Level. Classroom D)



_ e
-Ireexample' (6) the teacher informs Jock e that she is unhappy

4-

IgittC-the presence:of.Jackie's Utterances in the lesson at this

time. irtothei words-, the teacher's utterances, " at I"m.

notcoulingLinyone who's talkw"... and attJaci

y u're still listening, put _your head downshow no indication-

they are responses to the content ofJackie s utterances,
.

even though together they, comprise seven separate sentences._
sentences.

they-arejiegative\evaluntive responses "to the 21Lihs-

rent of turns by studasts'in the lessons at those.timesi..and,

for-,this reason Humphrey labelled teacher utterances such -as.:

the arrowed ones in (6) above "placement sanctions.

Even-though the most frequent sanctions` were those in

which the teacher negatively evaluated the placement of a turn,

there were five other typts of sanction-like actions Which.

teachers,Undertook to indicate their unhappintSs with various-

-Yacets of their students,' -n-taking and/or genPral-classronm

behavior These sanctions. or sanction-like°actions are listed

n (7).- al) below;and are preceded by a brief chargteerization.

7) ` Deliver. Sanction T is unhappy, not with the placement

of the'child's turn in the_lesson, but rather with the .-

manner in which it was produced '(such as its volume or

tempo)..

(nreenhouse lesson.. 'T asking children to relate some

thing they remember from their recent greenhouse trip.)

-T: Carter.

Carter: Planta need three days

Bev. Chn: We already have that one

earter: (loud, angrily) But it's different:

Tf 0.k= let a listen and "see.

Carter, you don't have to yell.

1
(Kindergarten `Level, glassro-
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Resnonsive-Sanctions.',T is/unhapPy with the placement of

the child's turn in'te sson, but her:sanction also --
explicitly encodes a wareness of thmcontent of the child's\

utterance; .

_.--

(Body language lessof T has assiined tp Sally-the task

-. of getting Metedithito asquma a.-:certain pose, using., words
.

Only., /

Sally: Put your hands on, your head, ;one hand on

your-head, one hand out, and your feet crossed.

(to Meredith)

Excuse me. Sap, who

:ANIO, 'not like

the directions?

( Kindergarten Level, Classroom C)

Double - Takes.' T is at first unhappy with the: placenient of'i

,the -ehild's turn in the lessen; but:.immediately after :she

issues the sanction she reverses herself ad treats the

child'sutterance a,,La legitiMate one (though in this! Case

-.the'legititacy-is:not related to theTutterance s,appropr4ate-
'-- -T

Imeas to thelesson,vector,but.rather the:everriding
,.-

.

"emergenoor concern of bodily-function).
. 5

(Body language lesson. T is 'having Abnei tell Sam to'
-1

.

assume a- certain'pose, urikhowri to Sam, by using only

ewords.

Abner, you explaath_s-te-Sami

Abneri (to :Sam) put,- put, urn, your keet under your bo

T: FabulouS! ' "put your feet under your bottom.

Christina:

1 to the bathroom?
i

T then no
1

_
.

to Christina, and Christina-leaves
1

1 (Kindergarten Level, Class,



(1C) Curt 'Responses. -T responds to the content oI tte, child's
n
turn, .but does so in a brusque manner which- suggests that

.

she was unhappy with the _ placement of the .utterance '

the lesson.

XCrossword lesson. T has been describing --fo the group.,.:_

' where to write. the,w&rd grow on .a crossword puzzle.)

..a capital C. It's aleeady there under,

a number two across.

Meredith: New.what do we do?'

T: eredlth) You wait.

.(kindergarten: evel Classroom

(ll ) Behavioral SanCtions.

T .ia unhappy not with a . particular Utterance in a =lesson,
,

-

but more generally: with a child ' s- overall 'behaVidr during%

a lesson.

(lannelboard lesson. -T has summoned Andy to the board

to replace the flit7iies; and 'In the mention she talks.

across -the room to get something Aa she walks she

says-:

.Make sure dOing, he's doing it :right.

Maybe somebody him once. he's_ finished)
. .

(Christlna',- Bobby, and fa immediately stand up.

to 'help'' Andy. ,

Lin-un-un-,-thnre a :no reason when I leave the

rug for you all to get up.

Kindergarten -Level.. Classroom p)

Although Humphrey was able to locate Six distinct types

o _anctiona.And .aanction7like respOnset by teachers espouse.

to various aspects, of their. students' turntaking and general '

behaVior duting whole group lessons,. these negative -evaluative:,
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responses were 'riot' equally distributed across thcrsix sanction

types.' -Instead, a large proportion of these sanction, incidents

-were oUone particular type,,as is shown in -(12),

12 '25.0-. PlaceMent Sanctions example:(0))

5 Delivery.Sandli6hs 4(6)

11 'ResponsiveVSanctions -(-7)

Double Takes (8)

8 Curt Responses . (9)

17 Behavioral Sane .ons

297 Total

As' he-aboVe.table- reveals, the frequency{with.which placement

sanctions sUch,as shh and stop'talking occurxed in wholegroup

-lebsons'wss-well.nver,ten times greater than any, other sanction

type out'A,every six sanctidns ihich the teacher'issued

were of ths "placement" -yarietY; thisakewisg of the data would

be atillAreater.if the behavioral sanctions which :occurred near
.

lesson boundaries (when, teachers were rearranging -atudents>and

eduCational'prehalm preparation .for the next.eyen were

eliminated from (12), and if the seventeen tokens of."double-
-

takes" and ' nsive sanctions" were considered to be sub-',

,Varieties o p o_ement sanctions (with additional interactional

Moves incori3brated into them

Thus we see Sri this brief sketch of the,tOrn -taking and

hehavioral.sanctions in primary school lessona,that a wide:

range of,distinct'sanction 'Moves -are available 6oteachers,- but

that only the:placement varietToccurs with any great' frequeney.

This is what we might expect. .,.given= that in khole group -

--Ilesson vector of actkvitythe-main'resoure to be allocated is

an oppnrtunitkto talk and li)6 listened'to ti..e.' a turn at taIlc).

Next we wilLi l grgue that` thoUgh' the situatihnis quite different
.

during'individuallied .instruction- time the general paradigm of
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describing negative sacctions as indices o

the allocation of resources, still holds.

Asas shown by the teacher'S response .to Meredith in---tl3)

beleduring individualized iritructios timeteachetS-do'make

-use-of the same response forms to sancticin Students that-they

do in,wholp group lessons,.

(13) Second-Grade.

Cr-is roaming the classroom-froM table to table, helping

individual children with their Math and other projects.}

T: (approaching a table) Uhh, Meredith.

Meredith? Shh::-

sits down beside an unidenttfied girl

irl)): (to -T)_ ((Sha!wasn't being, herself .))

T. confirming) :She wasn't being herself.

Shh, the speech-item used to sanction Meredith_in-(13),

also frequently used,by.teaches to enrich -on students' imprpperly-.

taken turns in whole grOup lessons-(see (9) above). The

linguistic resources tha teachers b to bear to maifitain-order

primary school events are thus totally context-specific.

How6Ver, even when-teacher-8 is service-like events formulate

sanctions priMhtily.with reference to the language of

their students, the nature.of the verbal infractions in such

situations are frequently cast_in-a distinctly-different light,-

as is shown

(14)'Secona..Grade.

Cr is instructing Peter/David and Adam at

Nth assignment. The rest .'of the

into :small grouPS.),

David)T:

AasS is

a table on a

b oken down

Did you get 2:9? ------

Whets :r ornotDAVid ponds ,.is iSdeterminable.

:venal loud vdicas from:alsewheraiw,th e room

casbsheard. .T scans the room- 4.0"))
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Shhil! Teddy? TiddY? Teddy?-:

YTheed,;re. ':deep your voice'down-.

-working over here.

In,(14) the teacher.tells Teddy'to lower his.vbice but not

-cease sppaking AltbOther, since the he doeS not -wait
,

`prohibit thenteflbersbf-thildren's7smali grbups frm commun.icats.

ing and-collaborating with one another-. In'eentrast even A

whispered' utterance. may trigger a teacher's sanction ,in-a whole

grodp lesson; as the arrowed utterances in.(`I5) illustrate.

(15), Kinder erten Level Whole Grou

T is attempting to,get Sam to expand his recollection

of what hp-learned at -tile greenhouse-into a complete
k:-

%
sentence.

to Sam) Give me A whole sentence, -a whole

Several children are whispering unclearly.)

(stage whisper) Tilde's aItit'of whiSpering.

laid: (stage whiePer) There's .a lot `of whir

In whole group lessons, teachers-may unction students' whispers

both when those whispers are directed to other children-(arrow
,

(a)) as well as when they-are to the teacher. (arrow (b)).- This

is because during individualized instrU6tione majer

objection to,:talking'i's its possible disruption of the communi-

cative loading of the verbal modality in-the-teacher's vector

of activity,- In the whole group -situation, children are not

only accountable for not disturbing thPteacher,:they nre,alsb

expected to attend and therefore not talk-..at all unless'it,ie

their_uturn"),.

As it turns out,' a teacher s utterancejike shh or keOp your

voice down was only one of a wide vafiety of sanction-like



response types that istudents would encounter when they attempted,

to solicit help froth .teachers already involved 4n an academic

exchange with some other student(s), Sometimes ,the solicitor

wouldlind himself being put on hold until the,teacherS felt

that a more aPprbpriate. seam :in the host_evenellad_been_, reached;

as in (16),

(16) Third Grad

(Virginia is_ arizing what she h d thus far to

the teener. As she talks, Chatlie app achee T with a

book and a'tablet T glances Over and takes the.tablet.

While Virginia is still speaking, Charlie places the

book in fxont'of the teacher.. (TA")

,T).Look.

C). Just

V) Go-ahead=

T: (to C) =Let her finish her sentdne.

(Virginia speaks to.T,-inaudibly, as Charlie

(11 . 6" ) )

5: (to V All right, wait a minute.

T: (to C) All right, what's your= qu

Charlie: .(Pointing at tablet) ((Look What

finih&I it. (

5.
T: (to C) Hey:, it almost-worked, didn't it?

In (1 )'theteachersnon-verbally sigbals that Charlieapproach

during the reading tutorial is allowable by taking Ills table't

from him,.

W.ut when-Charlie attempts to move into thE verbal

mo=dality, tha teacher expresses concern, for task ir;tegrity of

,Virginia's reading a- d defers Gharlie's solicitation until':
,

Virginia can "finis_ r sentente."
,

-At ameta -communieative
. .

.. .

leVel Charlie is being trained:U:1.13e more
,

aware... of the boundedness

of instructional tasks and' the ritual considerations involved.



Often these "turn-deferrals" are much-more Openended t an

slight postponment that Charlie experienced, as (17)
- N

Third Grade-

T conducts :a small group -lessen

pert approaches the-7 table.)

°hp. (to T) Is this a small T or

T: fo J) This is a 1small T.

Peer: (to ,J) It's a 1321.

looks tip and sees Albert.)

T: "Out" for right now; Albert.-

Albert' walk away. Lessen continues fo

minutes u)

And t4se deferrals can. b rmulated In such a

convey the teacher's belief thaithe-eo4citor

L undermining.the educational-exchange of the host event .as in
, ,

X18).

(18) First Grade,

Cr IbTtonduttIng a Sian group. reading lesson. Mark,

walks up beside T.

Mark: y~Mrs. E?
. -

(T 406sliTt acknowledge him (1.0 ")
=

Mark: pu= we, get to' set the vide

(T lOoks up irritatedly. ,.(1.1"))
L.73

T:.1..km I working with children?

Mark: Yes.

T: .Are you-interruptinvthem.

tether or not M replies is unclear.)
.

rt- Can I read with them when you ask-. me things

like thatl'

Mark :



Could yOur question-wa

Mark:- Yeah:

(T raises h6r. eyebrows -

at.Mark. Mark walks away.

In-ti-s-instance the teacher fail's to provide Mark with an 'an- er

to his question, but does ,inform him at length ct&t'she:is

a

6 .

alreadyengaged in another educational event, that she tak

dimNiew-of his asking-ilex a question-during that event, `and

that his intrudionla-having-an ill effect on-the-reading

interaction. Nevertheless the interchange --is =formally. 'designed':

to allow- him o- -withdraw,

Althotigh inkthe-whole_group lessons- the'bulk of the

-teachers' -sanctions; Were'oriented toward the' child's-turn

placement (se4 (12) aboire), in about-one-third of the surveyed

service -like events that were negatively danctioned--the teacher

'Went be and simply squelching,the language of the solicitarL'tO---,-

discusa-hOwaspeets-of hip=zgeneralinvolvement=n en appropriate
3.

vector of. activity.were1 need. of readjustment phis are.
..-

generalfehavioral-fticUs is especially clear in (i9) below.

(19) Secand'Orade

(JonathOn approaches-T

she worka,with AdaM in

across the Worn

Jonathan:

),

and waits by he

a ,math' tutorial,

Edward s been fooling with the)q

I dorOt-,

In:clear))

(holds had up at .1) Excuseme. They're-,

they're in charge, of that You, are to be

working on,your-math. Yod are-behind; you

don't, you have not paid attenti(5i to twoi'ln-

structional periods ;- on what'.-you'rd stuck on

sl
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T: 1 am not helping .ycu anf more. Sit down.

I expect it all completed br Monday.

Jonathan walks away.) .

(19) the teacher informs Jonathan in a variety of ways that

there are` better things for himf to.b_don_thn_tattling on

Edward: other chilaren are "in charge;" he hgs a math project

overdue-; and his own behaviorin instructional periods can be
T

found wanting. Note, thought, the tedirective. quality of the.sanction.

-Thus-far-we-have-discussee three different sort& of'sariction

like yesponses_that teachers make to students during-individual----_

ized instruction: squelch sanctionsiike (2) and (13) (and

see a/so. thellunh-unh example in III)-)" attention'deferrals -'r:
.

,

for Various,
4
lengths of time and with -various degrees of force,

,: .,-
'as in (16)'and (17);,nruigeneraLbehavioral zanctienssu'Ch:as

in (19), We can distinguish a fonrth\ind-finalPdategory of.
.

,sanction-like responses made by teachers during individual

-Work timer-what--Tcan-be called"yephannellings." Two instance'
of tedalMrsi rechannellings.are shown inn (20) and 0.1 .below:

20) First Grade

Cr is- ins- -a small reading. group with fOnr'children. Qehe

isilaying difficulty with the phrase "the hoting -pigeon."

Gene: (reading) The hpming,the homing, the homlftg,

(Anna and Sophia :approach Vs tabfa)
aura)). (at -table) Pigebn.

Anna: (thrusts workbook-in vont

do this ?.

at table

looking up at A

[

by look-Ing.atwhatl

Gene: The homing pigeon.
, -

of 3) How do

xxx.

Well' . you can find, out

been done before-you'.

Mark:



Sophia: (walking away) --O.K.

na follows Sophia away from the tab

(21) ecolfd'Grade

(T is sitting alone with Adam, halpiog_him cdme up` with

lists of thingshe likds andl,doesn't:like,about the

Christmas holiday. L --approaches T, drapes her a
-

across T'S back andwaits for about 30_seconds-

T: Presents? All right. What Would be another

eafeEory?

'Ynn: (jabbing he fist across. T's back)

7tpushing Lynn away With left hand)

if you-would get your math checketiwith-Umm

Connie you?&,get out fasear.., (Connie is a

'.studentteieherY)

-nn leavea.)
- .

(20) the>teacher,rechannels Anna and Sophia- to 'some:,

previoUslY completed work that they can-use-as a model, in

solvig'rheir Workbook problemsi in (21) the teacher; tells'

}Min 'to seek out the student, teacher'in.th .room fOr help'

kith-her math, With sudh,rechannellings rheteachers'not
..

only quickly liberate their own small group situations from
v

.potpPtial diStractions. but, as the teacher in (21) points,out
,

they alsolmaybs-able to. redirect the solicitor to a."faster"

eolution to his problem
.

than simply marking lime by the teacher.
_ .

. -,-.-

.-

The rchannelingtypt takes is. back to original
. .

_ /

paradigm. of allocating resources -,. very The teacher

"rechanpeling sanction" is not-so much a-negative sanction

for inisbehavior as it is a withholding of a re-sour (teacher

attention), Since-thaeresource is deemed necessary, for,.,the

continuation of-the child's task vector -a substitute for the



requested-resouyce is ested'. Deferrals can similariibp

seen astemporary,.withho ding of the teacher attention:resources.

Squelch auctions like h w t, hunk -unh).sto0 (doing that)

are denials of a child's fight to some resource that s/he has

already rresumedta command. This res_ >1iree mar be verbal

loudness-or-it may by a space on the'loft.
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L.Noe
,

talso at e teacherthat the replays can-'go back to the clay
.., -- , . .

table" end that-Seth -replays---"VmHstil l-Aungry",
.

ending:ifi.the

compromise that if -he's hungry he,cifi have'soffiethins to pat;

-but the peanut game is not------fiboutveating peanutg(though that's
_-_--7--

.

allowed) but abolt---tou4ing4hem (teacher sUbtlely.m4ntaining
-,c

the integri=ty of the i= nstructional. by not allowing-the
_----- --..-

foeUS of involvement to officially Sliplfrom-counting-(ap&

-- tasting) them to eating them) and besides his time/turfi is

declared tebe'ever.

2
Art an informal 'discussion on-the origins of the-term

_methodology', GarflilIcel (1968:10-11) characterized the

as follows: 16

here are not, quite a. number-of -persons.who, -on

-day -to -day basis, are doing studies_o5.,practical

activities-,. of common -sense -knowledge, of tHiaran

that, arikof= practial- organizational reasoning.:
_-=

That is what ethnoMethode: sy Ad-concerned with.,

is an-organizational study of,a member.'s-kpow

iedge-of.his ordinary affairs, of his ownerS'aniied:

enterprises, where, that knowledge is treated =by u8,
-

as part of the" same setting that it also.makes,orderable.

Besides 'the Garfinkel (196'), etheethnei-
,

methodolbgical studies are available in the- volumas editer'

-uslas -(1970), Sudfiow (1972), and Turner .(1974). Mehan

and.WoOd '(1975) provide a geod,intreductien -te.and'overview

of the discipline.

3
Taking anethnomethedologital perspecr.ive,

.Mahan (1979)

trovidea-a.ninsightfuli.discussibp;ef':theManfiert-in-;:whic..



classroom rules. .are set forth, elaborated upon or set aside in

typidarleseon interaction, as in the felloWing illustrative.

arks:,

4_
-But recall from an earlier brief discussion,-f this utterance

in I 1-D)- that the'-.teacher is not only quelching-the behavior

Although the teacher's practical concern is class-
.

m order.. ,,, the rules that are, part of this normative

order are not communicated directly to the students.

Classroom procedures, like other normative rules, are

tacit...

tudents hear statements that index the existence of

.classroom rules. Teachers' statements like 'raise your

-hand', 'whp knows', 'wait a minute', or 'give others' a

chance to think'.are not the classroom rules, per se;

they are statements that index the rules. The rule

is orderliness. The students have to abstract from

the infOrmdtion given in implicit statements to the

Classroom rule.

Because clasoroom procedureg are not stated in so many

words, students must infer the appropriate ways to engage,

in classroom discourse from contextually provided

fOrmation:

(lehan,1979:160-l63)

(Wait);-she is also telling the,student what_td_be doing instead'.

(listen, pu'e. your head down).

5_-
The loudness of not insignificant. What followed here was_

a group discussion cf all the People. at the table, about Charlie's

work..



A Final Overview



.

f one Were asked to charaet4rize,the

thrust
ofchange

in

American
edftational

practice
over thd past two decades,

the

response
might

suggest
that

it has involved
at least

three

shifts:
more individualized

instruction,
more time spent

on

enrichment
activities:and

more emphasis
on designing

the

school
environment

so that there
Is greater

continuity
for the

students
between

what goes on in school
and wh4t goes .11 (has

gone and
will go

on) out of school.
Then there

would probably

also
be some

qualification
to this response

stating
that there

has
been a more

ecent.reactive

trend
called

"back to basics''_,

With less emphasis
on enrichment

programs
and more-eMphasis

standarda
and conformity.

Another-retf6nse

might ;talk
about

the general
thrust_in-t66;-,of

greater'ori'entation

to the

process-af-aucation

and about
the reactive

trend in terms
of a

---,---return

to more
of aptoduct

orientation.
The.role

of language

in particular
has frequently

been -01'6
major

focus of such

process-product

characterizations.

What might bethought
of as the theoret!,cal,basis

fat

as state
of affairs

was recently
discussed

by Courtney
Ca d

(1974)
in a luci4 presentation

that we,can
only h hiight

here.

Basically,
her paper

wteMines
two of the.paradoxesof4anguage,

one of whiCh is thaeall.children

learn
native

language

structure
well: though

structure
is rarely

directly
taught

by the child's
caretaker.

This suggests
that an.effective

way to teach othei aspects
of language:(suCh

4s reading
and

writing)
might

be to design
programs

that would maintain

continuity
with the known features

of effective
home learning

environments,
This involves

more "open"
,programs

with teachers

who are
more permissive

and'indulgent,

and collaborativein

sustaining
child-initiated

foci of attention.



Cazden 's second paradoX,_however,,is that much,research in

language learning (at-least as this has been measured by children's

coding-abilities) indicatei'that the- mostffective preschool
. .

- ,

programs seem to be the didactic ones rather than the "open"

ones. Cazden points out that-it is still arguable-that- the

short-term gains produced by the didactic programs may b so

limited that "development is mimicked rather than stimulated."

Nonethelea it isAisconcerting.that the resultsof-the "open".

programs - designed to maximize individual learning and minimize)

inequities- ineducational opportunities across social class di

ethnic boundaries - should be s© ambivalent.

Cazden suggests that a key to the-resolution of this

paradox may be found in the special aspects of-grounenviron-

ments which do not exist at home and which therefore require

special planning by teachers. These are (2.) teachers re

less familiar with individual children than are their home

caretakers, (2)-the interactional settings of the classroom

--may be more or less oongruent with those the child is familiar

with from home,:.(3) teachers must distribute-their attention

and their conversational_ initiatives among a group/of children.

Clearly it, is the last of these aspect§-that_the teacher has

most control over-and upon which we'have-attempted shed

some further light in this report.

In her paper Cazden goeS on to suggest that-one potential

source of inequitable distribution of teacher's attention

(among a classroom of students) resides in the fact that

teachers are subject. to .reinforcement =also and therefore may

,-be inclined to talk morepto the. children that talk most to
, ---

them. Cazden then reviews two unpublished studies

indicate this does indeed hapPen;



All this suggests that child initiated interaction may

f an especially _useful starting point for -theorizing about_how

less didactic -teaching sitrations Might work.

In some theoretical sense part of the ideal version of ad

open-educational system is that each child is more in control

of hiS moment-to-Moment': focus of involvement nd that tether

than having to accommodate to when the teacher has-planped

instruction the-child has unlimited access to' the teagher for

help whenever-s/he needs It But,.as we-have. seen,-.this.aspect

is moreof an ideal.-than a reality:

Frequently in any elementary or preschool classrohm and

even more frequently in open classrooms, there are situations

in which thildren are expected to work independently while the

teacher is engaged in working dictly with other children.

Often those children working ndependently need or desire

the teacher's attention for help, approval or direction before

the teacher has finished his/her activity. Requests or demands

,for the teacher's attention Yrom outside the teacher group

activity thus constitute a momentary dilemma for the teacher:

the teacher immediately'-attends to the request from outside, the ,

teacher group activity may-be disrupted, but if the-teacher. does'.

not attend' to. the requedt,-the task involvements of the requesting- '

child may breck?doWn;-randan occasion for.instruction may_be

foregone. ,It's an important decision; yet it has to be.made in

a split second. This leads_one to ask, 'Is any kind of consistency
. _

in teacher 'responsiveness .possible?', and 'Without it aren't we

talking about inequities forstudent learfting?'.

These service-like event situations have beet the focal

topic (the lo'cus of observation)` of our study. Howevr, rather

tharCdwelling on-these situations as potentially interruptive

to teacher activity or as occasions for teacher dedision-making,



we wanted to shift_to a broader perspective on these situations.

We wanted to-shift the focus, as it were, away frbm specific

teacher problems in two ways. First, we want to rethink these

.situations in terms of .the,Communicative demands that- are-

all participants, bbth teacher and students. 'Secondly,
, -

we wanted to rethink these situations in terms of helAhey relate

to other classroomsituations. 'In-trying to do this we have

talkee, about the kind of communicative skills displayed,- the

generalizations we have observed, and some,,probable reasons

forAhese.

Beginning, then, by focusing on the "service-like event"

we have tried to think about the nature of the conveyance

resources and the,Pedagogical Controls available to the teacher,

the query resources availahle'to the students, and the communi-

cative demand# that are placed upon both the teacher and the

students when they are copresent but -.not necessarily involved

in the same focal activity. In exploring these - issues we have

tried to consider the interweaving.of several pairs of related

phenomena: academic and social use of language, social and

,task participation,_activity structures and partioipant

structures, vectors of Activity-and modalities, and verbal\and

non-verbal todalitieS. And we have invoked the paradigmatic

themes of conversational access, ritual bbundedness, and ritual

equilibrium throughout.

As we have pointed out, although the hituation in ch

0ale.teacher is engaged.in individualized instruction with only
4

a subset of the children-occurs more frequently in -open

classrooms,- the-situation occurs in Classrooms generally. The

--'-"back to basics"'trend hag-not meant that teachers give urn

4ading groups, foi: example. -16-that sense, these findings and

hypotheses may contribue to the' more general study of face-to-

face interaction in educational settings,:ap well as fo an



understanding of how effective, less didactic programs seem t

work.

, Our study was not aimed at evaluating the teachers We-,

obsdrved. kather, independent evidence about the very favorable

reputation of the school and the experienbe of the teachers- in

that. school led us,to approach the investigation-nvestigation as a descriptive

study of box effective teacher handle periods of indiVidualiSed

instruction,time., Our observations have convinced us that teachers

who bffecOvely.use'indivOualized-instruCtion-do achieve con
sistencies in their responsiveness to child-initiated talk,

and,that:these consistencies: re-part of a larger set of

'behavioral norms about conversational access generally

At this point, though, what we have come up with is 'another-

apparent paradox: On.the basis of-our findings it seems that

although the goal of individualized., instruction is to allow

children more freedom and more- choice in their activities than

in idactic programs, the most effective ".o en style" teachers

hose who exercise the Most control over what constitutes

appropriate student behavior.

This paradOx.may begin to unravel:by "pulling on" the

following two threads of speculation: First, more teacher

control may allow the students to "learn the rules" (explicit
r.

or implicit} for participation more quickly, and

thlia,. to more quickly -schieve'a sense of_ "belonging" or of
,c

roup membership in the.olessroom.. Note that an- orientation
.

to this desired effect-of "establishing a sense ofbelonging"

may account for differing:teacher.Strategies With resPect:to

"shaping up "" appropriate Servicelike:eventbehavior.: in

particular, a teacher may chodseto: be more -laic in the beinning

of the year in order to encourage attention seeking and'the

child's senge.of "being able to pa'rticipate"-right from the_

start'. and then tighten-Up-on the. kinds of "interruptions"
,



that are tolerated as4the year goes on and as children become,

more self - confident. and socially secure, or a teacher may be

very firm in.his/her enforcedent of what constitutes "legitimate

interruption" right fron the beginning of the year, rely ,on

the-fact that consistency throughout the year will facilitate`

faster learningof appropriate behavior that will enhance the

students' sense of selfconfidence and inspire both peer -group

identification and social respect for the teacher based on

recognition that the classroom operates with"the same rules

for r-everybody all the time."

Secondly, it May be the case that the.most satisfying way,"
6,

to compare "structured" classroom style teaching and "open-

classroom. style teaching will-turn out,tohe not in terms of.

differences in degreeof teacher control but rather-in,terms

of differences4t.theWay control is manifested. It: Would seem

reasonable, for example, to hypothesize that-"equally effective"

teaching programs might havb-"equal.amounts" of:teach^ control,

and that.differences in effective teaching style might best ho

characterized in terms of the location Of teacher control w-...thin

.the organization of classroom activities. The whole group

classroom situation provides the teacher with the 'opportunity

to exert control through foeusSed attention on a task.thaehoth

s/he and the students have as main involNieMent. The special
.

challenge to the teacher'using individualized instruction-is

to exert control through structuring task completion,efivironments

that students-can do. (alinost) independently, and by further

structuring "independently-working" students understanding,of

how to make the !'fail- safe" Mechanism the service-like agent

work to- serve both their. own immediate needsland. those of the

otherwise occupied-teacher.
,

213



This brings us-to the real crux of the matter: Attention,

as we'know, is a,major

'what teachers say that

attend to that hag the

form of reinforcethent. It is not so much

they Will attend to.aa,Wfiat teachers do

gre-t-24effect on children's behavior.

Unfortunately, the communicative demands of managing task in-:.

,volvement and social rapport'in non wholegroup.settings do not

lend themselves entirely to being organized in just so many

simple rules (though careful-planning of the various tasks

and other ways of structuring anticipated child-needs-are-IL-

clearly.important teacher controls). -A lot thus depends on the

teacher's ability to establish consistency.between what 6/he

may want the "rules for interrupting teacher" to be or what

s/he may tell students .thit they-are; and the way s/he "informally

.teaches" the "rules" through, h'i's /her actual responsiveress to

students in-service-like events-Incorporatininto the teacher

'vector of activity)) slotting out, deferring, rechannelling, etc.

17t is clear,, then, that the situational demands of in-
-

dividualized instruction time-require sophisticated communicative

skills or the part of both students and teachers. It also seems

inherent in the situation that the informal learning of these

skills through participati6n in "as needed" interactioral

activities like service-like events is morn poW-erful than the

learning of-communicative norm through direct teacher- in-'

structon (recall the interiuptions lesson ). The really

encouraging thing, though, is that .the communicative skills so

learned are -learned well, and that bedause of .heir ad. hoc

"naturalness" the skills may indeedbe more readily transferable

to situations outside the classroom (see subsection Ill -B of this

report). In a'sense, then, the demands maybe greater, but so

mdy be the rewards.



We find ourselves pretty-much in agreement with the_.

concluding remarks of Cazdan's paper:

Because everything we -know about language

development-.suggest6'Ahat it develops best,

in functions wwell as structure, when

motivated by powerful communicative intent,

,and becauseiwe want to stimulate develop

rent and not just mimic it, it is important

to try to make "natural," less didactic, grOup

environments more effective. It should be

possible to maximize consistency' and thereby

familiarity in child-adult relationships and

guarantee that the children: who need talking

time with adults get it.., (1974, p. 218).

Based-on the effectiveness-of the twelve teacheis we have

obserVed, we feel confident that it can be done. We reflective

observers only wish we could, be more skillful in sharing the

insights that they have provided us.with.
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APPENDIX:.
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American-Anthropological Association annual meetings,-Los

Angeles. (Merritt)

1979: "Building Higher Units and. Levels: the.Case for the Strategic

Locus of Observation", Chicago Linguistic` Society, special
'perasession on The Elements held at the annual meetings,

Chicago. (Merritt)

1979 "How Children Get Help From Their-Teachers'During IndiVidual
Work-Time", American AnthropologicalAssociation'annual meetings,
Cincinnati; (Merritt)

.

1980 "Service-Like Events-in7PrIM-afY Classro s American Educational,

sched, Research Asdociation annual meetings, Boston. (Merritt)

Invited vPresen ons:

1979 The View From Service-Like Eventi: Teaching As Managing

Linguistic,(/ Communicative) PartiLipation" mid_ project re-

search fOrum on Teaching As A Linguistic Process, sponsored 1i3v

the National Institute of Education, Teaching and Learning

Program, Program on Teaching and Instruaiorc, held,in Fredericks-
burg, Va. (gerritt with Humphrey as audiovisual support).

1980 Methodologial Aspects of Research with Naturalistic Data " ",

Bag Lunph. Informal Talk Series, tenter for Applied Linguistics,

(Merritt with Humphrey providing audiovisual support)
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Pennsylvania (Professor: Erving Goffman), Philadelphia. (Merritt)
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,1980 National Institute of .Education Handbook0f Current, and Recently
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under thedirection-ofMary Ann Wilmer through Dingle Associates

(in progress).

1'980 Teaching As A Lingui tie Procesi Mid-Project`Z0search Rep, rt,

compiled-by Virginia Koebler (including review papers,ps well as
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Learning Program, National Institute of Education. (available now)

liandboOk 0)7 VideotApe'Research,in Classrooms; Compiled by

Frederick Erickson, Institute for Research on Teaching, Michigan

State University, East Lansing, Michigan n ss).

itten Publication8":

1979' Building 'Higher' `Units and Levels: the case for the strategic;

locus'of observation. In Paul R. Clyne, William F. Hanks, and
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Carol L. Hofbauer (eds). The 61ementflAParasession Drs Lin uist. c

Units and Levels. Chicago: Chicago LinguisLic Society, University

of C lcago. Pp. 119-131. (Marilyn Merritt)
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